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CHAP11EH I
IN1'HODVC'TION TO THE PHOBLEIYI

John Steinbec.I-,: :l.s somethlng of an anoll.'taly 1n Ame:r.iean

letters.

Though 'te is so:m,etimes ack.nOI\rledged as a me.jo:r

modern novel:lst

I.Oilld

occe.s:lona.lly halled as a profi.cient teeh-

nician of the short story, critics on the whole have not been
willing to concede him a place i.n the f:l.rs t :r.··.::,nk of 'i'l.i.."'l terr~'.

If some hesitate to 6all him a great artist) others refute
that; proposition 01.1.tright.

'Whethor tt is

bec~.u.~~e

Ld.s lai;e

~;hey

pretr:md,

novels have patently lac.ked the 1mi versall ty

of late substituted journHlism.
fice.l kind .fol" flct:tor.c, because novelists of

o:~.·

r.d'2:~~rer

expe:d.ra.ental sc!.hools are ne>i'r mo:re at trac~ti v-.~ or
or becs..use

tlH~

ponti-

a:ncl rti.ore

f'a:,:;hione.b1c~,

Stci:nbacl~'s ne~u·-unlversal popu1n.r1t~r ~1/it.h rcn.d.8rE~

is e.t p:t:·esertt too -smbarrEu::slng for ·~rl tical npproval 3 .ihe fact
··'

iously a::; a sign.1 fi~~a11t 1i tere.:.r.y or·tist.

/

Eyen the 1962 Nobel

Prl?.;e B.ward. for li teratu.re has not:. d.or..:..e mu.ch to ctn·rect this
opln:l on.

111

It might. e. lr.i'.OS t have h8e'.."1 a :posthu.E·tcus

~J.v•rard,

fo.t·

Beee.us~~ he h.a.s won the !•bbel P·x·iz~:. for 1/l.terature, 11

v.J:1.1J.iam 0SbOl'Y18 h8.S Nri ttenl, 11 ?1ir. S'ceJ.n'\:;ec:.'P~ r s W'Ol'k, in a.11
p:t·obabl11. ty, ·1vi 11 c:.ome rr:ore and .WJre under th-:.:J scrutiny of
s (:holars. 11 nrn.-1'8 rfexts of Stein~;:Jeok 's '''Ir"i.e C~11'YSf1'.1therr.mr.s 9 1
J.VIod.e:rn Fi.ctlo:n. S~~nclies 1 Vo1. XII, r;o. Lr ('tv:Ln•.:-e:e, 1966.wl96?),
).'t"IYJ.j~"""-~'
T 1.<
;:,:~--·t·h;;~t;·
~- l.7:rrc"";':.:;··;::·,
""' .,., ~, ''
i "' ., "" +·he
'P.,..
c J U
,_. 0. ·r··e·\.
i-:
...
7· 8·' ·. ,..
'i"U r •
...
.... t, t • .:.J.
,.
., -·~·•;;.....1 v
o> P
.J~;. .... ,-,
,;, _,.(,,J
v
~
.• .._ i '7
_,.,_
11
' J
;.· '.n
.• ~."
SC\:cutlny of soho}.!:c'. :('/3 has shoNn no x·ac1.i.cal 8h.l.ft.-. Stelnbenl-c
l>3rnai:ns OY1e of tt:to leaf:>t stud led f1n•1 1-'lidc:s'c read of c;,J J. majo:r
Ame:d.csL':J. ';rx·1.t-:;rs 'ln th"'.; t·;'-it.nl'c.ieth ce'!.J.t~~ryo
It 1{J'OU1d seem. that
nation::.tJ.. hcrnors o1• j .. ntGX'l'1YJ.tlorw.1 .•:>..Hax:·cl.s do :not o:f t:heme.elve~<
COi:1sti t11te 'tfll:Cc1 (~!}l t:erir&. ft;·:r seht)]~a.:r. . .J. . y }rO~J1~l.:.:.tr:!.... t~~(" ..

2

though Steinbeek 's works have always
assigned~

ancl vision, they ha.v-e been
to a scholarly grave.

b~~en mar~{ed by

vi tal:\. ty
J.e;~1.st

fo:::- the pres.:mt at

9

'rhe purpose of this thesi.8, if 1i'1j:t.h

respect only to the sho:1.·t flction, \'Till be to provlde scme
measu.re of resurrection for a much,-ignored a.nd. m.uch-ma:ligned
dis~·

Scholarly interest in John Steinbeck hes been

talf;mt.

tinctly minimal a'Yld even his ad.mlrers adm.i t his artistic
c1ec~line

Unlike the attent.:l.on J.avlshed upon

of recent years.

his illust::d.JJUS contempors.ries, William Faulkner Etnd Ernest

Hemingway, the number of major critical surveys of Steinbeck's
works

Ot:1.n

be count.ed ·upon the :fingers of one's hand"

It has

been customary to rega::r:d Hemlng.,.ra.y and f'aL1.lkner, usually ln
company vdth F'. Scott F'it:ze;cralrl, as t.itam;, vrh'.. J.e ,Tolm. Stel.n~bec.k, cast as a johnny-,come-lC).tely, tends to be regaJ:•ded as a
J~rcn

dvm.rf among mam.moths, a:n int!'u.d.er· among the inr.:nortnls,

those cri tios Hho, like so ma:r1y ree.de:rs, have enjoyed the
gifted storytelling of the man, whose tntentlons al"'e kind, and.
vrho co:!ll.e to praise, often stay; :1.n the ~~o:rds of F. V.l. vla.tt,

CO da.mn, o:r at lea.st to remonstrate

11

~vi th

the au.tho:t· on the

theme of artistic seriousne:1s and moral re8pGEslbiJ.i ty.'?.
Ste:Lnbeck is pecultarly annoying to his friends for the. pre-

else reason that many of his party have expected

muo~

more

from hi.m than he w·as perhaps able or capable o:f gj_vins;,
r

especially after his departure from California.

2Fran1r Hill:i.am ~,.ratt,
Press, 1962), p. llJ.

!f:.S?ll.n .§t!ll:.Dl?..ec[

Certainly

(Ne-.;,.r York: G:cove

3
one of the most popular and repeated c:ri'cicisrns is that

Steinbeck has never lived up to his potential, that he hSJ.s
never lived up to the promise he displayed in his "golden age"
of the 'thirties, and that far greater things .should have co.m.e
from him to sustain a c:l.:'itica:1 reputatlon whtch has suffered,

especially in the post-war years, a steepening decline.
.indictments ignore the fact that by

Such

1945 the expatriata and

the southerne:c, li"ke the man of the VJest 9 had alrea.d.y vr:r·i tten

lt,au.lkner, and Steinbeck
wrote~

cont~.nued

to \'ll'lte; but Nhe:::t they

most agree) \'las not the m.easure of 'Hhs.t had gone

befo:r.'e•
It; ls perhB.ps
we11 that;

th~:~y

;v~.;ll

pe:rceive a

that c:cittos
c:~;.non

cn~lticize;

lt ls &l,lso

fox· their crtitielsr.u..

U:n11ke

the novels, the short ,fltorles of John Stetnbeck lack thJ.s
J

body.

~;hey

have never been

oomp:t~ehens:~. v,31y

collr3oted.; they

have never been completely sv.:rveyed.; they have never been,

under any scheme or system of thematic categorizations grouped
for analysis.
e.nd

morr.~.

r:L'he intent of th:i.s study is to do just

that~

It is to suggest that a. form in wh:tch .John Stein-

beck seems to fl.ncl his best and truest

metier~

a form

~rhlch

s-:Jems to have had a se.1utary :tnfluence upon the IDE:thodr:;; and
matel'iEJ.ls of the great noyels, is one V<rhl ch, perhaps, he

altogether unvJlse in forsaking.

~vas

The short sto:cles of John

Steinbec1c are dist:tngui shed contrt buttons to .American litera.-

ture and it m8.y not be too much to say that from the moment

4
.he

tui~ed

from the sources and discipline of that genre,
dec:r.es.siJ:~gJ.y

Stei:nbeck became

excellence.

able to prod.uee J..i te.rature of

As the memorable short stories of Calj_fornia

cles.rly attest Y it is as nat:'i.v-e reglons.list tl:w.t Steinbeck
f'ixst achteved l:".tis hie;hest. and truest vision as unlvr:;rsalist.
r.l'he gl"eat novels ow·e muc:h to the form Hhich prer::.ed.ed EJ.ndt j_n

some cases 9 dirAotly influenced them.

(1932)

The vlgnettes of

Stelnbcc·k' s ta1es of

simplo rural l:lfe pT0he va:r:ietles of experiellce and feeJ.iYJg

cha:racte·.rs ln picturesque

cor11.~:Jrs

of the state move: e.we.y fro::n

color and. toward the expression of universal verities.

lo~al

Despite the f[i.Ct that his .·o::::·eatl.vf; w:r.i ting h.as

s1e.ck~

ened peroeptlbly folJ.owlng hj_s Nobel Prize t=":n•ra::cd. :i.n 1962, and

though he seems. to ha.'IE' exchanged. prose fict:lon for
respondence a.L'ld

~ocis.l

crttlc-L"im as t.:he med.ia. Clf his

Hf:l.r

COl"u

c.on·Iie·~

tlcms, John Stej.nbeci{ remal:r.:u.=. unq1..ws :;5.onab1y one of the foremost figures of the present day ln

li teraturt~.

a

qulesc~:::nt

continue to
elu.~ie~J

and~

l'Jim.;

cont8mporar~,r

kneriean

He ·is not e.n active figure, however, so r:mch as

o:ne..

A

NY'i te

when his will forbids him arJd his e.:rt

l:i.kt~

'i.~rriter,

othc:c men,

even a great ·'irri te~(', cannot

hi:~

has his season &rid h1.s time,

if he is I·Jise r b.e will recognize when the gift is gm1e

r _

11

5
and not presume upon the patience of his audienoe by strs.lning after

~;hat

ls gone.

'trltb. Stelnbeck.

He wtll wri.te no more.

So it ls

His reputat:i.on ha.s largely de:rended e.nd ';·rill

no doubt continue to depend upon the impressive.novels of the

upo:u

t~m

great short

novels~

.Qf. JiLLS?l:. flrl,9;

lisn

and

.Q~n:rer:y,:

8-lid u.pon. t.he small handful of ·short stores ( 11 Flight,
Ch:cy~>exlthemums, u

11

.R21:J)

1

"rhe

and the quartet of tales Nhl c.h com,)rise
'I'he
.t
-""""··

.R€2.:1 J2.9!~) 1·rhich are conslstently anthologized. to the v:l.rtual

e::fclu.sicm of others no less ftne..

Theses

then~

are the

qu.inte;:::sence of Jorm Steln-bec'k, the works which \·611 se::cve
to keep h:l.s nam.e a brlght encl endu.:r.·ing one, tb.ough for e.ll
pract:lcal pt:trpoBe8 hts l:tterary career seems ;no11·r to have
approa.c~hed

or actually entered the final hiatus.

been no novel si.nce :J:l]e

!!J:.n.t~£

of.

ou..r

.PlflE~~!:l.:t~J.?.!:.

There hs.o
was pub-

lished in 1961; there has been no short story since the
appearc"3nce more than ten years e,go of
a BanKe n

11

Ho'l'fr !Vir. Hogan Robbed.

Nearing the end of his sixth decs.de, John Steinbeck

may not have vrri tten himself out entirely, but he has
apparently settled. back i.nto the posture 1i'rhich least becomes

him:

that of critic.
John Steinbeck's present role as nat]. ona.l observer and.

moral.J..stic philosopher can do little to enda,:1ge:t• his wide
popularity \vith the American reading publj_e.

On -the

con~

trar.y, it may do much to encourage greater reverence among
tho~::c

fox.· vrhom the deaths of Heminsway and F'aulkner have

6
left Steinbeck a kind of surviving dean of .American letters.
Steinbeck, however, is apparently not interested in either

literature or llterary criticlsm.

Social Emd. politlc.al

issues now excluslvely oc.cu.py h:l.s attention end. eng1.3ge hls
typt:n'lri t.er.

If cri tl cism, like

Sha:~r'

s famous deflni t:i.on of

patriotism, is the last refuge of the scoundrel, patrlotJo
criticism may be the first refuge of the sage.

Steinbeck • s present avocation.

Such is John

In a:cti.cles and nev-rspa.pe.r

columns, he becomes more and more the venerable judge of
Am.e:clcan mores.

rrhis revers1.on to popule.r journalism reminds

one of the Hemlngway of the bullfight:i.ng articles and flshing
pieces, produced. at a very late time i'Ihen the croati ve POI·'Ier·
in fi.ction had. slackened or fled.
The irony of his present posi tlon ls that

Ste:t.nbeck~

a man who has s.lvmys mistrusted critical authorl tarlm1iom.,

has himself become the kind of authority he has su.sp8ctedo

His philosophical verdicts about ethics, moral, national,
/re.cial, social, and personal problems are qu:i.te coherent and
~declarative; they are emphatic and even, sometimes, lyrical;

U but

it is doubtful that Stei:nbec1-c vrlll be muc.h noted or long

·mon,_be~~d as
r <;;...,
f.•
t

·-'-~

c~erta:Lnly

AEL~ri\:.€!:

~ ai~e"t
a.o
<?-

sa~e
D

0

the super1.or of such treati.ses as the

llght~··he(·n~ted

( 1962) or the yJretentious a!ld sententious patriotic

suryey ~ bme.r::.L£0;. g& ,the;_ ,,Atp.e~:~-CI?JJ.§. ( 1966).

Unjus-tly neglected,

7
The best of Steinbeck as serious philosopher lies in tb.e.t
boo}{, not in moTe rece11t ones, just as the best of S'tclnbeck,

as literary artlst, lies i.n the tale;S and novels YJThich pre- ·
cede hi.s physical end spiritual exodus from the ·vrest. to the
east.

1'he decLine and fall of Steinbeck's pm·mr may justly

be equated with the abandonment of his native env-i:conme:ntio
Just as it is hard to be comfortable with the Fe.u11mer
removed from Yoknapatawpha, so Steinbeck's California is the
taproot of hls peculiar gen,ius and pa"t'ticular appeal.· St:nce
Stej.nbeck, like 1i'aul1nwr ~ drevT hl. s primary universal import

in vehlcles derived from the pastoral and provincial, changes
of sc.ene s:nd subject did not notably enha:nce his poHer ox·

131;.~}}

so p8:1.nfu1J.y d.emonstrate,. Ct:;.lj.fornia recollected was not

the same as California observed; Steinbeck's 8..!-:nbi tlous mjrthmaking grew um•rield.y, until what had been forsaken physically
'

w·aa eventually· disea.rded altogether for purposes of s.rt.

Searching for nev-rer provinces, Steinbeck turned to the drama,
to a. parod;y- of .9J:ll1pe:;:x.

Ii.~::I.'

to continental satire, to philo-

sophical or topical journalism, to travelogues, to a novel of
immorality in New England, and to patriotic extravagaDzas.
It was an experimental career which demonstrates, if anything,
the fallacy of experimentatlou.
If Steinbeck i'rlll be l:l. ttle remembered as an e:aste:rn
crttj.c,

~-here

ls little danger of his bej_ng forgotten as

western 1'iri.ter.

As a short story

vrriter~

Steinbeck j.s 1.mique

8

in havlng brought the last frontier of a. rural Hest into the
perspective of a psychological realism that sacrifices nothing of lyrical beauty in its telling.

As the last living

novelist from what many hold to be the salad days of the
American novel, Steinbeck is both a se~tlmental and lege~dary

presence.

'rhat he i.s still alive comes as

e: shoc.k to

tho~;e

lilio believe he perished long ago in some dust bowl or tide

pool, and who recall him

i'Ti th

all the nostalgia evoked by

memory of the mid-Depression era ln which he rose to fame
with his accounts of paisenos, transients, and strikers seek-

ing the fabled sweet.llfe in fabulous California.

Hale and

vi tal at sixty-six, hm-Iever, John Ste:lnbeck is not quite

prepared to se.y his

ll~Bl2.

!U.!!Ll&.tJ£1 or to &.ntinlpat.e those

posthumous flur:ctes of e.ri tical reapprEtisal sure to follovr

his departure for that great Tortilla Flat in the sky.

He

makes no open or optimistic prophecies of his intentions, but
the silence of recent years seems to suggest that he m.s.y no
longer address himself to li terat.u:r.e.

The time thus fa.vcrs

a critical survey of 'Hhat Steinbeck has ·Nritten.

The need

has been fulfilled for the novels; but only scant critical
attention has been glveYl the short t~torios ~

No study exlsts

which treats them as en assembled and U..Ylj.fied whole.

There e.re four reasons why the short stories of John
Steinbec};: have as yet remained uncollected, a condi ticm
tntolerable for one considered by ruan;r to be among the most
eccomplished and persuaf.::i ve storytellers in our time.

In the

first place, it has been the tende:nGy to regard The Pastures
-~--)

....~-.n""""""'';..,....<l'_., .. ;u ..

/!
.I
/

I

9

£f

lf:.§~:Y£1!

and

1'22£ E:£.<1.

Egn;x: as novels, though, strictly

speaking, they are not.
~.§,Y§_l1

Properly v:teltred,

2-1t~

Pnstux·es of

............ 0 •• ~.-.- """'"' .... ~ ....... -

...

consists of a nunfber o.f independent short stories

whose unity lies in settlng cmd perhaps tone.
has its orig1.n in T'he

~·"' <!<f..ol;...

Lon~

....., .. ~..........';~

TJ:L~. I~;£

E!?X!X.

VsJ.lev, e vol.u.ne of short stories

.....~ ..............a~

....... -;, . .

k'Thich possesses a less consistent u_ni ty o:f p1ace end no unity
of tone.

.Til,~ _E~d

.:r:S?ER itself consists of four distinet tr::.1les

\'Those unity must be sought in the continuing echwat.ion :?.nd
maturation of Jody 'l'iflin,

j_ ts

young protagonist.

But to

CEtll

the four short stories about h:l.m a nmrel is clear·1y a..n. ed:ttor-·
i.al convenience. -vrhich abolishes the orlglnal fox·m of the

series of short stories, is often described as a novel, though,
as Peter Lisca has .said, this ls not true "because the seve:ral
stor:tes are too autonomous struct·ura.lly e..nd a.esthetically"
'1~!1~. R.§..~.i~LCl~

of

~Y..S:E

,a

may have more unity than most short

story collectlons, but it does not reflect the u...Yll'cy 1vhic.l:t 1tre
should expect as a matter of course in the novel.
its si.ngular setting ancl prevailing :ironic tone,

Despite
lb~ 1.'.t?L£'i:t.H2~:0.§.

of ,He.~y:~22 remains a series of more or less li:n1ced tales Bnd
should not be properly defined as novel.
'l1he first source of diffim.ll ty, thus, has been the

rather 'L'l.nfortunate tendency on the part of some edl tors and..
even some critics to appropriate the old wine of Steinbeck's

Jpeter Lisca, The Wide World of John Steinbeck (New

Bruns~·Jlc.k:

Rutgers

univer'sTty Tr'E:iit7, ~ 193~T)·;··

r;:~~·39:··u"~-·

J.O

short stories and

~our

it into new bottles labelled unovel."

The con tent does not liJholly justify tha.t label; if the
vintage is good, the designation is false.
one essentially of definition.

The problem is

Editors, gathering encourage-

ment from critics, have made of Steinbeck's episod:l.cally
structured works "'·Jhat sui ted their

ir.ttex·E.~sts

or p:r.ofi ts.

Though there is nothing crirnj.nal or unusual in this practice,

it is far from critical and less than cor:cect.

It may have

se.tisfied an anthology; but there has as yet been no accurate
anthology of Steinbeck's short stories and with such confusion
in definition it is not lil\:ely we shall have one.

It '\'l'OUld

be 1J.nfortuna te if, in any future collection of Steinbeck's

would be oml ttecl precisely because of nothing more than misleading terminology.
A second cause for the lacl\: of a comprehensive study

of Steinbeck's short stories lies in the fact that a number
of tales, appearing after the int tial publi CEJ.ti on of 'I'he b2P.Ei
11

Val lev, remain uncollected.

w - .,.,._,_L':i:"a

.

.

Robert Louis Stevenson"

4

H01·r Edt th McGill cuddy Net

is a~ charming a story of childhood

as ''His Pather 11 5 is a disturbing viev.r of it.

.

Cyrus

Tr~isk"

6 .

"'rhe Sons of

..

is a povlerful tale of love and hate in the family·

1
!'J"ohn Steinbeck, "How Edith r.'fcGillcudd~l filet Robert
Louis Stevenson," 'rne Portable Steinbeek (New Y'ork: '.rhe
Vi king . Press, 19 54.)7~P-:···--s5sr:~~ -~-..---·-···-·- .
.
5The ReG.dcr's D:\.R;est, 55:329 (September, 1949), 19·-21.
-
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'

11

vvhich later, slightly revtsed, was
chaptE~r
11

ineorpc:r.·ot~d

of the last epic noYel of Celifo:rnla,

s.s 8.n early

.2..a.£1~~

of Eden.

Ho1,; l'Ir. Hogan Robbed a BAnk u7 is an insouciex1t little satlre

of srnoJ.1 to·wn Amerl can conven ti onalJ. t;y whj_ ch served as the
nucleus of the less (;heerful morall ty novul, The
Our Diseontcnt.

":.......,.....-:w~·

. - ... ~·""'"~·"·~ ....................... ~

}~~i!l~~.!'.

.2.f.

"The NlrcW1f3 of Tepr::tyacnuR is an orthodox

m:1.racJ..e tale for the Chr1::;tme.s season 1-n 1•rhi ch .Steinbecl\:

myth without the strong satiric attitude so prominent

relat~s

a feature of his treatment of religion elsewhere (as, for
example 9 in nst. Katy the Vlrgin 11 ) .

A sixth uncollected

ptece, "-ThB 'l'ime the vTolves Ate the Vice:~Principal; ,,9 is not

a short story at all but rather an inter-chapter discarded,
.
~o.....
"l
. ,.
C
presumo
y f or it r1 s h eer gruesomeness, from
_:..f!I::!2!?2:'JL.

D

uOY.J.

10

As .such, it j_s not discussed in this study.
Obviously, so long as five tales of interest and
quality remain scattered in various periodlcals and journals,

the short sto:r·les of John Steinbeck cannot be sa:td to have
7

1;\tlal}_~l£ .!!~nthlY..~ 197:3 (lvrarch, 1956), 58u6l.

co]J.:Je,r~~~ f:.?..€i.§.Z~, 122:26 {December 25, 191·1·8), 22-23.
9The !i§:f'E~ .2£ th~ 1.2~' i: 1 (March~ 19'-1-7), 26-27.

8

10 rt is Warren French's view that the chapter, "a
m.asterptece of objective na.turaltsm" i•Th:l.ch tells of ho~r an
ailing educator is devoured by a wolf pack on the steps of
the house of a vroman vrho sleeps t;h:r.ough the 1-rhole lnoident,
is "definttely not irrelevar1t e.nd should have been included
tn the book; for, in a sense, t t is the c.:.-1ps tone of Stej nbeck' s
attack on the average person's tnsensi tJ:v1 ty to and d:tstrust
of the truth. 11 John Stajnbeok (New York: 'rv.ra.yne Publishers,
1961), P"P• 130~·3·1-:··----·- ··:---'"······--~·,-·
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been either fully collected
A third reasrin

or comprehensively surveyed.

~1y S~einbeck's

short stories are

uncollected. has to do tvith the general attitude adopted by
critics towards the work of Steinbeck as a whole.

The

rather sparse critical attention to whloh Steinbec.lr' s vwrks
have been subjected 11 has usually focused~ as Peter Lisca
.
12
e:xplaJ.ns,
on the "social message 11 of his fiction. Th~::

short stories are unusual because they hav-e vi:r·tually nothing
to do wtth social interests, with social philosophy, or v'rith
any of the contemporary problems of Depression and the plight

of the dispossessed in America.

For the most parts Steinbeck

seems to have reserved treatment of these subjects for his
longer works.

Renee, most cri tlcs, favorlng some so:r.'t o:f

·sociological or p•)li tical approach to Steinbeck, have qul te
natu:rally preferred to discuss the novels rather than the

short stories.

In fact, no critical work has ever been pro-

duced. in Ttihich the short stories are discussed homogeneously.
'lhe failure may. be the direct rosul t of tho diffe:r-ing and

more difficult psychologlce.l contexts of the tales, Nhose

11 'I'he first fu11-·1ength study of Ste:i.nbcc1;:' s fi c. tion,
Peter Lisca • s John Steinbeck, did not appear untU. 19.513; :i. t
has baen succeeded by only three ether lik~ studies in ton
years. The fil~st anthology of cri tlcal essays, §_~.?:.tn.l2:s.?.21 §Dd
lU~. .9.r.ttL9.!!.: !::. E§.~l'.Sl g.£ ~~-El!.?-~~.Y.-f.iY~. ]~§E_f!..' E:ds. E. W. ·r~dloc1t
and c. v. Hicker \Albuquerque: University of N(~lir Hexleo Pross,
1957) has had no successor in the decade following its publication.
12_<2£•

.£l~t·'

PP• 1-lJ.
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ttroessage 11 is less easily eomprehensi ble and perhaps l.ess
d.efinable than that of the soclally-mot1.vated novels.
Steinbeck's internal dlreotlon in the short st:Ol"'Y is as
unexpected as it is refreshlng.

The polemie interest of the

novelist who observes masses ancl movements with scientific
detachment and hu.ma.:ni tar:J.2..n conc;ern :ts bal::""ncad. by t1w

psy~

chological J.nterest of the shc)rt story 1iTrlter ·who portrays
private live$ and secret consciences 111i th sympathetic insight

and penetrating irony.
ity hls

the~e

Callfor:n.ia is his settlng an.c'i

human~·

in both genres, but Steinbeck's a.pproach to his

subject in each is divergent.

'I'he stories are for the most

part studies of man's lonely struggle agaj.nst illogical forces
at 1wr'k n0t only in the uni ve:rse e.t large bat often 1-d. thtn

man himself.

In the novels, Steinbeck's charaeters migrate

to the H ·~st or become wanderers 1•rl thln California, seeklng
security and safety; in the short stories, these see"kers are
replaced by inhabitants, often established resident.s of the
stEtte en,joying lives of leisure and peace, if twt actual
plenty~

Hard times seem comfortably remote and the issues of

a troubled generation do not arise:
Since in the late thirties many Amcric:.:,tns lool{ed em
Stei.nbe.ck as the socially conscious novelist, it j_s
s1.1.r:~n~ising ho7-rseld"om. the depressj_on and its problems
ma1-re themselves felt in the storles of ;rhe Lonq: Valley.
Hard. ttmes e.re mentioned in tt;rhe Hhi te 'Q'U'9:i~C11 "'but.~·-;_}::;;;'-'~
remote from N.9.ry Te-~ller' s ·t·rorlcl.. In "Breakfast 11 a fam.ily
of migr~::mt ~'l0r1cers are "eating good, 11 and t·Je gather that
they hacl. not been eating nea.rly so vreJJ. two ·r,reelcs ea:rlter»
"I·h.e Bald" alone is concerned with contemporary tronbles,

1)+

but even there Steinbeck's interest in the organizers is
mainly psychological.lJ
-

tow·a:rds the end of the Depression, is more true of
~<:?.turg.Q .9~f.

lU:..§;YQ£,

a work

~rhi ch,

1:'.h.~l

though it Hppeared at the

inception of that troubled era, has not the slightest reference to its special problems in all its tales.

Steinbeck, so

often labelled as Pl'Oletarian novelist, becomes in his short
fiction. an analyst of humen behavior, a chronicler of widely
divergent states of mind.

It is a direction

~.:rh1.ch

mt-t;y have

frustrated anthologists and defied analysis, -hut it is one
whlch lends to so many of his stories their truly i'nterest~

lng distinction and impressive stature.

One of the great

sources of Ste::inbeck 's povrer and appeal is his ability to get

within the minda of his subjects.

Where, in later and longer

works, he sacrifices character investigation for the incorporation of myth or the pursuit of allegory, his work seems
to suffer greatly from lifelessness.

The magnificent·char.u

acter studies which range from the naisanos of 'l'ortj_lla F'1at
-

to the tdlers of _..,.
Ca1:mer:v
___
_Row
..,....,...,,. shov-r Steinbf=!ck' s
."r'""'""~-·-

.._,,.,,-.~,....,.,..,..............,

•

....,~,*"""'-""

eno~cmous

~..............,._,.,.,~

oblt-

gation to the subjects and the techniques of his shorter
flotion •
.A fourth and final reason why the short stori.es of

John Steinbeck have to this date found no comprehensive
...._,,~·--~-·..,_"""'a.4a••

....m,•••·•••"'"'·.....,·---"~'" ,
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dif'f.i.~

anthology or cr:J..tical analysis li.es in the practical

culty of organizing ln eny cohesive way a sl:i.ghtly unified.

'i'Ihich he,ve never been gathered together at all..

'I'his thesis

addresses itself to that difficulty by organization of the
sto::·i~H1

l'lE~cessarily

into four sepe.rate, if not

categox·ies:

clJ.stLnct

Chapter II, Tales of Youth; Chapter IIIs .rrales

of Mystery and. Vtolence; Chapter IV, the Marriage Group;
A dozen of the twenty-.. rd.ne

Gh::r9ter V, Satiric Studies.

short; stories .John Steinbeck has written have to d<J

youth or young adulthood:
11

"The Glft,

11

11

·~<'rl th

'l'he Great Nountalns;"

Th3 P:r.·omi se," '''I'he Leader of the People" (the four togethe:c
"Flight," "Ivroll;y Morgan," "Pat

Htlmbert~"

11

1'ularecito," "Hilda. Va.n Deventer," "Hobble Haltby,"

v'Ris Father," and "Edith Nc.Gillicuddy."

Seven of the tales

f'"re concerned wl th themes of mystery and violence:
of Adan

rrr~1Slt,

II

"The Vj_gilante,"

"Johnny Bear,
11

II

"'Ihe

Haymond Banks,

11

Snal~:e,

"The Sons

"'rhe Raid,

II

and "Breakfast.

11

Sto::ci es

about the:~ marriage rel8.t:i.on number seven and include:

Chrysanthemums," "The Vlhite Quail," "'I'he Murder,
Ha:cness,

II

11

Srv?3:'k Hicks'

Hiracle of 11cpayac."

Virgin" and

"HOI'T

11

II

''Richard v,/hj_ teslde'

11

11

£ll1d.

.

II

11

"The

'I'he

"The

Rosa e.n.d l'tlarta Lopez 11 anti clpa tes the

Hr. Hogan Robbed. a Ban1~:,

11

cheerfully 1nni--

si ve s:::1.tires of church ancl soctety respeeti veJ.y ~ open ( 1932)

16
and close ( 19 56) the short story career of John Stelnbec:.k.
If in his old age John Steinbeck should produce any

collec~

tion of short storier:: 11hieh compare favorably td th those

e.re r1ow to

examine~

j

t

i'·Te

is quite posslble he should succ.eed in

reverslng the prevp.iling crt tical silence anrl skeptld.sm
Hhich hB.s, for too long a time, denied him e. proper station

among the truly si.gnifi cant interpreters of man and m1.nd :1.n

twentieth century li tfn•ature.
ln part exist
and

.!b.S:. .1,9.1115.

technical and

be~ause
,Yal1~X

Indeed, that very sj_lenoe may

the author of

1:1Le.

_Pe:§.J2H;£~~-~.

f>J2.

tt§~~~~'?J.l

has Pl"'ov·lded no sequels to an art of

them~":J.tlo

excellence, an art that has found fev-r

1.mi tators aud. :no successors in the literature of the \-Jest

q

CHAP'l'ER I I
TALES OF YOU'l'H

A trto of short stories to which \'rf!.s su.bsequontly
E>.d.ded the

t~:-.le

called "The Leader of the People,

11

~1:1:~~

B.fld

1
Pony has often been cited as John Steinbeck
s cla2s1c.
.
. . if not
sup1•eme fictional a.chievement9 1 It is cert&inly Str;i:nb:::~ck' s

---•>WI.~•·

most ambitious, intimate, and persuasive ec:count of youth.
Through the early disillusion and sorTOw of Jody Tifl1n,

Steinbeck movingly portrays a child's entry P.n.d. in:l t:l.stt.ion

into li f'e.

By startling intuitions and surpri sin.g revelat1 ems,

the mysteries of' life become rea1 ities fvr thin ten yea1• .cJ.d
boy who has never before questloned. the judgments
~isdom
father~

of his elders.

o~c

the

Not all. the thoughtless pride of his

nor all the thoughtless love of his mother, nor all

thG thoughtful counsel ·or Billy Buck, the old ra.:nch hand, can
make him wise, so much as his
of feeling,

though~,

.Oil:"£1

introduc:tion tv the world

and sensibility through pain8

In his

enocmnters, Jody becomes much more than s. lone lj_ ttle boy on

an is.ola ted Ca.l1fo:cnla r9nc.h.

His 15. ttle valley becorr.es a

microcosm, his experience there a representation of the uni-

1
To Arthur MizenerJ the work is Steinbeck's piece de
reslstance 1 possessing nan ~ntegrity, a responsibility to
expe?.'l -:::nee, E\:;Jd. a. oonse~:p.tent uni. ty of sur·face. encl symbol thBt
Stei1:1beck has never ach:u::ved ~~ince. 11 "J.ohn Stc)inbeck and His
Persuect17·.~~s
f:;:·om The . N:,v; Ytn·k 1'lmes
,.l\o-u•,...,..,"~~·.,....,;.,,...".,.,..,.,.,..- •-·"~"'-'"-'•"'.._ • .,..,,.,."'"'""'" ...,..•.,....,.,., ... '''"""""'"'-'""''" _._.,.....,__,,...,,..un·.ed_. f':can~:~..s B:roN:o. \Boston: Houghton Ni.ff'li:n
-c·om::Ps.rl1;~·~·"Is,i 61:.- ) , 1) ~ 1.s 3•

'Hcn·ld, "· -.,.b.,..,
0Y"l5.nio:ns
an<l
.
,~~--~..

Book

..,..._,....,,(O."A ...

HeVl.tO::',c~,

.ftu.UN'o::r...

.,.,....,,,.,...,....,.,.. ...
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versal in the part:i.cula:r. · In the last days of his childhood,

irl the loss of innocence, in hls gradual illuminati on by
confrontation wlth the hard, often intolerable nature of the
world into which he t•m.s born, and irl his final acceptance and

compassion, Jody becomes a figure symbolic of eaoh mants
early crt sis of mB.turi ty.

Remote from the worldly 1<Tisd.om of

'I'vraln' s Huck or the cynicism of S8linger' s HolderJ, Jod.y
emerge~3

a.s an lnnoc.ent in small blue denim dungarees, a chU.d

on the threshold of uncertain knowledge.

In him is reflected

that careless a:ad. comfortable unconcern, that thoughtless and
insensl t:i.ve

ga~ety

which ;y-outh can nourish only so long and

insofr:-:.r e,s the realities are kept at a safe distance.
in

1PS:.

But

22!2:,-:l, that distance suddenly COrltra.rJtS arid t.he boy

r~.

is perrai tted to remain a boy

110

longer.

The child is com-

pelled to become a man.
In

11

The Gift" and. "'The Promise," Jody' s tni tiatior:v

results from the deaths of Gabilan and Nellie, a colt e11d
mare, whtch he loved.

In "The Great r'iountainsn and "'I'he

Leader of the People," he learns by his experiences with two
unloved and unwanted old men, Gitana and Grandfather Tiflin.
Jody is naturally attracted to them and he tries to act as

an ameliorator of the hostility or indifference of adults
ageinst them.

His attempt to negate the natu.ral f.ate of man

e.nd animal ls futile, but the effort is, for him, far from
prof.j. t1ess.

'I'he confrontation of the boy 1>ri th forces he can-

not comprehend or control is a challenge ahd an invitation to

19
grow-th, espectally in

on.c~

so young and possesslng so little

Jody comes to perceive that adults are

knm\Tledge of li.fe.

not infallible idols of wisdom, that the family is not
eternal, and that life and death ca:nnot truly be separate or

distinct in the scheme of things.

In his disillusion, there

is implicit enlightenment; in his sorrow, there is strength,
grow·th, health.
As ''The Gift" begins, Jody is an endearing and obedient

little boy who extsts comfortably and ivho

obe;~,rs

the routines

and comJ.M:J.nds. which the adult world. has created for him, while

comprehending

~ittle

of that world¥

His is the pleasant

repose of unassailed soul for Jody is a youth untested as yet
·oy

an~~uish

It

didn~t

had.

o

or o:r:destl:

"The· trlangle Pi.c1'.:ed. him out of sleep.

coeur to him to disbbey the harsh note.

•• "

He never

By the end of the story, however, Jody has

several times m.lssed, and hence disobeyed, that summons o·::•

the a4ult VlOrld..

Having done so he has also escaped the

implicit limitation of the triangular world of Not.her, :Father,

and Billy Buck.

In his increasing concern for the dying red

pony colt, Jody's pattern of life is altered.

His own point

of vlew i.s radically changed from i'J'hat it has been at the
tale's beglnni ng.

He can no longer be what he 1-ms.

Instead,

. someth:Lng of the child is displaced e.s something of another
ag·e eJ:'ld. 1-ri sdom is a.cqu1red.

If "the high jangling note of

the trlangle put the boy Jody i.n motion," the lrm somber note
of death wlll account fo.r his suspictons about pE!.:l:"ental

20
promises e.nd adult assurannes in "'rhe Gift," as well as f6r
his inc.reduli ty and symbolic stasis in

17

The Promise."

ult:1.mate perception of his disctplineriml father'

8

Jody' s

shol·t•»

comtr1gs as a human being acccmnts for a response :t:n the· boy
far dlfferent than the .Jod;,r ·Nho "obeyed him in everything

1'1ithou:t; questions of any kind.

11

As Jody

obsE~rves,

he EJ.ll.§J;.

quest1.on, for the values by ·which he lived o.re found wanting
in the face of his ne·w 1rnowledge.

blind

assu~·a:nce,

'l1he simple, easy life of

obedience, and reliance is precisely the

life whlch becomes increasingly difficult for Jody to accept,
increasingly impossible for him tc sustain.

'I'he centra.l irony of "The Giftn i.s that, due to ,Jod.yts
exc.essive re1Jance

on

Billy Buck, the adult Hhom he trusts

most .fully, Jody is destined to lose the good gift of the
red pony.

2

The loss of that which he loves most conrpletely

is the more s:tgnificant because i t is

Billy~

and :not Carl

'l'iflin, who is Jody' s true father-figure, inter;,reter, guide,
and riddle·-·solver.

\<Then, for example, Jody carefully scrapes

a spbt of blood from one of his egg yolks it is Billy Thlck

2 rn ''I Hant to Krro"Vr Hhy, 11 Sh e:nrood Anderson's young
protagonist-narrator comes to like disillusion by a similarly
excessive reliance upon a horse-expert (jockey) who is also
a father-·sur:x·ogate for the youth. Jerry Tillford's "sin" of
vi si ti:ng a brothel defeats the boy's aclmiration and respect
for him, while in "'I'he Gift 11 and "The Promtse," Billy Bu.ck' s
sins--a false promise and a promise kept at mortal cost~
dj.minlsh Jody' s love and trust. But while the adolescent of
A.."1derson' s tale remains hurt and puzzled by i'rhat he has
obse~cvecl, St0Inbeok' s boy has p:rogressecl from r:1nguished aHa:r.e~·
ness to anceptance ~ compassion; and toler.:tnce. If Anderson~ s
you t.h 0'wants to knovr why, 11 SteinlH;')ok' s has found out.

21
who explains.,

11

That vron' t hu.rt you.

rooste:r leaveEJ. 11

That 1· s only a sign the

And when the one good ear of Sm:.?.sher the

shepherd dog rises higher than a collle's ear should, the
boy•s curiosity is satisfied when Billy said that that alHays
happened$
Carl

~r.iflin

.Again, when Jody receives hls gift of the colt,
goes off to escape the embarrassment of the boy's

pleasure, gratj. tude, and love.
presents Here given
value somewhat.

i'Ii th

"Nearly all· of .hJ.s father's

reservations v-rhtch hampered thei.r

It 1-ras good discipline.

or d1sctpline, Carl retireso

11

Una.b1e to control.

B:tlly, on the other hand,·

remains to explain to the excited. boy the essential details
of purchase, care, feeding, naming, rtding, and train:lng.
Later, .it is the unusually patient and thoroughly practic.EJ.l
Billy who provldes for Jody a great many anecclot·es and facts
about the horse.

It is the nature of this animal

t~hat

most wlshes to comprehend and Billy is an acknm'lledg·ed
of the subject.

J'ocly
maste1~

He is the true model for Jody, the father of

a practical and humane "Wisdom, yet one which, in its teacher,
is proven fallible.
a~

Billy, who insists upon treating Jody

a child, carmot live up to the promises he carelessly

gives the boy when the pony is ill.

If hls educatlon depends

in la:cge part upon Billy,.Jody's maturity and growth, it is
cJ.ea:c, must originate ln his own perceptio:n and response.
By his natural parents, Ruth and Carl Tif1ln 9 and by
his symbolic parent, Billy Buck 9 Jody is told 'Nhat to do,
how to do l t, and 'll·.rhen.

His life has so· far been ord.ered and

22
defined bJr how things must be and should be.
holds young J'odJ7 ln an ordered,

The triangle

~rell~·regulated

this small Adam is not without his int:u:ttions ~

Eden.

But

Early in the

tale, Jody b:s:g:l.ns to come of i:i1dependent mind and sonsit.j_ve
sptrt tv

On the threshr>ld of maturity, Jody senses somethin{S

of the changing nature. of his ·world:

"He felt:. an urwert.s•inty

in the aiL', a feeling of change and of loss t:-3.nd of the e'jain
of :n.ev.r and unfamj.J.iar things.

11

Later in the

tale~

the ·boy

finds that the very landscape of his childhood home has
altered. as the realities assume purposeful shape and f'orm
before his

con~cious

gaze:

He loo1:;:ed down at. the house a:od at the old bu.nlchouse
and at the darkcypress tree. The pla::>e was familiar,
but cru.:-e:i.ou.Gly .changed. It 11raan' t i tsS<lf 8i:1Y :i:D.o:ce, but a
frame fo:c thiings that were ha.ppening. 3
If Jody sees with new eyes, he is seen by others in a
nmlf perspec.ti ve as w·eJ..l.

It is the red pony who begins to set

him apart, especially in the:minds of six ~ittl.e playmates of
hls who had come to see·and admire the gift Jody had been
given.

They had remained in awe of thelr friend, for "they

looked at Jody with eyes in which there vras a nei\T a.dmi.ration
and a ne-vr

respect~"

Ruth Tiflin several times regards Jo::1y

i'll th the SE:cret and proud smile a mother must give her son
i'rhen she sees him

a~~suming

the responslbilit.y of possession

and bearing the obligation of c.are.

J'ody becomes :more

3 John Steinbeck, "'l he Gift, '1 Tf:l...Z I:.Q:£~ Y~Q:.1.~:Z: ( Ne~r
1

York: The Viking Press 9 Compass Bo.oks Edition, 196L1.), p. ~~3.5·
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conf:ldent) more responstble, more sagacious, and therefore
less c-hi.ldlike.

'I'he colt is very clearly the means of his

expEmded. confidence and. 1mmdedge.

Jody had seen horses all

his life and had talc en them feir granted, much as he had taken
the life about him for granted.

But novr there is not a detail,

not an expression, not an inflection, not a movement on the
part of the colt that he does not obser,re and catalogue for·
his

01~:n

information.

s,nd discov-ery.

The boy is led to increased

a~rareness

\\'hen he and Gabila.n go off from the Tiflin

rm1ch, .they penetrate hedged clearings and leaYe the old
momen.tarj_ly behind, while 1-rhen they return fi:·om

the:tl~

lif~:

expedj.-

tlons_"t.hey smelled of the sweet sage they had forced through,"
tho sweetnes;s of the sage plant being symbolicalJ.y linked to
the s·v-reetnes s of increasing a1•rareness, discovo:ry, and .
sagacity.

But a more tragic knowledge awaits Jod.y in the

dee.th. of the eJ::timal he loves.
Ironically, the.· fallibility or oversight vThich causes
the end of Gabilan is the.t of the normally responsible adi.Al t,
not that of the oharacteristicially irresponsible child.
Hhen Jody wonders if it ·will be all right to leave his colt
6u.t in t~h.e Tiflin corral, Billy Buck assures it 11/"ill be
because, even if it rains, "a little rain don't hurt a horse,"
and "it won't; rain today."

Even Norse, Billy promises to

take care of Jody' s pony when he returns from his lE:afcleari:ng chores. ·But Bllly does not come back because the
deluge oo.::nes and Jody, ·r,.rho is trapped in hls

schoolroom~

' \

f:rets all day i'Tithout taklng any positive action.

As a

result of his exposure) the colt contracts a serious chill
from which he is destined not to recover.
~<Trong

Btlly

Bucl~

had been

and Jody sees that adults too are ce.reless, fallible,

ir:responsi ble.

He encounters Bllly \'Ji th the hurt and shame

that a young boy feels ilrhen, ·for the first tlme, he finds

that those V·rho have assured him have, in fact, deceived hlm:
Jody lool.(ed reproachfully at Billy Bucl< and BllJ.y
felt guilty.
"You said it wouldn't rain," Jody accused him.
Billy looked away.
"It's hard to tell, thls tj_me of
year," he said, but his excuse was l~me. He had no
right.to he fallible and he knew it.'

Billy continues to tell the boy that the re.in never
hurt a:nyt:h1ng and :that the pony will be all right; Ruth
Tlflin continues to assure her son that the case is not a
serious one and that the colt will be fine after a little
while.

But the pony worsens.

There is an obvious and

uncom~

fortable disc.repancy between what Jody is told a:nd '\Arhat he
can seeo

Increaslngly suspicious, the little boy is able to

read the signs and sense the deception practiced upon him by
well-ilieaning adults.

His imagination seems to inform of what

:l.t is that is going to occur, for Jody observes two blackbt:rds
attacking and driving clom1 a glittering hawk i.n the sky.

A

prophetic omen of death symbolically foreshadm,red in nature,
the coming event is p1·eci.sely one

Lj.
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'~>Thich

children can

comprehend only indirectly and
f~wt

of a loved one's loss.

and begins to fear.

Ttll th

diffi cu.l ty before the

Jody senses v.rhat is to occur

Billy Buck's operation to save Gabilan's

life does nothing to encourage the frightened boy.

The old

cowboy, proven 'i'Trong several times already, is finally forced
to guard his words to Jody against; the easy assuranc-es and
naive optimism which could have fooled a younger child but,
which no't'7 are merely the shams that the older Jody rec.ognizes.
Simple promises will no longer suffice for Billy can no
longer treat Jody as a

child~

"He nearly tossed off a care ...

less assurance, but he saved himself in time .. "

He is less

guarded. whr,:)n Carl Tiflln, who hates "wer;:lkness and sickness,"
dcspt :::;es eoddling, and who holds "a. violent contempt fo:c
helplessness~

11

tries to interfere and force Jody to give up

his vlgil for the dying animal.
pony, isn't it?"

"Let him

alone~

rt•s his

This rebuff by servant to master illurntnes

the growing distance between father and son,

ar1ot~er

rela-

tionship in which the master, Carl Tiflin, is sho't'm to be
the spiritual inferior of the servant.
focused in the tale's end.

That inequality is

Jody had seized the big black

bird of prey feasting on·the carrion of his colt and beaten
it to death with a piece of

shar.P~<rhite

quartz.

His·father

toes the dead buzzard and asl{s his son if he did not knmv
that the bird could have had nothing to do v-ri th the death of
the red pony.

"I know it," is the reply of the bloodied and

exhausted boy,

;;~rho

had to strike back at somethlng in his

2-6
grief and l'rr'ath.

But Jody''s answer doer; not satisfy Billy,

who ag,::tin reacts vtolently to Carl 'l1iflin 's insensi ti vi ty:
"Course he knows it," Billy said furiously, "Jesus Christ!
man, ca:n't you see how he'd feel about it? 11
Jody has been initiated into his first mystery; after't~Tards,

in. succeeding mysteries and succeeding responses, he

is subtly changed and significantly altered,.

1'hat alteratlo:n

is the result of his distance from. his former life of assurance e:nd comfort.

Bu.t that old ltfe slowly disappears.

The

shape of boyhood is pi·eserved but the substance· undergoes
trf:msl tlon and. trc:msformation.

In " 1J.lhe Gift,

11

J'ody' s loss

has prc.niided hint the new know·ledge that those we love often
leave lts · (Gabilan) or deceive us (Billy Buck).

Jody can no

longer trust that Nhat he loves i<Till live on forever, nor
that his elders will have the answer or armor fo.c him against
this fact.

However tragic, Jody 1 s loss is also his gain.

He can n.o longer view death as an abstraction, much. as he had
whenever he sa't'T the great ble.ck scalding lcet;.tle under the lone
cypress .tree on the ranch grounds.

In the "fearless eyes 11

of the black ravager who looked· at him "impersonal ar.td
unafraid and detached," Jody has seen the face and fact e>f
hls enemy.

Fearful at its advent and 1-Jrathful at its result,

Jody is no longer a stranger to death.

1'he c-hief

m~rstery

mankind has bec.ome concrete, fe.millar, and vivid to him.
Since h·e he.s lo.st some measure of his complacency and
dependenqr in his terrible battle and terrible knowledge,

of

2'7

Jocly has progressed from his childhood.

He has taken a

gi:::mt step towards the self-reliance and, :most lmporta..nt,
the self-observed truth which comprise and denote an emerging
sensibility.
As "The Great lVJ:ountains 11 opens, a bored and eallous

Jody tortures his faithful old dog and kills a bird in flight
'tV'i th

hls sling.

Ashamed of what "older people" might thtnk,

he giv-es the bird, which he has decapitated and even d.isem-.
bo1·mled, secret and hasty burial by fling:i.ng it in the brush.
Then he dismisses the incident from his rn:'..nd; but the inci....
dent is itself an ironic paradigm of Jody's subsequent response
to· Gi tano.

The boy who ·was :tndifferent to

life~

tndifferent

'to the suffering of a dog and the death of a bird, and. ashamed
of himself only b0cause of what others mlght say,. is vividly
contrasted by the Jody who,.at the end of the story, has come
to ca:re very much about the fate and life of one cld man,.
and. who i.s deeply ashamed of what other people (his fe.ther and
mother) have said to the old. strange:cv

Gi tano has coru.e back

to his boyhood home to live out his last days where he began
his first; but such is not to be, for Jody's parents fend off
the old man's request for v>JOrk and ,srant hlm only a nlght's
lodging so that he can be .on hts r,'ray again in the morning.
"Go to your friends," they tell him.
stranger.s5

11

5

"Don't come to die with

Gitanois intention had been to live once more

5The return ani rejection of Gitano is thematically
remj.niscent of tb.e return and rejection of Sil:::1.s 1.n Hobe:ct
Frost's 11 'l1he Death of the lUred Nan." 'lhe fate of the tuo
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on the soil of his origin, the rancho. of his ;>routh.

Jody,

the present child of the rancho, is at first fri.ghtened by
tr1e old man.

He runs to his mother for help, after first

looking about for hls father and :ailly.

Gradually, he d:t'aws

nearer to Gitano and a symbolic union betiAreen the two is
created.

Gi tano ls ·frustrated in his most passiona.te dersire

to "come back," in the same sense that Jody''s earlier curtosi ty about what lay in the dark and. sav-age mountains to the
west of hts farm had been frustrated by his father, mother,
and friend..

Jody,

~>Tho

knew "something. secret and myster-

ious 11 was there., would not accept their

explanation~;

the

old -rnan, who attempted to recapture something of his wonderful and mysterious past, had little

chei-c-e--bu-t--to--obey--thei-r--~~-

explanation and clecision regard:ing his request to stay on
and work.

The boy's mind gradually constructs a

linl~,:

between

the mysterious old man and the equally mysterious mountains:
Gita:no was mysterious like the mountalns~ There were
ranges back as far as you could see, but behind the l:s.st
range piled up against the sky there was a great unlcno~>m
country. And Gitano was an old man, ux'ltl1 you got to
the dutl dark eyes. And in behind the:m 1tras some unknm•m
thing.
Gi tano' s flight to the

"unkno~m

country 11 is

p:-t~epared

old mcm differs significantly, ho·wever. \fuere8.S Silas is
befriended by the compassionate farm wife o:nly to be found
dead by her more hostile husband, Gi.tano escapes the hostill ty of a farm husbend and vvife and goes to seek a dignified
end in The Great I>lountains. H:l.s proud flj.ght is 1-ri tnessed
and understood only by the compassionate farmboy ~trho has been
his friend.
·

6 John Steinbeck, "'rhe Great Mountains," rrhe Lonh
.
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by Carl Tlflin' s indtfference ( 11 TtThy should I uorry about
him?") and brutality ("Old thlngs ought to be put out of
their misery").

Jody is pal.nfully avJar·E

t?f

l:d.s fathe1·' s

cruelty for he knows by habit the pecul:\ arly pe.lnful effect
of his criticism:

"Jody kneH ho1'J his father l'l'a.s probing for

a place to hurt in Gitano.

He had been probed often.

H5.s

father knew· every place ln the boy where a word wouJ.d fester.

11

Gitana's suffering becomes J"ody's and the boy's syiilpathetic
empathy for the old man creates a wonderful compassion in the
youth.

The "curious fascination" he feels for the old man

is intensified when he observes the latter's secret and
prized possession, a beautiful rapier with intricately carved
hilt.

Gitana's family had once flourished on the land and

the rapier is the old man's symboltc linl{ to a. heroic heritage,
a proud past.

Jody's first reaction to the weapon is mingled

fascination and fear.

Like his

s~~rord,

Gi tano. is both a

puzzling incongrulty and an attractive mystery.

The boy

decides he ivill keep the old man's secret, else "it would
destroy some fragile structure of truth.
tha.t made be shattered by eli vision."
Gitano is not all that he has seemed.

It was a truth

J"ody senses that
He believes thls to

be true just as much as he believes that the Great Nountains
hold ·within the::rn more than can be knmm and more than has
been reckoned by his elders.

But Gitano preserves his myth:

he disappears in the night with Easter, a:n old, old horse
w·hom Carl 'l'iflin ha.d also declared fit for nothing but

JO
shooting..

Mounted on an ancient steed and armed 11ri t!l the

Heapon of the past, Gitano becomes an t:r.onic ConquJ.stador,
pursu:i.ng the romantic and da.ngerous trail into Jody' s. legendary la.nd of mystery
vJhen Jody dis.covers t'That Gitano has done, he is prour:l
and saddened by the heroie gesti.lre of the old man.

At last

that nameless equation of Gitano and the Great Mountains is
tangible and. definable.

The one is the abode of heroic

explorers; the other, with his old horse, are thoGe for
1'·rhom life has opportunity neither for dign]. ty nor honor.
Gitano does not. accept his fate; he creates one anew.
world has nelthe:t care nor plaee for Gitano and

East~r,

'Jl1e
and

together the ·two seek a place of finaJ. dtgni ty under the sun.
Gltan6 hos '"come back," e,nd, f:tnding no welcome, has gone
on, courageously and defiantly, leaving the young boy as slgnificant witness to his act.

Jody realizes that someday he

too must abandon the house of his father and the home of his
yorith.

His pride in the splendor and fortitude of Gitano is

matched by his own longing for the hero who has passed out
of his life, p:r.eserving hts mystery a.nd his noble inte·nt:
A longing caressed him~ and it was so sharp that he
wanted to cry to get it out of his breast. He lay down
in the green grass ncar the round tub at the brush line.
He covered his eyes with his crossed arms and lay there
e. long time, and he vras full of a namele.s s sorroN. 7
\llhile Gitano, the unconquered hero of "The Great
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~1ou.ntalns,

11

has e.n obvious thematic affinity with Grandfather

Tiflin, the old·pioneering hero whom Carl Tiflin's hosti.llty
~@.

di.silJ..usion and defeat in "The Leader of the PeopJ.e,n

the pr.obJ.e:m. a::nd anguish
'

1

111 th

which .Jody is

~.onfronted

The Promh.:e 11 is thematically reminiscent of

"·rhe

in

Gift."

Once again, Jody trusts his elders' promises and loses the
anlmal he lmres, this tlme a mare, Nellle, given him to
pensate his earlier loss of the red pony.

Huch of tho

com·~
sus~

pense of the tale stems from the experience of his earlier
tragedy and his wholly· justifiable fear th[.-tt whe.t has happened in the past may happen again.
1'Ti tness

Now that he has been

to thr:;, ·inexorable death of Gabj.lB.U and the heroic

mtgraticm to the unkno1'm on tho part of the proud Gi tar~o,
Jody hs.s become a worrier.
permanent or predictable.

He kno-v·m that life is no longer
The easy assurances to the con.-

trary 1··rhj_ch he receives from his ·elders as Nellie lies dying
are, like the promises given him during Gabilan's ordeal,
shams designed to conceal from hlrn the obvious and unpleasant
reality of death.

His experience

~ri th

Gabilr.:Jn has schooled

JodJr in the kindly artifices ctnd prs.cticed deceptions of the
s.dul t vmrld.

His early appreciation for Billy Buck's efforts

in go.irdng him the mare ( 11 In passing behind. Billy Buck he
very nearly put out his hand t;o toueh the blue-jeaned legs.")
passes to subsequent apprehension when Nellie is with colt.
Billy is no longer the infallible god he had been and the
faet that Jody is ·Nell avrare of it hurts

Bill~',

'~'rho

has lost

something of his past prestige with the chtld..
will not promise anything:

But Billy

"All sorts of thin££S might happc3:n,

he tells Jody, "and they wouldn't be my fault.

I can't do

ev·e=r;'ythlng. "
Steinbeck!s wonderful talent; for rec.reating the mind
of a young boy is supe:cbly demonstrated in this tale.
Conseious of Billy's self-expr·essed limi t:::Jtion and. sensitive
to the struggle of all life against an equal opposing force,
Jody locates the

~3.ppropriate

contrastive symbols for life

and death in an old green v-rater-tub ancl a lone black cypress
tree.
:i.s e.

'Ihe perpetually green plot ·wh:l.ch the trongh nourishes
"m:~:nter-po:lnt"

fort, and_ renevra1.

for Jody, the place of balm., r·est, comBut the tree is a painful place and a

repulsive symbol, for beneath it the farm s·Nine are slaughtered and boiled for skinning.
~Tody

It is from the cypress that

must flee to the tub for safety and assur8.nce, for the

tub is the 't'Tell and the spring of life.

'lhe tub and the

tree, nOliPOsi tes and enemies" in Jody' s mind, reflect the
objective manifestations of a chj.ld 's love and fear.
Steinbeck also recreates all the passionate lma.g:lnation of a child in Jody's fantasies of the l.J.nbo:r-n colt.
Jody

i~egines

himself a deputy outrider for the local sheriff,

a rodeo champion, and a special la11r-enforcement agent for
the President of the Unlted States.

These roles recall

other and earlier fantasles Hith which the story commences,
as Jody imagines. himself a one·-man army a.:nd an irresistible

u

JJ.
hunter.

So Jody and his "Bhtek Demon'1 colt become one force

also, indivisible and irresistible:
any more, and Demon -v.ras not a horse.
one glorious individual."

not£~

''Jocly ·Nas
The.

t'V'JO

boy

together 1tre.re

In this fusion of identities,

confj.dence s.nd expectation are created in ,Jody.

F'lu:Jhr::cl wLth

prospects of a new promise c:md encouraged by his fantasies
of horse glory, J ody once again is happ;)r.

He trusts Billy

wholly once more (''You tell me 11hat to do abou-f.:;. ever·;\r'Ghlng,won't you?

I guess you

kno~oiJ'

everything about horses, don't

you? 11 ) , and Billy,. no longer conscious of hi;.:; o'vm fal.li bili t;y,
rises to the occasion by boasting that he will give Jody
~the

best horse in the country" for his colt.

Jody is so

"warm a.nd p:e.ou.d' 1 that only latel'' does hie apprehension :eeturn.

The memory of G.abilan ("But the pon;y: died-- 11 j ~-accepting Carl Tiflin's reassurances.

Jody's suspicions are

accurate, for complications ensue in the delivery and Billy,
in order to save the colt he had promised Jody, is obliged
to kill the mare by ripping open its side.

Again, the adult

is proven fallible, and Jody's refusal to obey· his cornmand
to go outside incenses Bj.ll;y-:
you, turn your face."

"Turn your face

m~:ay,

damn

Jody complies :with this request but

is again reluctant li-rhen Billy orders hot water and sponge.
In the face of manifest fallibi.lity, mortali.tJr, and

crea.·~

tivity (birth), the child stares stupidly at an almost
incomprehensible knmdedge.

Bil~.y,

"'rho cannot understand

his amazement, mistakes his attitude for defiance:

11

God

JlJ:]:.l l.<.2E: ¥,0?"

ds.rnn you., l;\d.ll. you go no11 fox· the water?

Jody's emergence from the barn into the dawn is symbolic
entry into a nm•r 't'risdom.

~{he:reas

his. reaction to Gabilan 9 s

loss had been anger and his response to Gitano'f:; one of
sorro~'l~

his reaction to

~:hat

he has just seen is acceptance.

He perceives the necessary interhrining; of life ar.u:'l. death,

the fusion of the forces he had so carefully separated and,
distinguished in -v-ra.ter-tub and cypress.

He is haunted by

the knowledge that life and death are not parallel:
comprise the continul..lm of man's vrorld and fate:

they

"He trted

to be glad because of the colt, but the bloody f'a. ce, and the
haunted, tired eyes of B:t.lly Buck hung in the ail' aheG.d .of
him.

n

Jody's knowledge of nature is complete now save for
an attitude or philosophic ideal by which the :naturaJ. cycle
he has so far observed may be tolerated.

To this end,

Steinbeck v-rrote "The Leader of the People,

11

final story in the Jody cycle.

a fourth and

As in the te.le of Gi tano,

the youth's confrontation with a frustrated old man illumines
the s;ymp8.thy and sensi blli ty of his

O'l-'m

emerging hume.nlsm.•

Jody's grandfather, a proud and garrulous old man, had once
been a leader of wagon trains to California.

When the

frontier came to an end, so did Grandfather's leadership.
He relives his days of

gl~ry

by spinning endless stories of

wagon trains, pioneers, Indians, and the history of western
rnlgratlon.

The Tif1lns have heard l t all

man~r

t5.mes before,.

and Carl, Jody's short-tempered father, is particttlarly
exasperated by the old man.

Only Jody finds any tnspiration

in the tales of his mother's father.

The little boy's

dreams reflect his grm•ring av.rareness of history, his consciousness of a pioneer tradition that has long since faded
into memory, along with its heroes.

Grandfather,

j.t

is

true, lives on, but he is a hero who regrets the present and
scorns its

people~

In Jody's obsession for mouse-hunting,

Grandfather finds the mock-heroic.

StC

t.i vl ty which he believes

s;y·mbolizes the weakness of his settled descendents¢

ft'rom

thi.s proud and. scornful old :a·-:m, Jody can lear.n noth:i.:ng but
tall tales.

From 'Billy Buckj ho"t:rever; the boy continuos to

derive ecluca M.on ln the ways of the world.

Su.gges ting to

Billy that the mice he is hunting "don't know what's golng
to happen to them today," Jody i.s told that the .same is true
for everyone.

The boy ls temporarily disconcerted by the

amazing knowledge that the best laid plans of mice and men
are subj ec.t to

ch~mce

and change; that there ts no certainty

or security in the lives of men, just as there is none in the
lives of the farm mice Jody would search out and destroy.
Billy Buck's philosophical analogy destroys .any illusions
Jody might have preserved about the certainty or logic of
iife.
Carl Tiflin is not reconciled to Grandfather's visit
or his storytelling.
Now it's finished.

Hhen his denunciation ("All right!
Nobody

~·rants

to hear about it over and

36
over.

11

is overheo.rd by Grandfathe::c, the old

)

m1.3.n

consciously decides not to tell his stories again.

selfHe has

failed, he decides, in making people feel the splr:Lt which
"But it wasn't getting

brought the pionoers to the coast.

here· that mattered," he tells them, "it was movement e.nd
wes tering."

1tlhen J'ody thinks he might aJ.s o somecl1::1.y be a

leader of the people, Grandfather tells hi.m the ocea.n vrU.l
stop him, even as it had stopped the men -vrho could go no
further when they reached it and '.'rho, as old men, hated it
because it stopped them.
limitation:

But Jody

ackno~tiledges

no such

he thinks he might lead the people further still,

tf only in bo-9.ts.

But to the old.

rn~rh,

the frontir;r has ended

and -vrl th ·1. t, the f.:rontier spirit:

'No .pJ.ace to go, Jody. Every place is te.ken. But
that's not the worst--no, not the worst. Westcring has
dled out of the people. Westering isn't a :hunger any
more. It~s all done. Your father is right. It is
fin'lshed !'
Grandfather ls no more right than is Carl Tiflin, and
to Jody alone will fall the pursuit of new frontiers which
the

wearin~Sss

deny them.

of the first and the narrowness of the second

Jody has begun to grow up, and the measure of hj.s

growth is hls mother's r-eaction to his request for a lemon to
make lemonade for the old man whom he pities.
first, she· mimics her son's request.

Susplcious at

When she comprehends

his true intent, however, she respbnds very quickly to his

8

John

v~~l~:Y.' p.

~teinbeck ~

JOJ.

"The Leader of the People," The
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appeal.
act, Ruth

Even in this small and apparently trivial domestic
~rtflin

has perceived the outline of a strong and

compasslonat:e manhood in her little boy.

For now ln, Jody is

the sympat.h.y "t·ihlch Carl Tlflin lac'ks and the spirlt Nhlch
Grandfather

has lost.

~Ciflin

His ini ti.B.tlon complete, the

youth has already begun t.o transcend those of his elders who
have squandered or forgotten the quali ti.es Ttihich .Tody has
acquired.

Though he is not yet a. man, he has moved far in

that direction.

He has learned that there is no perfection

or securi t.y in the v-rorld, and tha.t acceptance and compasslon
are mar: 's noblest response to an order he is

po~>Ierless

to

reform.
·st.elnbeclc~

representation of a boy's mind a.."ld heart is

a dlst.lnguished c.ontrlbu.tion to the literature of youth.
I..i.ke Katherine Anne Porter's "The Downward i?ath to Wisdom,"
Steinbeck's story successfully moves within the soul of its
subject to vieTtT the world through those impressicrns and sensatlons long discarded and seldom recalled by an adult.
Some of the ve17 best stories of youth are stories of an
eduoa.tlon, and

~Tod.y's

particular edu3ation is one which comes

once' if not many times~ to all lives.

F'ox·. tho very first

time, the boy endures adult frs.il ty, promise and dente.l;
love and loss.

Steinbecl.;:' s presentation both reflects

exceeds the child.' s

volO~cld.

~md.

It is an arti.stic rep:cesentatton

of rnan.' s early but perhe.ps lifelong perception of the truperfections which both surround and -pervade him.

It ts also

J8
condition~

the cccount of a youth's early sensitivity to this

and of hls strue;gJ.e to exchange ignorance and. tJJ:lguJ.sh for
en1ightenme~lt

and acceptance.

In Jody's case, simple cred-·

t.tli ty ar:.d naive faith prepare a fortunate fall from a child··

lilre Eden to a :nore complex

a·~·rareness

·and. recoghi tlon.

·rhe

boy 1 s losses and. dls illusions prepare the wisdom of one i-'iho

can no longer inhabit a child's ~>TOrld.

Hence, 1'!2-.~:

Rct.9:. "f.f:!.!})l

1'he golden age is clone and the boy

beglns ·Ni th an ending,.

begins the long trek out of innocence to an adulthood powerless to provide a comparable Eden.

Jody's progress is one

which takes M.m into a brave ne1-r world, yet one severe enough
to challeng(:J its initiate ..-..ri th realities for which there is
ne'L ther exemptio:r.t nor immunity.
\..Jidely anthologized, filmed, and pe:r.·haps best ln10Nn
of all individual short stories, •'Flight" is a d.ark tale of
initiation.XAt age

teri~

Jody Tiflin had no thought or desire

to become a .man; inadvertently and painfully, he became so,
acquiring pl"mers of understancUng and compassicm.

At age

nineteen, manhood is the boast of Pepe Torres; but lacking
sympathy and control, Pepe is at

8.

_disadvant;age.

lazy youth without res:ponsi bili ties Nho

it had been his father's knife."

Because he is to be sent

irJto Nc:mterey o!·,. errands, Pepe

belie~rBs

last repognlzed hls me.turi ty.

But

t

11 .....

,.a,·,ut

-~'"-'

~-

1~

11

constantly

"The knife was -v.rl th Pepe a:h1ays, fo:c

with a dangerous toy.

"to""··l'Phv
J
•..,...J.U~) j "

p1a~rs

He is a

11

foo]i'"'n'
•

CJ

.

I~lama

-on

11
1
cl:1LlC
~
~._,.'

his rnot:hex· bas at
Torres ce.11s him
..,.....,r'l
C;.J.~---

~'J·I·!·t·le
.,. ...\_l.l J

11
0Y.lA.
•
-
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When he has gone, she tells the younger children that Pepe
is "nearl3r a man now," and that a man ruust be ,jud.::;ed not by
what. he says but by ·Nhat he does, "a boy gets
"ivhen a man is needed.

11

be a man

Since hts father has died, Pepe is

needed to fill the shoes of a man.

But ir1 Montere;:l, Pepe

meets s. cri tlc 's playful

name~c811ing by

and comrtl:i. tting an act of

murde:...~.

alter·~d

tt)

'lhe boy

thro;:Tl:ng his lmi.:f'e
~11ho

comes back has

in physical appearance, Mama Torres notes, and she

has tllY' eomplles 1rrl th his request to take flight in the far
She tells Pepe that he is indeed a man now;

mounta1.ns.

have seen 1 t cpming on thee.

11

1

I have 111atchcd you throwing the

kntfe :i.nto the post 11 and I ha.ve been afrald."

She ther1 ·

equlp.s her son with food, water, clothing, a. horse, and a
rifle, possessions TJThich, in his carelessness or lazine·ss,
Pepe subsequently loses.

To the little ones, Mama explains,

"Pepe goes on a journey.

Pepe is a man now·.

He has a man's

thing to d.o," but to the boy himself she gives instructions
as she would to a child and chides Pepe for his delay, "Go
noTtJ.

Do not wait to be caught like a chickeno

11

After his

departure, I'iama Torres begins "the formal vrai 1 11 of death,
and Rosy ex:plains to Emilio that although
come back,

11

he is not yet dead.

11

he ii·Jill never

Tne suspense of the flight

lies in the expectation that Pepe, challenged by the necessity for independence, hardihood, courage 9 determination, and
selfM·re.licmce, mf:i.y successfully elude th0 posse from Monterey
and "p!'e>lre" his machoocl in avoiding capture and death.

At first, all goes well with Pepe.
suppliE.~d. 9

He is well

has a good head sta:L-:-t, avoids a horseman on the

ce.nyon trail, and does not dlsturb those mysterious

11

dHrk

watch:l.ng men" vrho inhabit the remote hills and of 't<Thom He.ma
had strictly
to them.

~:rarned

him rtro not near them nor try to spea1'i:

.And. forget not thy prayers.").

Although

the

DJ.e$.ning of these strange figures is not entirely- clear, it

seems probable that in them Steinbeek seeks to represent the
tmpersonali ty or lndifference of ·the fates·:
No one kne"V>r who the ~tTatchers were, nor where they
ltved, but it was better to ignore them and never to shot·J
lnterest. in them. They did not bother one Nho stayed on
the trail P...:nd minded his ovm business. 9
By Set'Jking refu&e and shelter in the domain of these
'

1

dar1c r,.ratchers,

il

Pepe leaves the trail and does not "min.d his

own bus:tness," as he is adminished to do.
away quickly so as

11

Though he glances

not to appear curious," Pepe cannot help

spying the fates nor appearing conspicuous to them.

Obedi-

ently, relentlessly, and sternly, Pepe progresses into la:nd-·
scapes increasl:ngly desoJ.o.te and helll.sh.

A country of soft

earth, fragrant plants, streams, waterfalls, and. shade trees
gives rtray to a vms teland of broken rock, dead plants, rising
dust, and merciless sun.

The sinister aspect of the land

pre1'tgures Pepe' s r)wn nakedness and
hi.s hat under an
he

dtscsu~ds

. ..-.........
... "'·------

,....~

He leaves

his horse is shot out from under him,

hts father's cumbersome coat, m:.d loses his rlfle

'
.
... -..,., ...,..., ........ .,., _
_..., ....... ; .. ,,_.,-'......
~

OE1k,

prl~i tlvism.

'

in .the brush.
rei tera.t;ed.
(\'7:lldeP~t

b~r

Pepe' s redu.ction to the hunted beast is
the symbo:Lic

·in.tr~uslon

of ·those n.attlre.l beF-tsts

and mountain lion) ·who, wholly without fear, regard

hlm as c:o.e of thelr ow11 kindv

Hounded by the hostile land

itself when a bullet propels a granite sliver into his har..d,
Pepe is pursued by unseen avengers ar1d their audible h·.::mnd.s.
He is a

11

htrrt beast," and instead of 1·rords he can ma?~e c:nly

the "tbick hissing 11 of e. snake.

v•round i•rith a sharp

bJ.C~dG

vlhen he scrapes his :Lnfected

of stones he whines

11

1ike a doge

11

Despi.te his diminishment and recluctton; Pope continues
to elude. his pu.rs.uers.

Completely wl thout resources, the

boy beGmne::-: a man in his courage, determlnation, and refusal
to conced.r:: to fate.

In.th:ts respect, he is suggestive of

Gi'tt:;fio, the old mm1 vihose pride and self-identity compelled

him to ma:ke a slmile.r flight to the motmtains beyond. a
soclety which scorned him and a civilization he did not understand.

At length, however, there is no more runnlng room for

the fugitive:
Below h:'Lm lay a deep ct::;_nyon exactly like the le.st,
wa.t.;;:rless and desolate. 1'hE:re w;as no flat, :no oal{ trees,
not even heavy brush :l.n the bottom of it e And on the
other side a sharp ridge stood up, thinly brushed with
starling sage, littered with broken granite. Strevrn over
the hill there were giant outoroppings, and ~n the top
the granite teeth stood out against the sky. u

Faced with a blind and menacing end, Pepe still does
not give in.

It is impossible for him to go on, but at least
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he can decld.e the manner of death.

He elects his fate by

making the sign of the cross and rising painfully erect on
the crest of a peak.

Trapped and

not wait for the inevitable.

1-ITl

thout recourse, Pepe does

Instead, he chooses to offer

himself as a victim to his pursuers.

He is shot off the peak

and, in falling, creates a sma.ll avalanche of rocks which
successfully buries and conceals him from further harm.
Though Pepe could not survive, he did invest his ordeal of
flight with man--like cunning and tenacity in the face of
overw-helming odds.

Increasingly difficult and at last

impossible, his flight from hostile avengers, inscrutable
"dr:lrk watchers," and from a society in w·hich he had no place
or part is a severe study of a boy's testing against ultimate forces)(
In "r1olly Norgan" and "Pat Humbert," Steinbeck's
attention turns from external forces and naturalistic tragedy to haunted states of mind \!Those origtn is found in
childhood.

Though young adults, Molly and Pat are the vic-

tims of compulslons and obsessions created in their early
youth by the actions of parents. 'In Molly's father-loving
and Pat's parent···hating, Steinbeclc portrays two cltni cal
· histor:l.es of huma:a beings trapped by fe.ntasies which they
themselves feed and from 1'-Jhich, for that reason, they

C£1n

never hope to be free.
·Only nineteen, Holly f.lorgan is a prospective schoolm·
marm for a tiny valley settlement called Las Pasturas del

·L~J

Cielo, or 'l'he Pastures of Heaven.

f,n

interview l·ri th a school

offi.c:l..al revives certcd.n memories cf the pa.st for her and,
in an interesting and skillful use of stream-of-conciousness,·steinbeck illustrates Molly's father-obsession.
George Morgan l'ras a tra:velling salesman who lacked Hilly
Loman • s sense of pride and responsibility for his family·.
He would return home every so often with toys and tales for
his children, but shortly afterwards he Hould t.ake to l.iquor
and disappear on the circuit once more.
and never came back.

One day he went off

Over the years, Molly· constructed an

elaborate fantasy around this lrresponsi ble parent, a
conscious

desi~e

sub~·

to invest her father with the identity he

h.ever had and the love he could not have had.· for his child.
The mi.ssing father became a symbolic lover who would someday
return to demonstrate his love by coming back to Molly,
rewarding her with fine gifts and the good. life.

Steinbeck's

Molly is a creature who fully exemplifies the human contradiction between aspiration and sensibility.

She knows her

dream is foolish, untenable; yet it persists s:l.mply because
she l'rould like to think it true.

The dangerous consequence

of her fantasy is that what began as an Lnnocent lie.has now
achieved the semblance or status of a truth.

A dissolute and

irresponsible dru..rnmer 1trho abandoned wife and children is
nobly preserved as

0

a glad argonaut, a silver knight.

Virtue

and Courage e.nd Beauty. • • • "
But Molly·' s dream has more serious consequences.

It
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frustrates her matu.ri ty anct makes her initiation into life
difficult, if not impossible.

Ironically, sht who would

educate others has yet to learn the great lesson that a lie
cannot be made the basis of life.
Bill vlhi t.eside, attempts to show
thinking.

A young farmer end friend,
~1olly

the error of her

Adamsnt in her determination to worship her m·m

false hLol, r'lolly eQuates the legendary father figure with
Vasquez, the romBntic and equally legendary adventurer of old
California.

Bill's response is sharply critical.

His counsel

contains Steinbeck 1 s. implicit condemnation of man's universal
tendency to create gods where none exist. to embrace a
teleological point of view which defeats realism and prevents
the knowledge a human being should B;chieve.

B5.ll counsels

the necessity for Molly of doing the one thing she has hever
in her young life been able to do.

He asks her to shed her

illusions:
"Ev·erybody thinks Vasquez was a kind of a hero, when
really he was just a thief. He started in stealing
sheep and horses and ended up robbing stages. He had to
kill a few people to do it. It seems to me, Molly, we
ought to te~ch-people to hate robbers, not to worship
them .. 11 11
But !'1olly cannot despise or dtsmiss her father's
perpetualJ.y ' chivalric ghost.

Prepared to preserve her :illu-

sions at any cost, the young girl runs away from Las Pasturas
afte:r overheGTing talk abC>i.J.t a bibulous field hand 1vhose

Steinb~ck ' "Nolly Norgan," _._,_
'£he --·-----·-··~..
Pastures -···~
of
Heaven (Ne"t'r York: I'he Viktng
Press, Compass Bool:cs
Edi tj_on,
I'5fb'5~y~· p. l4J ...
11 John

1

Jjl'

5

character and conduct seem suspiciously like her father's.
Fearful that her drerun may be destroyed by truth, she leaves
behind a man i'Tho loves her ru1d the va.lley she has loved.

She

evades initiation, unlike Pepe whose flight had prepared it.
"011Ce

I'm a~ray, " Molly reassures herself, "I' 11 be able not

.to be:Ue•.re

it~"

Flight is the only Ttray in whic.h Nolly Morgan

cax1 continue her fantasy of the heroic father fj_gure.
she supposes her

b~lief

Though

is necessary for her happiness, she

does not comprehend that so long as she does believe she
cs..nnot be happy or wise.
opportunity.

Already she has squandered such an

Her delusion hr:1s robbed her of the love which

the shy Bill rtJhi teslde was prepared to offer and which shes
involved. in her paternal me.nla, ·could. simply not pe:-ccei ve.
Hers is the tre.gedy of an aberrant love t.;hich can neve.r bring
ha.pplness and the tragedy of a. neglected one whieh could hav-e
brought her the attention and fulfillment she crayes.

The

education of a heart and ini tiatlon into rea.lj_ty are frus-·
trated by !>'lolly's pathetic intent to cherish one who lone; ago
abandoned his

.:re and love for her.

C.B.

Unlike r•!olly, Pat Humbert has an opportunl ty to
hreak the spell of his

o~m

private haunting by reaching out

for the love of another • . Pat's youth has been spent under
the :ra:cher malicious authority of elderly parents who are
contemptuous of him.

'lhey bel:l.eve themselves his superiors

in i'Tisdom, dignity, and infe.11i bill ty.
glorified father, Pat's parents

a~e

Unlike !1olly' s

self-imposed venerables

"VIho dem.smd praise and courtesy.

Pat is the 1mtt of their

cri t:l.cism, discipline, and reprimands.

Under th:i.s

r~.ppalling

regime, Pat grows up a v-irtual i11trurler in the house of his
parentso
lem.

At their deaths, his· independence creates a prob-

"He didn't knol'r

~rha t

demand anything of him."

to do, how there

IIJ"as

to

But the demands of the old ways

su:rvi ve in the mind of the still dutlful son.

Ps.t' s past

creates :l.n him a servile and fear·ful restraint.
tinu(~S

no one

He con-

a slavish devotion to household chor·es and domestic

duties until a sense of revolt ma1res him deny the visions and
voj_ces which haunt hirn.
negated.

'~e

Still$ their presenoe is not wholly

had locked up two thin old ghosts, but he had

not t&t'ken a:way their po\'rer to trouble. him."

Pat locks up

the haunted parlor and spends as much time as is possible
away from home.

He becomes a compulsive crovid-joiner to

esc.a:pe his domestic fears.

"He did not often think of·

people as individuals, but rather as antidotes for the poison
of hts

loneliness~.

as escapes from the imprisoned ghosts."

The ghosts imprisoned in Pat find their objective manifestation in the old locked quarters of the house.
demolishes after he has overheard

a

'l'hese Pat

young girl inquiring

whether the interior of the house is as beautiful as the
rose-covered exterior.
ance.

Pat begins to renovate with a venge-

Everything old is smashed, discarded, or burned, and

so fiercely does ·Pat hate the parents symbolized i.n the old
furnishings and trappings that

11

he felt he was presiding at

the death of hls enemy.
his

enemies~

11

His parents, in fact, have been

and t:b.eir death is sy·mboJJ.zed in the cr·eatiern

of a ne-r;1 interior.

Pat's nev-r life is 11holly taken up and.

given over to the construction

~f

a Vermont-style house for

ItTa.e Nunroe; v.rho has no idea what her innocent pra:ise ·has

:tnspirecl.

Symbolically, Pat creates a house of' life and a

sh:-cJ.rJ.e for the love he intends to receive.

But the temple

of his joy and liberation is destined to remain forever
vacant.
After considerable ti.me and expenses Pat, an ugly and
a1•rkward. man ,.._rho "looked very mueh like Lincoli1 as a young
.

man,"
He

.finr~lly

d:1.scov~lrs

'

summons up enough nerve to· invj_ te Mae over.
that she is now betrothed.

'The object of his

desir;9 and labor denied him, Pat has succeeded only in c.reating a new source for his haunted s.lienat.io:n.

His home-

coming is full of disappointment and premonition:

"In his

misery he wanted to hide a while, to burrow into some dark
place 11rhere no one could see him."
Pat Humbert has been deceived by his mm insubstantial
·dream.

Unlike Molly filorgan, however, he has no 11rish to pre··

serv-e a fantasy contradicted in fact.

His initiation into

the mystery of love was doomed to failure not because it was
the incidental means of abolishing his psychological fears
e.nd parent-hostility but
and self-sustained•

bec~:mse

Pat's love \'.ras self-crea.ted

Mae never knevJ of his secret adoration

and his expensive fantssy of house.building.

Nuch like
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Peter Randall in Steinbeck's "The Harness," Pal:; suceec::ds in
freeing himself from the shackles of the past only to discover that he has becmne a prisoner of a new tyratmy.

Pat's

tyranny. of love was one he welcomed and sustained tn his
lor1ellness until he discovered the truth that one alone cen
only love and can never be loved.

His inabiltty to atta:tn

the reciprocal love 'Nhich all his life has eluded him is the
study of an education ·which creates a painful wisdom for 1 ts
student.

"Pat Humbert" is the tragic chronicle of secret

yearning and final frustration, reminiscent of the best of
those allenated and loveless "grotesques" of whom

Sher-~wod

Anderson has so movingl3r written.
Unfortunate childhoods are the origin of affliction
for r1olly Morgan B.nd Pat Humbert.

In

11

Tulareei to II a:nd

"H:tld.a. Van Deventer," the titular youths s.re initially handi- ,
capped and subsequently ill-adjusted. to society because of
congentta.l mental defects.

They are idiots who,

lik~

other

more famous mental defectives that appes.r in the works of
Steinbec1{, are less important for their inherent deformities
than in what they manage to reveal about the states of mi.nd
o'f those who surround them.

In Hilda's case, the problem is

one of a mother who refUSE!S to commit her daughter to an
e.sylum because the child is an excellent means of rei.nforcing
the mother's mm innate masochism.

The story of Tula:reci to,

the idiot gnome of artistic genius who is surely ~ parallel
to Johnny Bear, implicitly contains Steinbeck's criticism of

a society -vrhich tries either to shape its 1.mlque ir1cUv:tduals
(including, perhaps, its literary artists) according to its
o-vm edicts or to suppress them for failure to comply.

Hhile

Stetnbeck does not argue that Tttlareci to, or any artist,
should be superior to such customs o::c· laws, he does seem to
insist in this, as "\'Tell as in other "twrks, that the

excep~

·tional creative beings who brlng beauty to the ·Horld sb.ould
be free to live a life apart from societyis meddling or
tampering..

Tulareci to's final commitment to Napa is an

ironic comment on the ma.dmeh 11J'ho have sentenced hi.m there as
"\'.Tell as on those, like Helen Van Deventer, who are left free
in society to destroy e.s they already have and undoubtedly ·
ah'l'ays will.
The story of Tularecito begtns w"lth certain

com~c

devices that reappear i.n Tortt11a Ji'lat, the intoxicated
paisano and the improbable folk tale which assumes mythic.
proportions.

Senor Gomez's hired man, Pancho, goes four times.

a year to Monterey to attend confession and. to patronize the
public taverns.

On one such occasion, he returns ln con-

siderable heat and surprising sobrtety to the rancho vri th a
fantastic ancl almost j_ncoherent tale of something discovered
in the sage brush.

Senor Gomez investigates and retrieves

an abandoned baby, physically and mentally defective.

For

all his missha.penness, the "little frog" has a gift and
genius :as an artist.

Moreover, his inci·edi ble physical

strength and dex:terous fingers are of use on the Gomez rancho.

O:ccUnarlly

good·~nattJ.red,

careless with his

~mrks

Tulareci to attacks anyone
of art.

~·rho

is

Like Steinbeck himself, the

cheerful gnome becomes an angry '"asp 11rhen confronted v.r:. th
his cri ties • 12 When his chalk drawings ( "d.ravm with astonishing detail and veracity") are e:t'ased fr·om the school
blackboard, Tulareci to declai·es l•rar, wrecks the schoolroom,
d.ri ves a shrel'k:j.ng and dishevel·ed schoolmarm an.d her battered
charges from the building, locks the door, and ealm1y begins
to redefine the shapes of his mutilated

art~

v.Jhen he is

l'Th:1.pped fer this offense, Steinbeck can deli iJ'BJ.' his lndictment of popule.r education and compulsory school attend .~-;nce
through the humanistic observations of Senor Gomez:
'This Little Frog should not be going to school. He
co:rn work; he . can do marvelous things with hj_s hands, but
he cannot lefJ:Y.'n to do the simple little things of the
school. He i's not crazy; he is one of those whom God he:.s
not quite finished. • • • No one can make a garden :::w he
can. No one can milk so swj_ftly nor so gently. He is a
good boy. He can break a mad horse vri thou t ri qing 1 t;
he Can train a dOg 1i.ri thOU t Whipping it • e o ell .I
.
Education has its obvious limits, Steinbeck suggestst
end there are some qualities which can never be taught.
Tulareoj_ to is as perfect as he can become and. it is unwise to.

12 see for example "Critics, Critics, Bu.rnlng Bright,"
"Criticsu-Frorn a Writer's ,Viel-l)'point, 11 and 11 A Letter on
Criticism," all of 'TtThich are reprlnt~d in _§teJ.r.l12_ec~ §}'lq _li:i.~
Critics, on. cit., pp. 43-53· For a rationale ~f Steinbeck's
sensTii."vity' to"criticism see Freeman Champney~ "Critics in
Search of an Author," Antioch Review, Vol. XVIII, No. 2,
(Fall, 1958), PP• 37:1,.-75--;--- ·~~lJ Jol~n Steinbeck, "Tulareci to,
H~.~Ve_£s P • 53 •
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taniper wi t.h a fin.tshed produd:;, no matter how imperfect it
may appear to those who cannot tolerate uniqueness.
over, a little learning is a dangerous commodity.
by

MoreInspired

a new teachel."' s tales of gnomes and by her good..;humo:red

insistence that such creatures, in whom Tularecito seems to
find some symbolic identity and relation, do in fact exist,
the chlld sets off to dig "for the little people who live in
the earth."

This proves to be hts undoing, for his excava-

tj.ons are fl lled in by an lrate Bert Nu.nroe, whom 'l'u.lareci to
subsequently clubs dmm as an intruder on his
of exploration.

sacrE~d

rights

Bert's friends and nelghbors have.the boy-

gnome· arrested as a menace and

inspe1.~ted

by a cert.if:i..ecl board

of medie.al exe.miners. · A judge. declares him unfit fol' society t
and 'ru.larecito, in some ways VB.stly more talented. and useful
than those who have condemned him, is committed. to an asylum
for the criminally insane.

Steinbecl{' s critic ism of social

practices which victimize the artist and deprive society of
those glfted nonconformists it can least afford to tmprison
lj_es at the heart of this fanciful story_of an artistic
~p(s;~:q__~. .t~r~J.2J~

who scandalizes society and is ceYlsured by

it for his own efforts to conform to its dictates.
the boy was also

searchin~

Since

for someone to love him, his is

the passionB.te but frul tless quest 1irhtch we have already seen
characterized i.n

~Tolly

!1organ and Pat Humbert.

Love is the

ghost wh:i.ch even in the most malformed bodies and deprived
souls can never vrholly be exorcised.

Lilre Lennie in
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Stelnbeclc' s .Of
Mice
Nen,
Tulareci to does not represent
. . . . . .&. · -........... -and
........ insanity at all, but the inarticulate ond.powerful yearnl.ng
Iron:i.cally~

of all creatures to love and to be loved.

Tulareoi to~ s inJ. tiation into the mystery of love is frus tre.ted
by the very force ·vrh:i.cl1. set it into motjon.

See1r.:ing love in

ex1 l rratl onal manner, the l.d i ot is co.pt.ured and condemned by

a society no less irrational in its failure to appreciate
his unusual nature, special need, and unique glft.
Another socially sanctioned force is at wor1c in
"Hilda Van Deventer,

11

more irrational and more dangerous by

far than Hilda: herself'.

Helen Van Deventer frustrate·s her

daughter's educatlon and rehabilitation.

Although he:r

demented daughter is beset by strange drtams ahd, as she
grows older and bolder, stranger experiences, her mother
refuses to have her aided or treated.

Helen Van Deven tel'

has an e.ppreciation and a flair for tragedy; she goes out of
her T;ray to cultivate it for her

o~m

personal pleasure.

She

is a ·Noman whose system requires it properly to function.
Her personal

physician~

Dr. Phillips

(~rho

a.ppee.rs as the

marine biologist in "Tne Snake"), ls baffled. at first by
Helen's motives in keeping the· chtld caged· tn a fantasy i'rorld
where it can receive no professional care, let alone cure.
After repeated

~rarnlngs,

Dr. Ph ill i.ps is incensed by Helen's

obstlnacy ond correctly diagnoses her cruel pleasure:
love the hair shirt.

Your pain is pleasure.

"You

You won't give
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up any little shred of tragedy."
he

't'TOUld

11 ke to beat her

~<r:i th

He goes as far as to say

his fists, a vi.olation of

professional ethics in which he would gls.dly indulge.

He

has interpreted the s3rmptoms of some insc1·utable passion for
suffering in the mother.
Helen is secretly delighted at this new tragedy and
moves from San Francisco to Las Pasturas in an attempt to
keep Hilda more closely confined..

There the omnipresent

Bert Munroe, seeking. as alyrays to do the neighborly thing,
comes up to the strange new house on a social call..

But

Hilda tells him a wild story and the houseboy slams the door
in his. face.

BE';rt is somewhat discomposed ("A crazy gi.rt and

a lousy servant.

'They can go to hell!") but in Hilda's

muddled mind BE;rt ·becomes the romantic stranger who will
rescue her from ca.ptivity, marry her, and take her Rway from
the possessive clutches of mother.

To this end, Hilda one

evening hacks the bars down from her bedroom windm-r and
escapes to be reunited with her ulover."
a shotgun and cres.tes a ne't'l tragedy for

Helen follows with
h~:rself.

The coroner

and. Dr. Phillips, called do1m to the case 9 are unaware that
Helen has committed murder to prevent her daughter's escape
as well as to perpetuate her desire for suffering and

e:nd.ur·~

ance in the face of a tragedy she has secretly willed and
created.

They concur upon a verdict of suicide.

Dr. Phillips

trl.es to comfort Helen and tells her, "You must not suffer
so."

But; if Helen will have anything to do with it, she

will.

Ironically, she seeks to console the still unsuspect·-

ing physician:
"I knm•r noi'r. By this time I kno·N what llfe expects
of me.. N0 1rT I know ·Nhat I have always suspected. And I
hav:r the strength to endure, Doctor. Don't Ttwrry about
me.' 4
But it is impossible for the reader not to worry about
Helen.

What other lives will be sacrificed to her ruthless

and insatiable passion for tragedy?

In "Hilda VanDeventer,"·

Steinbeck has cree. ted a mother-predator who frustrates both
her child's capacity to learn and her desire to love.

As

Dr. Phillips, Steinbeck's compassionate scientist, will
sim:l.la:rly discover in "'l'he Snake,

11

beings who create a contest of pain

there are some human

~md a sport of deatf.t. 1 .5

It is clear that Steinbec1{ 's sympathies lie w:i.th the rational
phy .sl cian 8nd the demented young girl, both of

~rhom

are

deceived and victimized by this monster in mother's guise •
.Again, Steinbeck mal{es symbolic comment on the sanity of
soci.a.l ·poses and purposes.
14

In her authori. tar ian resolve and

John Steinbeck, "Hilda Van Deventer,"

.21.. li~..?.:.Y_~~'

1'h~

E..@:Stl::!I_y.§..

p. 84 •

15rr'hat the murderer of Hilda is also her mother seems
a crime against nature which could occur only in fiction.
Yet
Harry Thornton Moore reports that although the accotmt of the
Van DGventers was the one most criticized by readers of 'Ihe
Pastures of Heaven for being improbable or overdone, it was·
"lT'based more srric'tly upon fact than any other story in the
volume.'' Tho Novels of John Steinbeck (Chicago: Normandie
House, l9J9T~~ -p:-·-r9"7 -Warren French adds that the less incredible but equally enigmatJ:c tale of "The Snake'' was based on
Stein beck 7 s direct observa.tion of an incident he could not
explain. John Steinbeck ( Ne11r York: Tv1ayne Publj.shers, 1961),
p. 81.
~-- - - - · - - ·
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inflexlble logic, HeJ.en Van Deventer, much like the
~rhi ch

"~risdom"

exiled '11.tlereci to, is far less sane than the idiot she

has condemned and des tro;>red.
"Robbi.e Ivialtby" is Steinbeclc's mo:;:t ideal account of
a.

happy childhood yet it is a story wh0se endlng is far from

happy.

Robbie enjoys a fa t:r.1er whom Steinbeck would have

been proud to embrace as. his own.
Sen

Franclsc~an,

Junius f'Ial t·by, a native

comes to Las Pasturas because the well·u·kno't'm

fogs of the city do not agree with his weak lungs.

Once in

-;

the valley, ho·wever, a strange tr;:Jnsformatlon of character
ensues.

Junlus becomes a lazy loafer, content to do nothing

but read

~.md

dream.

He achieves the dream of .every working

mnn to possess a . bundent leisure and he possesses it wholly
to the exclusion of everything else.
is no longer of account.

'lne world e.bout ·him

His farm falls slowly to ruin, his

wife dies in childbirth, and ti'ro little sons perish in an
influenza epidemic.

Junius bears all misfortune with a

strange equEmimity and stoic imperturbability.

His state is

that of an Adam, passively content to enjoy the blesslngs of
tr?nquility and idleness.

His existence is the object of

loathing, envy, or pity on the part of' his neighbors who do
not understand his ways.
that he

i'J'8.S

happy.

·"No one in the valley ever realized

"

Junius allows his last little boy, Robbi.e, to go to
school in rags and tatters, but he also gives Robbie the
happy childhood he himself may have been denied.

The Maltby

farm~

with its ·wonderful air of laisser--aller and free-for-

all, becomes a magnet for the valley children.

Despite his

rags, Robbie :ts strangely attractive to his schoolmates and.
becomes the leade.r of hts little group.

As in the case of

his father, poverty is no bar to happiness.

He

to do as his father does, to become a

lover of the

unencumbered

life~

in the stream."

ra~ged

is content

"to sit in the sun and to dangle his feet

It is just this sort of activity which is

reprehensible to the J.VIal tby' s conven tlonal and respeetable
neighbors.

In them, Steinbeck focuses his sharp criticism

of the conformlstic society whi.ch condemns Junius and his
boy as "ragged savages 11 1-rho have reverted to barbarism "vlhile
other families·built small fortlines, bought Fords and redios,
put in electricity and went twice a week to the moving pictures in l\fonterey or Salinas. • • • 1116

Nen 1vho envy hi.m his

good life and good land, 1-romen who deplore his housekef.)ping
and his "slothfulness," men end Homen who hate "his.idleness
and his complete lack of pride,

11

all of these highly proper·

citizens are, in Steinbeck's point of view, the true barbarians.

'I'heir sense of prestige and

self·~importanc.e

compels

them to judge their neighbor and censure him from thel.r
parlors.
never to

"'They outlawed him from decent society and resolved
r~ceive

him should he visit them."

Although life continues to be lazy and gentle and

.

16

John Steinbeck, "Robbie J1altby," 1'_l'.t§.
94u·95·
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good for the Ma1tbys, a rtsing current of public opinion
demands intrusion into their affairs.

At last, Mrs. Munroe,

as representative of the solicitous school board, offers the
ragged Robbie a bundle of new clothes.

The intended "kind-

ness 11 is a disgraceful gesture which confronts Robbie w·i t.h
that force of opinion t-rhich considers his poverty shameful.
Robbie's res;ponse is to flee, but he has been initiated lnto
the world of men and women who see f'i.t to crl ticize and lntim..-.
idate others out of a misguided sense of' social responsibility.
IJ'he lntoJ.erant charity Steinbeck deplores is epitomized by
the stubborn M:r:s. Nunroe, 't'!ho sends Bert up for a talk with
Junlm~.on

Robbie's behalf because

important thau his feelings •. "

11

I thj;nk his health is more

It is precisely this sort

~f

thinking which Steinbeck impllcitly condemns as a means of
social evil and injustice, exercising as it does intolerance
in the name of humanity and interfering in the lives of
others by a self'-pr6claimed mission of righteousness •. Here,
the happiness of the Maltbys is destroyed by what people say
and think about them. 1 7

Revealed to them by that force of

"enlightened public opinion" i'·rhich Steinbeck mistrusts as a
nuisance and danger to the common man as \'Tell as for the
uncommon artist, the social eplphany of Maltby and son is

l7 11 In Steinbeck's range of va.lues the simple, natural
life Junius and Robbie had been leading was ide9.1, and going
to the city would be the beginning of degradation. 'Decent'
people's .meddling had drtven thern to this." Harry Thornton
Moore, £}2. .£.±.!!. o , p. 21.
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one l'lhlch compels them to glve up the life they love and
return to San Francisco.

Like Rosa and Maria Lopez they

return to commence a life of pain and shame.

case~

In their

hm·Tever, the sin 1s that of the life which takes its

~·rages

according to decency, sobriety, normalcy, conformity, orthodoxy, and convention.

The tone of the tale leaves small

doubt tl'}at Steinbeck's sympa.thy lies vri th these impractical
and shiftless Maltbys, much as it does with the impractlcal
and shtftless paisanos of

~ill~ .fl.~~.·

more the.n me;rely shoeless savages.

The Maltbys are

They were the beautiful,

virtuous, and v-Tise urchins who created Em Eden where none
existed s and. 'Nho ,r,.re:re compelled to depart part::tdise by the
vrlly se:r.pen.t of middle-class mol' ali ty.

For Hobbie Hal tby,

clad in .cheap new c-lothes and bound for the fogs, the

oro-v~Jds,

and the competition of the great city, nothing could be more
monstrous.
A father and son relationship of an entirely different
kind than the Ms,l tby' s is explored by Steinbeck ln "H:i.s
}'ather," a short short story which appeared in 1949 and has
never been collected.

Steinbeck's setting is the city and

his theme-a contemporary one:
the sensibility of

8,

child.

the effect of divorce upon
Here, the youth s:i.ts continually

upon the front steps of his house, musing upon the passing
traffic, the absence of a father figure, and the mystery of
the hideous -v•rord whose meaning he is forbidden to
divorce.

In the hrenty-sixth chapter of

knoN-~

C~:-~!}]}.§:.~:Z .E..<?~rc~,

Steinbec1\:
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had depicted the cruelty of children in the maliciouslylnspired taunting (Jf a boy who had lost his father by sul~
cide. 18 In "His Fathe:r., 11 the cruelty of children is reflected
in the maliciously-inspired taunting of a boy who has lost
his father because of divorce.

Their customary question,

"\vhere' s your father? 11 is an inquiry well-calculated to
torment:
The questlon caught him i:n the pit of thF; stomach up
under the ribs. He could feel the question and he knew
that it 1-ras pure cru·elty. The kids weren't asklng,
they •mre telling, taunting, hurting, and that was the
way they wanted it.l-9
Trte father i.n this case is·a salesman who has gone on
cou:ntlest~

trips mmy from home, but this time he seems to

have gone for good.

'J.Tne boy does not comprehend why, and he

is too young to be told the facts by his mother.

But the

'·
children of the neighborhood know
and, in their knowledge,

survey the vrholly defenseless boy with a si.lent and mocking
superiority that needs no words to frame its attitude:
None of the kids said anything, but it was in their
eyes; and it \'ras always in their eyes loo1ring out at
him, and the look was shame, a burning, guilty shame.

----------18

"'11he vi.ciousness of undisciplined physical and

intellectual strength has rarely been as bitterly condemned
as in this brief and almost entirely conversational interlude, whieh also powerfully· makes the poj_nt that Steinbeck
had stressed as et:trly as Cuu of Gold: those ~<rho think it
is a pleasure to be a chiTd.-ha:Ve-:':fO)::gotten their own childhoods. 11 Harren F'rench, O'Q• £t't.·, p. 132.
19
John Steinpecll:, "His Father," ,Be.?der:~.§. .D1fli~.S.E.'
55:.329 (September, 1949), 19-20.
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At first: he had :run a·Nay and stayed by himself btl.t you
can' t
un a·Nay all the time. and besides you get lonesome. 20
Like Hobbie r1a1 tby, the· boy is the victim of popular
opinion and self.;.righteous critlctsm, but unllke Robb:i.e,
~rho

--vras taken to the city to' i.mprove his impove:c•ished

pastoral prlmiti.vism, the ehild is a

cit~,r~-dweller,

surrou:nded

by indifferent automobile trafftc and heartless playmates.
He has nowhere to go and no excuses to offer.

His physt.ca1

stasis is contrasted by his mental anguish in attempting to
unclerstand 'Nhy it is that he has been made the object of
infamy and social disgrace.

In desperation, he attera.pts to

extr·i.cate himself from a puzzling and embarrassing s:t tuation

..

by telling the other children that his father is home, inside
the house.

It is

a lie he himself would like to believe and

he sees no reason why the others would not believe it.

But

the rea.ction to his repeated insistence ("He's in the house,
he's in the house, he's in the house!") and hopeful vindication is the rebuff of another child:
divorced."

"He's nuts,

They're

A forbidden subject between the boy and his

mother, divorce becomes the origin of all his acute misery
when it is used as a weapon against him by his malicious
playmates.

The Nord itse-lf becomes fascinating and profane

in its essential mystery, but bet·Neen the silence of his
mother and the proud smugness of hi.s friends, the boy can

--------20

John Steinbeck, "His

Father~

11

20.
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gain no clear comprehension of his predicament.

He remains

uneducated and untllumined, cmd part of the tragedy of such
children, Steinbeck suggests, is that they can neither understand l•rhat has happened nor resolve the riddle of their
perso!lal stigma.
at last; his father does come home on a visit to

t~Ihe:n

see him, the boy, still sitting as is his custom on the
front

steps~

closes his eyes, holds his breath, and sits

perfectly still, as if any motion or word will soraeho,;IT drive
away the presence of one -vri thout whom he is somehow lessened
in the eyes and opinion of his world..

Then; ·as if to dare

tha,t same public opinton Hhich has made him sharh.eful and
ashamed, the youth suddenly screams aloud) "He's here:
want to see him?"

You

Although the story ends with this pathetic

vindication, part of its tragedy must also lie in the fact
that the father cannot have the slightest idea what it is
his son means by his silence and sudden outburst.
It is worth noting that this story appeared in the

year following Steinbeck's second divorce and that he had a
son about the same age as the little boy in the story.
child is

t~1e

That

hapless and uncomprehending victim of a tragedy

as common to modern Americ.:::m society as it was personal to
the artist

~<rho

sought, by means of his art, to define the

problem from the point of vie1-<r of one whom it most tragically afflicts.

In ways we do not often consider, children

are sometimes made to suffer in silent anguish for the moral
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and spiritual

failur~s

of their parentsA

Steinbeck's brief

tale reflects a child's initiation into the mysterious world
of moral failure and social indictment.
Another uncollected tale which appe9.red initially in
19LH,

11

HOI•T

Edith NcGillcuddy Met Robert Louis s-tevenson,

II

is the only shox-t story of youth that ends he.ppily, and that
probably because the tale· is a fictionalized account of an
actual incident told to Steinbeck by an old family

f~ciend.

As a little girl, Edith Gilfilan Wagner had played hooky
from Sunday church, taken a free ride on a funeral traln to
Monterey, and there met the great Robert Louis himself.

In

thts incident, Steinbecl\: found the basis for a· comic and
colorful tale.

Of thematic interest, the story is a perfect

de~on~

s tra tion of Stetnbecl{' s uncanny ability to penetrate the
soul of a child and recreate the world according to the
youth's perspective.
Sal~nas-Monterey

Since the setting of the story is the

area in the year of 1879, Steinbeck deals

with a locale familiar to him both by his . mm youth, his

native historlcal interest, and the tales told by his elders.
"Edith McGillcuddy" is one such story.

It is a convincing

evocation of an era in whtch Steinbeck's recreation of old.
California assumes the slightly satirical flavor of Bret
Harte o:r· Nark 11.Yain:
Salinas was·a dirty little California cow-town in
1879· There was a small and consistent Vicious element;
there was a large wavering element, likely to join the

6j
vicious elem.ent on Saturday night and go to church
repentant on Sunday. And there \'las a small embattled
good element, temp8rance people, stern people. Ti-renty
saloons kept the tovm in ignorance and vice ~rhile · n.ve
?hurches fought valiantly for devotion, temperance, and
2
decency~.
On her way to Sunday School with a nickel for the
collection plate, little Edith is waylaid by nasty Susy
Nugger, an acquaintance who persuades her that God can ·t'lal t
another week for his five cents and tempts her from devotion
l'Ti th "a huge all-·-d.ay sucker, SC(arlet and shiny."

Lurecl by

this Babylohic st-Jeet, Edith can resist everything except
temptation, and the hro little girls, posing as "mourners,

11

board the funeral train of one Antonio Alvarez for· a free
ricle lnto the to1m of Nonterey •.
ceremony~

however, Edith sees the

At Antonio's graveside
coffin~filled

interior of

the Alvm."ez c::cypt and the sudden intrusion of the mystery·
of death fills her l'iith insts.nt sorrow.

Her sobs interest

two men at her side, one of whom l'l'onders if the weeping child
is among the numerous illegitimate descendents of the late
le.men ted Senor Alvarez.

"One of 'rronio' s bastards, I guess.

The country's full of them."
her crying.

This comforts Edith and stops

"She didn't know what a bastard

·NElS,

but she

we.s glad to be one if it gave her an official position at
the funeral."
Alone and friendless in t-'Ionterey after the ceremony,

21 John Steinbeck, "How Edith NcGlllcucldy I~et R. L. s.,"
. The Portable Steinbeck (Nev.r York: The Viking Press, 19 SL~),
p •-

559·-:-----
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Edith eneou,."lters a ragamuffin named Lizzie who insists she
~>roman

knoi'rs a

(.Mrs. Fanny Osborne) 1·rho "smokes

cigarettes~

11

and a man i<Ti th long hair (Stevenson) who buys anythi.ng
children bring him for a

nick~l.

Left holding the huckle-

berry bucket which they have· brought the foolish man b;y- the
sudden and unexpected departure of the canny Lizzie, Edith
is invited to have a cup of tea with Robert Louis.

Her

version of' her personal history ( 11 £ily own name j.s Edith
MoGillcud.dy and I live ln Salinas and I came on a train to
the free funeral. •

•

.")delights the great man and inspires

his memorable comment to Mrs. Osborne,_ "Take note of this.
There

:1. s

more in a line than I could do.

There's condensa-

ticm for you, and history, and if' you were so
philosophy.

11

minded.~·~

But the high scream of the funeral train

interrupts the tea party and Edith, in obedience to its
summons, runs out and down to it without so much as a good-·
bye or thank you to the immortal with whom it has just been
her unsuspected honor and privilege to share an impromptu
tea end talk.

Ironically, the funeral train has brought

Edith to a meeting 1<ri th one ·who can never die.

The nickel

whl c.h she could not give to God in Sali.nas was given to her
instead by a god of another sort in Monterey.

Charming and

touchi.ng, "Edith filcGillcucldy" is Steinbeck in h1s most
tender mood.

It is the least typical of all his tales of

youth because of ·all tales it is the least tragic.
It is worth noting that Habert Louis Stevenson, once
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a vtsi tor e.nd resident in Steinbeck's native r·1onterey !I has
exereised some fascination for the writer.

Junius Naltby

reads him rather extensively and names his son after him.
Steinbeclt' s .!:r£':~1:§. l'!:L~..h fQ;?},:]~y may have had its titular
origin in Stevenson's

T:.£§Y~~J.:~

JI.U.h

§:

pont.....~.~.

And of course,

there is the recreated history of Edith r.'lcGillcuddy's
. ter with the irnagina tl ve and kindl;)r Scot.

encoun~

A survey of

Stevenson's artistic attitudeand technique, moreover, seems
to reflect something of the mind and temper of John Steinbeck:
This gifted author's attitude toward life shows a
highly individual mixture of traits not often found in
the same man. He had a moral earnestness in a higb· ·
degree. Yet he upset m2ny a theological apple cart in
his frank espousal of the Horth of vital existence.
And he constantly threw over life the glow· ahd glamor
i<rhich rom~~nti0ism requires. His fundamentally romantic
quality as a teller of tales is not in the least impaired
by the fact that from the realist~ he had learned the
tricks of style that ma.ke the impossible seem to be the
expected. 2 2
Steinbeck's great problem has been that in becoming
increasingly allegorical a..YJ.d moraltsttc in his post-Nar
career as novel:Lst, his works have often lacked the necessary
surface realism which, so carefully constructed in the short
, stories, lends probability to materials otherwise too mythic
or romantic to sustain credulity or invoke pleasure.
Steinbeck's decline as an

_,

. _....

....,.~.-

.... ....._,..,..,_

__

._.

artist~

in fact, seems almost

____ _

. 22.T-ht2. L~ti:.!..§:.tl!X.£

gJ_ ~nfl.f:.§Ed, eds. George K. Anders on
and Hillia_m E. Bucl:::le:r ( Glenvievr: Scott, Foresn18n and
Company, 1967), p. 1121.
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directly proportionate with his rise as a philosopher.

His

i1'1abilit;y- or unvrlllingness to construct fiction v-rhr)se
allegory· is organic. and v?hose philosophy is inherent
strates his distance in technique and style from· the
artistic craft of his short fiction.

demon~

CHA:P'I1ER III
TAEES OF NYS'TICRY AND VIOLENCE

In con1.parj ng Faulkner and Hemtngr"ra;y to John Steinbecl{, F'. H. 1iJatt concludes that the greater
be ti·TE:E:r~

a..'Yld HeminglvHY.

.~=;teinbeck

share, in

l~att's

afn~ni

ty- exists

This is so because they

views "a distaste for the abstracting

intellect, a bond with ordinary people, an admLt'ation for
practical sk11ls end physical toughness,. and a magnanimous
attitude to~omrds htunan p8.ssions. ,l

Nowhere, however, does

Hatt mention the thematic affinity Stetnbeck and Herning,;·Jay
share in thei:r.• prevalence for
men's lj.ves..

!~ecreating

'Typi caJ.ly associated

i'li th

the violence of
the test and· trial

of the Hemingway hero, violence is also a characteristic
element in the writing of John Steinbeck, though there its
function is far from merely rituallstic.

In brute force and

naked power Hemingway seems to find an excellent metaphor of
a. unl ver:::-:e i1:·ratio:na1, hostile, dangerous, and perverse to

man.

Such is the nature of his 1-'Jorld that, whatever his

emvlronment or station, man is alway$ at Y.rar.

Because this

is so, the world ca.Y.tnot be understood or tolerated by the
weak; it can on1y be endured as Hemingvray would have rnsn
endure~

_

with grace, skill, and resilience in the face of

F.l.:n

inscrute_ble natural pmvel' or fate Y.rhose rualigni ty casts long
....

............__.,__ ......,.,..,...._...

2

__.. _____

.
ii'rs.nk Vlilliam Ha tt, John §..t.f;:..inl?~...?k. ( NeH York: Grove
Press, 1962), .p. llJ~
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odds again3 t man's intentions.

Qul te unlil{e Hemlngv.ray 1

Steinbeck vlevrs violence not as an ultimate

confro:nt~:ltion

or reality, but as a force among forces, a mystery capable
of scrutiny and analysis in the particular lives of men
ir1flict or suffer it.

~vho

Here the d:tscrep£:.<.ncy be breen

Her.ningHay and Steinbeck becomes conspicuous, for tf
· Hemingw·ay' s is en essentially mysterious and violent wo.rld
hostile to beauty, Steinbeck's i.s a HorJd.

1-~Thel'e

the beauti-

ful and the violent coexist in the experience of man.

In

Hemingi,ray' s vie·l'r, life is sacred but senseless, love futile,
and death the. great real.i ty.

Steinbecl{' s view) ·Nhile not

entirely optimlstic, is far less bleak, certainly less
despairing, perhaps more tolerant because more detached.
Peter Lisea has coru.nented. significantly upon the diversity
which creates en interesting distinction between the tvro
artists:
Like Hemingway, Steinbeck finds an important ple.ce
for violence in his vmrks; but wheree.s for Hem.tng1·ray
violence is part of a code, often to be sought as the
final proof of manhoo9., Steinbeck merely aceepts it t:l.S
one of the facts of llfe which must be considered for
a full understanding of men's nature 8.:nd hi~ place in
the biological 1-mrld of 1;-rhich _he is a part.L
Mr~

L:i.scs.'s interpretation ignores nF'light," a tale

fully in the Hemingway tradition of the youth :;..nd ini tia'ticm
by violence; yet it is true on the whole that for Steinbeck

the theme is employed as a means of determining the secret

3Peter Lisca, The ~·It de Horld of John Steinbeek ( NevJ
Rutgers uni"versffy Pr~~~ss ,""'I93B-T;·

Bruns~·rlclu

r;:-·e;Ir-.--

\

truths of man's character.

In see1\ing to comprehend the

psychology of tl:le violent, Steinbeck engages a mystery more
complex and far less limited then the rites ·which
Hemin·g1•ray.

obs~ss

Steinbeck's inquiry ultimately becomes ph:i.lo-

sophical, for the problem of the origin of evil men do lies
at the heart of

~~t .<?1~

B.9s:Q! although in that work the

questi6n is presented too abstractly to be entirely suecessful or convincing as human dra.ma.
Steinbeck's tales of mystery and vi.olence seek to
illumine causes which make man blind and inhuman, as Ttrell
as conditions.which make him sensitive, sensible, comprehensive, perhaps even compassionate.

Sometimes revelat,lon

proceeds from fear or terror, unexpected but po·NerfulJ.y
evocati·ve sotirces of human epiphan;y·.3

Violence is never in

itself admirable to Steinbeck, as one feels it sometimes is
fo:e HemingNay.
-~part

Rather, it is part of the phenomenon of ma.t'J.,

of his elemental mystery, and an enigma which, often

as not, confronts the violent or their victims "Hith some
unguessed truth rendered concrete, palpable, demonstrable.
In "Johnny Bear," a haJ.f-Y'ri t

~<Ti th

an unusual poNer

·3something of the same sort seems to occur in the
Hemingi'ray short story 11 'rhe Battler, 11 although there Nick
Adams never discloses Hhat it is he.has learned from hls
fireside encounter with a madman and a murderer. Pe:r:haps
the fact that he has been in perilons proximity to violence
or even death and has survived is v'rhat Hemlngway finds
particularly commendable in the experience. 'U1e episode
also con:veys Hemj_np;';·Jay 's char.?cterlstic eonception of man
as a "battler'' <?..gainst naturalistic forces which threaten
to engulf and obliterate hlm.
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reveals the secrets of a small CallfOl'nia town until, on the
vet•ge of an ul ti,mate revelation lll'hich would discredit the
conum.mity's first family, he is violently attacked by the
keeper of the ci vl c conscience.

"'rhe Raid" and "The Vtgi~

lante 11 are bi/O tales of mob violence anr1 of 1-rhat a single
man may discover about htmself through contact with the
primal force of mass vengeance.

"Raymond Banks" is a study

of how man may v1ew the same violent act from differing
perspeoti ves of pain or pleasure.

"'rhe Snake" and

11

Break-

fast" are t\!Jo talGs of rays tery, one of. an inhuman puz?.1e
whl ch oanr1ot be deciphered, the other of a human pleasure
which defies complete a-rticulation.
of Cyrus

·rrask~

11

Finally, in "The Sons

Steinbeck explores in different generations

the ironic proxtmi ty betw·een love and hat:r.ed, and the ironic
pattern of violence 1•rhich returns upon its creator through
his beloved son.
Though m.ost of Steinbeck's short stories of California
have an attractive pastoretl setting, "Johnny Bear" is an
example of a perYerse provincialism.

It takes place in Lorna,

a dreary little village surrounded by m-rampland and infested
by foul swamp fogs.

The·

to"t~m

seems pe:-cpetually shrouded- ln

mystery and even its leading citizens and sole aristocrats;
the Hawkins matrons, live thei.r presumably reproaohless lives
behind a curtain of high thick cypress hedges.

Truth pene-

trates the mist and the shrubberies, however; ironically, it
is the village freak who brings dmm

11;ri th

a resouncUng and

Zl
satisfying crs.sh the remote and revered gods of the village e
Like Tu.lareci to, SteLnbeck' s s.gent of astonishing revelation
is the paradoxical idiot·-hero.

,A monster ... like spy and

tattletale Hhose uncanny mimes-disclose the secrets and
sometimes the sins of Lomans, Johnny Dear prowls continually
for secrets which bring him a much-prized glass of whiskey
at Fat Carl's saloon. ·Invisible and inaudible while on the
prowl, nothing is safe from nor sacred to Lorna's half-wit
eavesdropper.

Eager for his rew·e.rd of firewater, Johnny Bear

sees all and holds nothing back. -His talent for reproducing
't'>rords and drs.mas he does not really understand is a minor
...

miracle, but at the same time a mena0e has been let loose in
the village.

Ag[1.1nst the almost superns:tura1 pro1i'ress of the

i-diot--spy who well l{nows that· the men in the saloon

~rill

ahrays pay the price for his mimes, Lorna is defenseless:
"You keep your wlndm,rs closed, and even then you tall>;: j_n a
whisper if you don't '\'rant to be repeated.'1

But one night
'

Johnny Bear presents a dialogue of recrimination behreen PJny
and Emalin Ha1<rkins, Lema's most respected and distinguished
spinsters.

Emalin has called Amy "a

monste1~~

11

una·v·rare that

a· monster -of another kind is listening and. noting.
her sister to behave herself and say her prayers.

She tells
All is

not TtreJ 1 in the Hawkins household and Loma has a nei-<J mystery
to ponder.

Johnny's account is parti.cularly upsetting to

.Alex Hartnell, a gentleman who insists that standards must be
kept and respect preserved else Lema 1i·rilllose ·Nhatever sl.tm
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faith or piety it possesses.

But in the unwitting hancls _of

Johnny Bear, no one is above suspicion, and even the Hm,rkinses
must reflect' the follies and foibles of human_
Bear becomes Steinbeck's democratic

11

equalizer~"

the great

force which oblj:terates class distinction snd social
iority.
clash.

Johr.my

being~1.

sv.per~·

It is clear that truth and tradition must inevitably
The confrontation is prepared by Johnny's next per-

forro.snce in which he ind:l.cates that !vliss

Amy

has tried, for.

some inexplicable reason, to commit sul.cide.

Tne community

conscience ts in desperate peril, and Alex Hartnell, the
oracle of conservatism and propriety, fights a losing battle
when he argues that even if

11

Aunt Amy" arid uliunt Ema1in 11 can

-do "t'V:tong,- it must not be thought so by the to-~msfolk ·who

lool-;: to them for guidance, comfort, and assurance.

In

Hartnell, Steinbeck portrays the idealist for whom appearances are crucial.

Hence the Hawkinses, symbols of prudence

and probity, must remain exactly what they seem to be:
"The safe thing. The place -vrhere a kid. can get
gingerbread. The place where a girl can get reassurance.
'l1hey' re proud, but they believe in things l'Te hope are
true. lind they live as though--·~'rell, as though honesty
really
the best policy and charity really is its OlArn
re11ard •1.+

hs

Sue~

its

01-m

naive optimism contains within it the seeds of

demise, and the moment Hartness speeks this senti-

mental tribute we can be quite certain Steinbeck has not the

154.
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slightest intent of allowing Virtue to triumph.

Pride,

masquerading as integrity, must have .its downfall.
~nc;;.t~~!l~. !12.£1~.:s~~~

astoundi.ng
Bear..

ne~rs

of

The

of the sisters begins to crumble when the
~1iss

Amy's ·sulcide is mimed by Johnny

Ev·e:ryone in the Buffalo Bar :Ls ashamed of I'Janting to

lrnow the details. · The temptation of forbidden lcno;;'J"ledge
Pl"oves too strong, however, and over Hartnell's fervent protests, Fat Carl himself, the stingiest mt:m with a bottle,
pours.

vlhat the monster has to say brings the pillars of

respectabili.ty down in a heap of dust.

Miss Amy has con ...

ceivecl from a .Chinese field hand and her suicide is t.he meE\.nS
of sllencing scand&.l; or almost the means, for what Johnny
Bearhas seen and heard, everyone vrill know.
to

re-~enact

When he begins

the courting of t'liss Amy in the original nasal

dialect of her oriental lover, it is too much for Alex
Hartnells i-'Tho alone recognizes Amy's voice in the response.
He attacks the monster and is stifled by him "as the tentacles of an anemone enfold a crab."

Johnny Bear is finally

subdued by Fat Carl's bung·· starter and. Hartnell explains
why he had to interruut the performance of an incredible
~

passion.

'

·"That seconcl voice," he explains fearfully, ':that

was .Hiss P.m.y.

11

Steinbeck sucoes_sfully merges humor and

horror in this queer little tale of a small tortrn' s losing
fight to keep its ideals intact against its idiot-iconoclast.
In responding first idealistically and then violently to the
half-·wi t' s revelations, Hartnell becomes Steinbeck's symbol

of the reactionary critlc who vainly struggles to suppress
the pm•rerful appeal of truths supposed too shocking to be
aired in public.

Full of sound and fury, Johnny's tales

signify far more than nothing. · It is this which perhaps
gives rise to Peter Lisca's reading of the story as "an
exploratlon of the artist's role in society; for like the
artist, Johnny Bear holds. the mirror up to mankind and reveals
through his mimetic talent the hidden festers of society." 5
Johnny Bear undoubtedly is a comic reflection of Steinbeck's
conception of the writer's public art and personal abuse.
11

Tulareci to 11 mB:Y also be viewed in this. sense, sine~ in thB.t

story Steinbeck's idiot, ·like Johnny Bear, is really a
superb craftsman 1,rho brool{S no critical or social interfer··
ence 't•r:1. th his .artistic schemes.

In both cases the idiots

are first warmly encouraged and then severely punished.
Society's hypocrisy is also its loss, for it can least
tain the loss of its creative artists..
suspect them, however

SU[~

HO't'lever much it may

much it may be revulsed by them,

society can ill afford to lose its terrible Tularecitos or
its. tattletale Johnny Bears.

Indeed, Steinbeck's implication

seems to be that, as they are free to destroy behind their
masks or poses of social respectability, the "proper"
Ha-Nkinses s

11

prominent" Van Deven ters, or "decent" Monroes

constitute a far greater menace to society than any· rebellious

_

01).
....--;:.

cit., P• 96 •
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icon-smasher.
"The Raid" and "The Vigilante" are studies in mob
violence and of the ind.i.vidual revelations of those who
suffer. or commit acts of violence.

In "The Raid," two po.l:l. t-

ical agitators come to a dark and deserted Ca.li:fornia to·;-r:n
to organize a workers' meeting and fan the flames of revolution.

Tenslon develops between the novice, Root, who

fears he will fail his first assignment in the .field, l:md
the professional, Dick,

~>rhose

veteran's instinct does not

welcome the.novice's increasing nervousness or fear of
potential cm-.rardice under fire.

As the;>r await a meeting,

Root's a.pprehensi veness begins to tell upon Dick, who
impat.ten.tly exhorts his young comrade "to shOi'T some guts."
An informer brings them word that no one will show for the
meeting.

VJorcl of it has been leaked and a raiding party of

town vigilantes is on the ..,ray to mete vengeance.

Dic.k.

decides that rather than flee, he and Root will remain to
pla.y martyrs to the civic mob

bec~ause

must have an example of injustice."

"the people at large
As

they waj.t ln suspense

for the raiders to arrjve, Dick lectures Root on the necessity
of dispassion for the beating he is.likely to receive.
Steinbeck's implicit criticism of a system of thought that
reduces man to nothing more than a convenient abstraction is
exemplified in just such a philosophy of non-violent submission as the veteran expounds.

It is contained in Dick's

Ul'ging Root to rertJ.ember that "if some one busts you, :lt isn't
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him that's doing it, it s the System."

Root becomes

a.Y.l

abstract:l<m against v-rhich the vigilantes ·Nill proceed.
it isn't you he's busting.
ciple.

11

In comes the mob.

He's taklng a crack at the

"And
Prin~

Intolers.nt of Root's appea.l for

fraternity and good w'ill, it delivers a savage reprisal
before the two are carted off to a prison cello

In the

aftermath,. Root speaks glowingly of his own martyrdom:
did.n' t hurt, Dick.

It v-ras funny.

"It

I felt all full up--and

good. • • • Hhen they 1i<Ias busting me I wanted to tell thet1. I
didn't care. '16 But "''rhen he tries to put his ecstasy into
spiritual terms, Root makes the mistake.of
Jesus (2J.Luke J4).

paraphra~ing

Dick sternly warns him against "that

religion stu.ff 11 and. quotes the Narxist cliche about "the
opium of the people," without.comprehending that his own
cause is no less a religion, if not an opium considerably
more dangerous in its tendency to make abstract what is concrete.

It dehumanizes in the name of humanity.

Root explains

~

that even though "there wasn't no religion to it,
kind of sptritua1 feeling, a transcendency.

11

his was a

Here, an

epiphany bordering spi'rituality is the result of violence.
In brutality Root finds beauty; in abuse a special truth; in
martyrdom, a certe.inty and conviction of his dedication.
Steinbeck's story is en indictPlen t of those who 1iWuld sacrifice themsebles for causes \•rhich are no more than slogans
6

John Steinbeck, "The Raid,." ou.

£~:t",

P• 108 •
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and whose commitment must finB.lly clepe;ncl not: u.po11 pr5.vat:e
princi}:>les but in public reprisals.
th:rough injury.

It is affirmation

The ending of Steinbec.k ts ]E.

.Pn1:2J.2.1l£'

B~_ttle

is fully consistent 'ivith this exposition of questionB.ble
martyrdom, and "The Ba.id" may leg1 timate1y be considered a

prelude to that novel.
In "IJ.1he Vigtlante,

11

individual illumJnatlon. comes

agaln s.s the unexpected consequence of mob violence.

This

time, the illumined is not a victim of violence but a per¥·
petrator of it.
MikE~

As the story opens, a lynch mobt of which

has been part, has just conclu.ded its work.

has been hanged and is about to. be burnecl.

minor

irrit~tion

Mlke feels a

at this pointless coup de grace, but his

protests avail nothing.
the passion of vengeance.
drift off.

A Negro

Soon silence and weariness replace
The crowd begins to dwindle and

One of them is left to his thoughts:

Mike knew it was all over. He could feel the letdOWll in himself. He was as heavily weary s.s though he
had gone wi tho1..1.t sleep for several nights, but it was
a dream-like weariness, B, grey comfortable' weariness. 7
It is precisely this feeling, or the physical manifestation of it, Yihich leads Mi1ce' s wife to accuse him on
his return home of a certain immorality, though of a kind ·
other than murder:

"You think I can't tell by the look on

your face that you been with a

I'IOID$.11?"

!>'like puts her off

but when he looks s.t his face in the bathroom mirror

7John Steinbeck, "The Vigilante,"

2,Do

.£1~.·, p. 133·
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he decides that his wife is not "tirrong after all.
she

"'.tJas

right.

"By God,

That's just exactly how I do feel."

His

wife, who had kno\'m nothing of the lynching, kne1-1 enough to
tell :Nike something he was amazed to discover was true·-that love e.nd hate are twin passions.,

The successful purga·-

tion of violence is indistinguishable from the successful
purgation of sexual tension.

A betrayer who has help murder

an innocent man and has sold n piece of his rent garment
(torn blue denim) for two pieces of silver, Mike is

accu~ed

of sin by one who understands nothing of his earlier and more
terrible betrafal.

Yet in his wife's accusation, Mike finds

the ,pe:rfect metaphor of his condition and is both startled
and illum.ined by that knowledge.·

The sweet but weary after-

ma.th .of hj_s earlier violence can be contrasted

1'li th·

unpurged condition of John HcLendon, self-proclaimed

the
vigi·~·

lante and agent of "justice" in Faulkner's "Dry September,"
another study in the psychology of the violent.

In the

aftermath of the· murder of the innocent \-iill Mayes, McLendon
returns home tense and violent still, lacking either the
initial satisfaction or the final epiphany enjoyed by
Steinbeck's Nike.

Though either vigilante might have stood

beneath the nailed feet of· Christ, only Faulkner's merciless
killer seems in the least troubled by the thing he has done.
A thoughtless mediocrity to v'rhom the question of his victim's actual. guilt· is

irrele~rant

("Somebody said he con-

fessed"), Nike is a case study i.n the banality of evil.
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Unllke HcLendon, he wl1l have no trou.,ole sleeping af.te:r his
crime; and the silver will be spent in due course.
"Raymond Banks 11 is another thoughtful and lucid exposition o:f the mystery and the meaning of violen.ce.

Banks is

the best farner in the Pastures of Heaven, a. hale, hearty,
jovial9 sw:1burnt bear of a man who, several times a year,
visits an old friend of his who has become a prison ward.en
and

~d tnesses

pleasure.

executions.

In these, Banks find.s a curious

Like Root in· "The Raid," he finds that violenc.e

creates a spiritual vitality within him, a unique power and
sensation akin _to reltgion:
.The hanging it self was not the important part, it
·was the sharp, ke·en air of the whole proce~ding that
ililpl~essecl him~
It w-as like a super~chu:r:eh, solemn and
ceremonious and somber. The whole thing made him feel
a fullness of eiperience, a holy ewotion that nothing
else in his life approached • • • •
Tragic as the occasion is fOr others, it contains for
Banks all the elements of pleasure.

He regards the ceremony

of death as a worthwhile experience:

"Raymond enjoyed the

whole thing.

It made him feel alive; he seemed to be ltving

more acutely than at other times.
s~rn.e

1
'

His excitement is the

as that of the little boys who come to his farm to

watch him kill chickens---much as the state kills men--l'ri th
dispassion and precision.

Although not by nature a cruel

man, Banks can find in the death of another man the pleasure

8 Joh:n Steinbeck, "Raymond Banks," The Pastures of
_,._.__ ............ - ..-..............J.,.,............
He€:'~' P• 161.
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. of good dr::.,_ma en.d the vi vld certainty of ltfe.

Bert r·1unroe

is puzzled by the contrast betllreen Raymond's personal good
nature and his morbid idea of pleasure.

The paradox prompts

Munroe to ask Banks if he can go along with him to the next
hanging.

The very thought of i'Jhat he has done, howevers

sicke:n.s Bert, and after

t:t

few weeks he is ready to beg off.

"I'm scared I couldn't get it out of my head. afterwards,"
he explains, and it is clear he has allowed his sympathetic
imagination
~rhich

t~

terrify him.

He has even had a bad dream in

he imagines himself the victim of a rope· hanging,

standi:l:'lg on the scaffold 'tiTi th the blaclt hood smothering him.
Though Banks assures his friend that death is nothing to
worry about or even. think about 5 Bert ca:nnot help think:l.:ng.
Banks, it is clear; la.ck.s the conscience and the moral
imagination which prevents Bert, like most men, from killing
their own kind or "lira tching them be killed.

"If you had any

imagination," he tells the indignant and contemptuous Bankst
"I wouldn't have to tell you • • • you'd see for yourself,
and you

~vouldn'

t go up to see some poor devil get killed. 11

Although Banks is furious at first, Bert's message inevitably gets- through to him:
to the execu.tton.

he excuses himself from going

Bert has. spoiled his fun but preserved.

his humanity.
Although Bert Munroe's imaginatlon may be too vivid
and his sensitivity· acute, and although Steinbeck critics
usually indict him as the villain of the piece, it is clear
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that the attitude of Raymond Banks cannot be blameless.

In

fact, it is the focus of Steinbeck's humanistic crittcism.
For it is Raymond Banks, and not Bert Munroe whom we ought
rightfully to label as villain.

Hts idea of a good time is

at lea.st as curious as Bert's idea of a bad time; a,nd it 1s
certainly the crueler.

The great danger of enjoying any

death spectacle is that, so far as we do enjoy it, we divorce
ourselves from the plight of its victims and thus divest
ourselves of c.ompassion.

Hh.en the suffering of another

human being becomes the source of aesthetic delight, the
aesthetician can no longer be ideutified "t<ri th humani_ty.
h~s

He

placed himself beyond the laws of conscience, beyond

mora~l

sensibility..

lante.

II

Such 1-ras the case of

~1ike

in

11

'l'he Vj_gi···

Raymond Banks has managed to rationa.l:tze his pleas-

ure in the sight of another's pain in the same way that Iviike
has rationalized his violence with talk of moral

necessity~

or the way in which Dick ra.tionalized 't<Ti th textbook. ideology and senseless shibboleths the violence done to him and
Root by the mob in "The Raid."

Clearly, Steinbeck's sym-

pathy lies with the man whose response to demonstrable
inhumanity ·is sensitive, j_f not swift, firm, if not militant.
In this respect, it is Bert Nunroe i•rho emerges as the hero. 9

9Peter Lisca's argument against Bert is twofold.
First, Bert ts to be condonmed because Steinbeck's works
a w·hole deny the "'\mheal thy:' vievr that violence snd pain
ne0essary." S~condly, in horrifying himself, Bert gains
sinj_ster self-pleasure and 11 poisons 11 the mind of B:.:mks.
.91~'!2.., pp. 6J.-61+.
Contrary to Lisca' s vievr, Steinbeck's

as
are
a

QQ•
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'l'he mlnds of men l-ike Raymond Ea.nks, who have to be shoi'm
the evl 1 of an action befo:ee they can refrain from sharing
it or savoring it, are not far from the psychology of
vigilantes or storm troopers.

For one who only

i'll th

dif-

ficulty recognizes moral distinctions is perilously close to
those incapable of perceiving them.
The enigma of man's animality and humoni t·y is further
explored by Stei:nbeck in "The Snake" and "Breakfast."

In

the first, a scientist cennot comprehend the acts he b.as
observed in a stranger who seems increasingly
him; in the

se~ond

to

suspi~ious

tale, a wayfa.rer canno·t articula.te his

emotion of well-being at the kind reception of strangers
l'rho ought normally to be suspicious of him.
In

11

Hild.a Van Deventer,"

Dr~

Philltps was the un-vri t-

ting dupe of a murderess who baffled and frustrated him..

He

' appee.rs again in "'11he Snake" as e. scientist who comp::r.ehendt?.
and controls the life in his tide pools and biological
laboratory but who cannot comprehend the mystery of the love
which a young woman entertains for a labora.tory sne.ke.

She

consistent. thesis' in works lill.:e !h.~ ,Bed l'.£nx., is ths.t
violence and pain are necessarily parts of man's experience
and as such can neither be ignored or condemned.. \\That is to
be deplored and censured is man's pride or pleasure in them.
If, as Llsca asserts, Bert is guilty of this, it seems odd
that he would condemn the same in his.frlend and pass up the
opportunity to·indulge his secret gratifioation. It would
be dlfficult for hlm, moreover, to "poison" a mind wh:i.ch
already finds pleasure in death, especially as Bert's efforts,
hovrever avrlnra.rcl and suffering; correct that unhealthy tendency in his friend.
·

too baffles him.

It disturbs him that she enjoys watching

the snake kill and then devour a mouse, for when D:r.. Phillips
is obliged tokill an animal, he does so without pleasure and
1·rholly in the interests of sctentific neoessi ty.

He can be

. quite detached and even ruthless a.bout his own experiments
.in death, as when he describes hls starfish process:

11

In

ten minutes I will kill those in the first glass with menthol,
t't·ren.ty minutes later I will kill the second group and then a
new gl"OUp every tHenty mintttes. 11
att:ltude

makE~s

His purely

11

scientiflo"

hlm detest the woman who would kill for

sport:
He hated people who made sport of natural processes.
W9:S not a S1.)ortsma.n but a biologist.
He could kill
a thonsan~ ~=mlnts.ls for lcnow·ledge, but not an tnsect for
ple&.sure. 0

He

Ir.onically, Dr. Phillips is unaHare that know·ledge is
itself a species of pleasure.

His sacrifice of animals out

of biological curiosity is in this respect hardly more
justified than that of the young 'tiTOman' s for sporting inter-·
est~

Revolted by her request to feed the snake its

less prey, the scientist complies

neverth~less,

defense~

inventing a

rationalization to ease his offended conscience:
"It's a good. thing to see. It shows you hm.,:_ a snake
can w·ork. It makes you have a respect for a rattlesnalce.
Then, too, lots of·people have ·dreams about the terror
of sns.kes making the kill. I think because it is a
subjective rat. The person is the rat. Once you see

80~81.

10 John Steinbeck, "The Snake,

11

,Th§..Long, .Y..ill~.x,, pp.

it the whole matter is objectiveo
rat and. the terror is removed. nll

1he rat is only a·

Later, watching the serpent glide to its unsuspecting
victim, Dr. Phillips reveals hts
towards death:

ambivalent attitude

o~m

"It's the most beautiful thing in the world.

It 1 s the most terrible thing in the

~rorld."

~·Jhereas

Raymond_

Banks could see only the beauty of death and Bert Nunroe
only the terror, Dr. Phillips is apparently both aesthetician and moralist.

His E)arlier rationalization proves of

llttle comfort to him, hmvever.

As the snake vveaves, so

does the woman, and when it opens i.ts

jm~Ts

for the

mouse~

Dr. Phillips thinks, "If she's opening her mouth, I'll be
sick.
be

.I 1 11 be afralclo"

afre::.·~.d,

Indeed, there :ls much of which to

for in appearance and manner, the woman increas-

ing1y s,:::ems the snake meta.morphosized, the snake objecti vied
and personified in the female.

It is this btzarre exchange

of identities which lends the tale its powerful psychological
value and interest:

does the scientist see

~vhat

he sees o·r is he, much like the people he scorns

he believes
~rho

terrify

.themselves with bad dreams, only the unwitting victim of his
own irratio_nal fears?
After the departure of his snake-like and snakeloving creature, the scientist ponders the mystery he can-

rwt resolve, decides he cannot pray to anything, and determines never to see ."the da.:mned thing again."

Whether by
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"damned thin;?;" he refers to the ceremony of sporting death
or to the visitor whom one crltic h<J.s.called "a neurotic
1? he gets his wish. He never sees her again.
female devil,"~
But once is enough. to inform him, like the ast-onished Be?"t·
Munroe, that some people enjoy watching death for the drama
or the sport of it, and that pleasure itself is a complex
thing whose meaning cannot always accurately be determined,
even bY science.

His failure with the serpent-lady

sugg~sts

that she has successfully frustrated him, as had Helen Van
Deventer earlier.

The onmi.scient scientist has met the

insoluble problem and

~ri

th it, the painful and puzzling

limi tc:ttion of his science.

Ironice.lly, he is unaware thi.?.t

the meaning of the snalce goddess· may lie not; .ln religion or
sci'ence but in the psyche of which both are symbo1J.c projection.

Nan's need for certainty and faith here confronts

the primal riddle of the lrrational.
In "Bree.kfast," a wanderer comes in out of the cold
to the "curious warm pleasure" of humanity shared, the
least practiced and most necessary mystery of mankind.

If

"'rh.e Snake" depicts a laboratory case of inhumanity observed

--------12

Joseph Fontenrose, op. cit., p. 63. Mr. Fontenrose
does not inquire ~rhether theneuroticism may lie in the eye
or the soul of the beholder. He calls Dr. Phillipst.labora':"'
tory 11 a zoological garden of Eden, in T!Jhich a snake fasctna.tes a "t..;oman, 11 though, as 1·re have seen, the .central
interest of the tale lies in the woman ltTho fascinates and
frightens the scientist, tempting him towards the kind of
kno1-1rledge impossible in any Eden.
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but enj_gmatic,

11

Breakfast" presents an epipha.ny of humanity,

profouncl but ineffable:
'J.Ihis thing fills me with pleasure. I don't know why,
I can see it in the smallest detail. I find myself
recalling it again and again, each time brtnging more
detail out of a sunken lJlemory, remembering brings the
curious warm pleasure.lJ
.
Cold, hungry, friendless, and lonely, the ne.rrator of
this short short story is ·Offered fire, food, companionship,
and a chance of a job in the cotton fields by hospitable
itinerants enjoying a recent flush o:i:' prosperity.

"He had

twelve days' worl{ so far," one explains, and the girl by the
fire says of the men, "They even got new clothes."

~hese

people do not have much, but they give freely and humanely
to the stranger \•rhat they do have.
uncommon ac.t of l{indness.
days,

11

11

\-le,

Thetrs is a simple but

been eatj_ng good for twelve

one ss.ys simply at the meal, and it is a measure of

their·means that they can take pride and pleasure in this
fact.

Declining their kind invitation for him to put in

his lot v.ri th them and accompany them to the cotton fields,
the narrator thanks his hosts Hho then .bre.ak camp, move off
on their journey, and slovrly disappear in the bright and
hopeful dlrection of the rising sun, her.e a symbol of the
·tolerant beneficence which; though far from universally
practiced, could reclaim or even reshape the future of man's
days.

Beyond the meal, the fire, the friendship, and the

13 ,John Steinbeck, "Breakfast, 11

,!h~ L9ng.

.Y.i1tJ.$l,:Z.' p. 89.
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easy talk, there existed for the narrator of this chance
meeting, a sharing beyond the physical, "some element of
great beauty that makes the rush of warmth; 11rhen I think of
it."

The mystery of humanity and love conttnues to delight

and. d.i.sturb one who shared it, long after the event itself
has passed.

l1ore than merely a memory, "the element of

great bee.uty" is reclaimed and revived as the most moving
manifestation of man's perfection of spirit.
"The Sons of C;Ynls Trask,

11

an uncollected story,

appeared t"t<ro months before the publication of Steinbec.k' s
last epic of California, Ea?t gf

~..sLQ.ll•

· The story i.s the

germ of the third chapter in that 1'JOrk, though a cnmparison
shovm

j. t

under1,rent some minor stylistlc revisions as it Nas

prepared for i.ncJ.usion i.n the novel.

The story is an ·explor··

ation of sibling conflict between Adam and Charles, the good
son and the bad son of Cyrus Trask.

Their father, "a wihl,

thoughtless devj_l" who enjoyed Hhat.little he saw of the
Civil vJar for the opportunity it gave him of requisi tiOl'J.ing
Southern poultry and conquered femininitys comes home a onelegged hero and begins to model his household aJ.ong strict
military lines$

Steinbeck creates a microcosm for the

ultimate madness and universal violence of war in the particular domestic tyranny and specific insanity of Cyrus.

A

creature of habit, the authoritarian war veteran strives
compulsively and tirelessly to restore tn his own home 1vhat
has divlded the houses a.nd hearts

·or

a nation.

Heedless of
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the ancient admonition that "He that troubleth his

Oim

house

t
} it t'l.Lle wi n d , ,,ll~- c.yrus d r i.,l
Srls
..J,~1 i n_1er·
..~.. s h is so:r.rs rc 1.en tl ess 1 y

and ruthlessly:
He taught them the manual of arms when they cou.ld
ba:r'ely walk. By the time they i'iere in grade school.,
close-order drill was as natural as breathing and as
hateful as hell. He kept them hard with exercise, beating out the rhythm 't'li th a stick on his vJOoden leg.. He
made them walk for miles carrying knapsacks 16aded with
stones to make their·shoulders stronge He worked eonstantlr5on their marksmanship in the wood lot behind the
house. ·

In time, Adam alone ·perceives the fallibility of his
father.

His· anti-heroic recognition is

s~·mbolically

a!:'dn to

that painful but necessary wisdom whose· acquisition. meant
gro't'ring up for Jocly 'l'ifli:n.

Steinbeck depicts the essentif-).1

recognition both in dramatic action and in memorable philosophical s.bstr.actian:
It is hard to remember when, as a child, you first
realized that adults did not have divine intelligence,
that their judgments v.rere not always wise, their thinking true, their sentences just. On the other hand, it
is hard to forget the panic desolation Jrou felt -,;•ihen the
realization came; the gods were fallen and all SEtfety
gone. But there is one more thing e. bout the fall of the
gods.· They do not fall a little. They crash and sha tte:r.,
or sink deeply into green muck.· Then. it is a tedious
job to build them up again, end they never quite shine. 16
Against the harsh duties and demands of hts intolerant

____________

father, Adam discovers passivity the best defense.

In his

,

14

E~~~ 11:29.

1 5John Steinbeck, "The Sons of Cyrus Trask," Coll.ie~.§_
kif3.&.?..:Z:iD.§., lJ0:2 (July 12, 1952)~ p. 15.
16
I£~d.,

p.

JS.
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Spartan brother, Charles, the -r,.reaker son finds a protector
and- defender; but vrhen, one day, Adam bests his brother in a
boyish

game~

Charles is furious because of defeat and

thrashes hlm soundly.

Thereafter, .Adam is alert to another

menace in his household.

"He had alws.ys felt the danger in

his brother, but nmr he understood that he must never v.rin
unless he was prepared to kill Charles.
Oli\."!1

n

vJhen, much to his

surprise, Adam succeeds in winning the greater love of

his father, he is attacked ·and nearly beaten to death by an
inss.nely jealous Charles, vrhom Adam cannot attack and vrhom
he has never b.een prepa.red to slay.

'\>J'hen his broth.er retttrns

vri th a hatchet in his hand and murder in his heEtrt, only
Adam's concealment in a ditch prevents a re-enactment of the
ancient tre.gedy of . Cain and Abel, the archetype on which
Steinbeck artj_stj_cally models his tale.

Cyrus, the father-

god, demands to know why Adam has been beaten and Adam can
only say of his Cain-like brother,
love hj.m."

11

He doesn't think you

The god of the Trask house goes off

~>rith

gun· to administer vengeance upon the v.raY\'l:ard son.

a shot-

Changing

his mind on the way, however, he returns and sits doV<m to
~o~rai t

the return of Charles from the tavern in wl1ich he is

drinking his brother's death.

\mile he waits, Cyrus cuts

off a piece of rotten wood 9 perhaps to administer to
Charles the same beating he gave Adam, symbolically to cut

.

.

off the rotten limb from his family tree.

17
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His failure to

chastise Cha:r"les is based presumably on his late recognition
that~

by bringing the war home with him and establishing

mill t:3.ry virtues as a way and pattern of life, he himself
he.s helped to create the brothers' war.

A ci vll slaughte.r

has very nearly p:r·epared a domestic one. ·Steinbeck's

impllca~

tion is that violence and intolerance are of one breed, not
only akin but contagious.

They are ruthless, impersonal

forces 't1rhich destroy great nations as \<Tell as obscure families.

'rhat Cyrus loves. the peace-loving Adam rather than

the war-like Charles is indication that.even the

be~licose

and pround ms:n' s natural inclination must tend· inevitably
towards peace.

But Cyrus has for too long ignored this the

better to play a kind of d.omestic Nars intent on placing hi.s
sons in the service and discipline of a seve.re Spartanism.
Though at length Cyrus repents, it is in Charles that he
perceives the adamantine and unnatural monster of his own
irrationality and violent pride.

A son who prefers plunder

to pes.ce, cruelty to humi:mity, and "i.:rictor;y at e..ny cost and

1 7Joseph Fontenrose seems to be in error when he
assumes that in the short story, 11 Steinbeck has Cyrus shoot
Charles to death after the bes.ting." Op. cit., p. 120.
Certainly he seriously premeditates doTrig so-; but, as in the
novel, his anger cools and he returnf; to the farm Hi thout
killing the son vJho is after all, only the product of his
own ma1::ing and creature of his intent. Such a.n act 'Nould,
moreover, destroy :the mythic bEtse of the stor;y:. God (Cyrus)
does not kill Cain: he sends him into exile. Jvte. Font en.:.:
rose's well knoim expertise in myths makes his misl'eadlng of
the story all the more surprising.·
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by e.ny means is the sin of Cyrus objectified a.nd
He is the perfect soldier and the damned son.

personifi{~cl.

Cyrus has

done hls job too ·Nell; Charles is more than he could have
expected but, ironically, far less than he had desired.

At

the end of· the story, Cyrus can only view his creation with
mingled

a~,re

snd rue.

He can no more kill t t than he would

ffilJ.rder himself; indeed, in a vel'Y real sense, this is precisely why he does not chastise Cain.

He has made him in

his own image and shaped him with his o1m soul.

CHAPTER IV
THE l>'L'-lRRIAGE GROUP

Steinbeck's stories of the marriage relationship
include some of the best and most probing work he has ever
done.

Again~

his setting is the west and his interest

ch1efly psychological, as opposed to romantic or sentimental.
11

1'he Chrysanthemums" examines a wife's unsuspected domestic ·

frustr[.Jtion, whi.le
mo:ce overt

O:CH3,

11

The White C::.'tlail" investigates a husband's ·

shackled by the tyrMny of a ruthlessly

solj_psistle virgin.

"The Murder" shows how a new vvorld

husband. may resort to an old world formula for the restora-·
t:l.on of an unsuccessful marriage·, ·i'Jhile

11

Th~

Ha:-cnecs" sug-

gests thD:t eYen in freedom some 1-Jidm-rers are forever sle_ves
of the creature ·Nhose authority they have countenr:mced and
whose \<Till they have too scrupulously and punctiliously
obeyed.

''Shark toJi cks" depicts the tyranny of e. husband

obsessed by the American dream and the tragedy of a wife
1·.rhose unr'equi ted love compels her to rouse her luckless mate
to nevr

cov~-:.Jtous

dreams e11d lose "Nhatever brief influence or

power she had exercised.

"Rtchard t lh1 teside" movingly
1

illust:cates the downfall of another kind of dream in the.
demise of a famj_ly dynasty, ·Nhile "'l'he f!Iire.cle of 'I'epayac,"
an exercise in Catholic royth and mysticism set in a. Jvlexican
wasteland, shows how a death in the family is compensated by
divine love in the epiphany of the. I·Iother of God.

9J
As the story of "The Chrysanthemums" opens, Elisa
Allen tends her flo1·rer garcl.en in a section of the Salinas
Valley which

is

cut off from the sky by a vrlnter fog:

"On

every side it sat 1tke a lid ori the mountains and macle of the
great valley a closed pot.

11

But there ls somethi.ng within

thj.s pot tbD.t is secretly smouldering and

Elisa's 01/ffi pr:i.vate

pe.s~1ion

shortly b{)il.

~11111

is p:cefigured by the gleam of

the J.and., for muc.h J.t"ke the shinj_ng earth which lies beneath
the gy:res of Hopkj_ns
j. tt-xl.._,le

t

11

'rhe

~1/indhove:c,

11

this land has a ver-

glow rl'here the ploughs have furrowed:

11

0n the broad,

level land floor the ge.ng plm·m bit deep and left the blaek
ear·th shining like metal where the shares had cut. 11

Elisa

at first appears diatinctly masculine in her gardening
costurne and vigor { 11 her work with the scissors rtras overeager, over-:pow·;rerfuJ.").

While her husband is off rounding

up stee::r.·s i.n the hills, a traveling tinker with c'lark b:cood··
ing eyes stops at the farm a.11d tries to dru.m up a little
tn~de.

Hhen EJJ.sa puts h:l.m off, the hungry and seedy tinker

resorts tci flattery and "~Hins ove::c the stubborn fe.rrn ·Noman by

·retgning sd.miration of' her much-prized chryBBnthemums.

Sus-

pi6ious and·unyjelding before his interest in her flowers,
Elisa responfrs by trying to explain about the vital, perhaps

maternal force she feels in planting and cultivating
chrysanthemums.

As she describes th:ts J.ove, she bee;omes

suddenly restless, passionate, yearning, fiercely tender,
sensu&.l.

The dumpy, dirty fig·ure in heavy gloves a11d

clod·~

hopper shoes has at once become 1mmanly.

In a huek;:,r voice,

Elisn goes so far as to say that for her even the impersonal
stars symbolize a kind of sexual energy:
"Hhen the night is dark~·-~~rhy, the stars are sharppointed, and there's quiet. Hhy, you rise up and up!
Every pointed star gets driven int~ you.r body. It's like
that. Hot and sharp ancl-~·lovely. 11
·
Her rs. pture concluded, Ellsa becomes abject "like a
fa"''ming dog,

ll

but the tinker dispassionately reminds. her he .

hasn't had any- dinner.

All business, Elisa brings him work

and tells him that it might be nice for her to do ·Nhat he
does {"I wish women could do such things • • . • I could show
you. 1<1hat a

wom~:.m

might do.

11

).

The tinker has a.rous.ed and

liberated the female in Elisa, but it is something he does
not understand,

somethi~g

he wants no part of.

If his

arrival awakens j_t;, h.is departure intensifies iL

Hs.ving

given him some of her treasured plants, Elisa returns to the
house and prepares the rites of Venus.

She bathes carefully,

dresses finely, and applies cosmetics.

On his return, Henry

Allen is .startled. by his wife's incredible transformation.
She appe::U"S to him "strong and happy," arid it seems to him
quite out of

chara<.~ter.

"You're playing some kind of a

It' s a lrind of a pla.y. •11 Ironically,
Elisa must "act" to be the pe:;:;son she truly is, a femi.nine,
game," he tells her.

11

· senslttve, passiona.te T;rornan.

1John Steinbec1r,
Va}~~~:Y:' p. 18.

11

Clearly, Elisa's actus,l nature

'J.1he Chrysanthemums," ~ LS>_l?£
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is

unlrnm~m

h:tm~

to her husband, or at least one selcJ.om seE::n by

and she herself is exultant in her newly revived povrer,

"I never knew· before hovr strong."

But on the way to C.:inner

in tm·m, Elisa sees the chrysanthemums she had gl ven the
tinker lying on the road whE:re, much e.s useless eneumbrances,
he had thrown them in p3.ecing. . Elisa is crushed and relapses
to her old. banal self ( 11 I:t -vd.ll be good, .tonisht, a good
dinner.

11

).

Henry .senses this reversal ( 11 Nm·r you're ch8.nged

again.").

Hurt by the tinker's insensitivity, Elisa's emotional frustration 2 momentarily seeks a possible objective

catharsis in the omlsideration of a bloody prize fight.

She

had gtven her own prizes of love (the adored chrysanthemums)
m'ray to one 'l·rhose cruelty towal'ds them fills her with rage,
grief, and vexation.

But violenee is not o.. solution; she

rejects it and slumps dm·m in her seat, v>Jeary, beaten.
tale e11ds not with a bang

1)1.1. t

with

~ pB~thetlc

whimper:

Her
"She

turned up her coat collar so he eould not see that she was
crying vrealdy--like an old woman.

11

1fuatever strength and

2 In "The Lost Dream of Sex Bnd Childbirth in '·rhe
Chr~·sa~ntheluums,' 11 r~oder:n F:i.ctlon Studies, Vol. XI, No.1
u::prlng;, 196 5), 51~:'31J;··"y:1oi::'(fecai~·J.Vlarcus-..s·ugges ts that Elisa's
frustrations have to do with the denial of the role she
secretly o.es ire a: the mother. In Ivrarcus 'reading, the floT,·Jcrs
El.!'e the sexual symh:>ls of motherhood.
They are really
Eltsa v s 't:hlJ..clren, 11 and the tinlreJ':·' s discarding them symbol-·
izos t:l:v-;; cli.~ward by all men~·- but especially by Henry--of
her dream to possess the kind of life and liberty forbidden
her. Elisa's desire for children is linked with her desire
to expand a narrowly confined l..ife 1-rhich has begun to f:rustrate 8.nd eYen a:nnlhilate her essen tiaJ. feminine identity.

(
9,:.>

joy had been aroused in her has now been

In her rc.etamorphoses, Ell sa has
guise and force to a

child~ike

p~:tssed

~ntirely

dissipated.

from a mas online

ecstasy, then to a proud,

confident feminlnity in turn supplanted by a str.smge and
passive ineptitude characteristic of old age.

She has lived

all e.ge.s and all sexes, but this is an Earth I1other r,orhose
womb is barren, whose fate is not fertiltty but steriltty.
"The Chrysanthemums" is a story which implies far more than
it expresses.

Elisa Allen is the victim of a marriage whose

tragedy for her we can only begin to comprehend in her final
sorrow.
~.Fhe

Q.tlB.il"

victim of the ma.rriage. relation in "The

Js l'J.ot the 11r:lfe, but the husb9.nd.

\~lhi te

Qb:i.te unlike the

problem of Elisa Allen, there is no difficulty in comprehending the source of Harry Teller's frustration:
cissistic turning mvay of a frigid w'ife.
devoted 1-vi.fe, but not to her husband.

the nar-

Mary Teller is a,

Rather, her attach-

ment ls one for the garden in vrhich she seems to see some
semblance· of her
si~ent,

Oi'ffi

betng, fresh, pristine 1 beautiful,

wise, unsullied by the wild thickets (wo:r·ld) whieh

lie beyond:·

uThat's the enemy.

That's the vrorld that wants

to get j.n, all rough and tangled and un1{empt."

Like M:r-s.

Larkin in Eudora \Alelty' s "A Curtain of Green," Mary Teller
recognizes no one and nothing beyond her own private, personal, symbolic bower of identity.

Her retreat into it

9'?
becomes w'i thdrmml into herself.

Her alienation is some··*

thing eyen the sympathetic Harry senses and fears:
kind of untouchable.
Clearly, I1a.ry 's

11

"You're

There's in inscrutability about you."

love" for her husband extends only so far

s.s he serves or perpetuates the gard.en.

That service degen·-

erates into slavery, for whe.t began as e. pleasure for Nary
soon becomes compulsion a.11d manic obsession.

Much like

Welty's inscrutable Mrs. Larkin, the garden increasingly
absorbs Mary's being and human personality; so much so that,
looking into her house from it one evening, she can pretend
that she is the ga:t:den, observing her husband.

In the man-·

ner of a gothlc fairy tale, what is pretense soon becomes
terrifylng ac tuB.li. ty as 1<Te witness the increasing remoteness
of Nary and the disintegration of her union with Harry.
Deliberately ltept in ignorance of her thoughts and desires,
he remains a kind stranger, locked out of her life as much
as he is locked out of her bedroom!
After she was in bed in her mm little bedroom she
heard a faint click and saw the door knob turn, and then
turn ·slowly bs.ck. The door was locked. It was a sig~·
nal; there ~rere things Mary didn't like to talk about;.
The lock was an answer to a question, a clean, quick,
decisive answer. It was peculiar about Harry~ though.
He always tried the door silently. It seemed as though
he dldn't want h~r to knoi<T he had tried it. But she
e.J.1v·ays dld know.
.
Hhen Mary sees a white quail in her garden she is

pp.

3John Steinbeck, "The

J5~·J6.

T111J:1i te

Quail, " The Long .Y!!}..;~_::;y s
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moved to an ecstasy of self-identification:

"This is the

me that viJ'as everything bee.utiful. This is the center of me,
my he~n"'t."

But another and less w·elcom:e intruder has come

into the garden.

A grey cat

is seen prmqJ.ing in the undern•

grmrth Emd Nary fears that the quail is in jeopardy.

She

implores her hL'.sband to kill the feline before it kills her .
treasured symbol of self..

Harry cannot hope to comprehend

her reasoning and, frustrated, Mary becomes hysterical:
don't understand.

"You

'l1he v.rhi.te quail is .!P:.£, the secret of me

that no one .can ever get at, the me that's way instde."

The

next morning, _Harry goes out into the garden to do Mary's
biddinL~.

But the intruder whom he hunts and shoots there

is not the cat but the white quail itself.

The bird sym.u

bolizes for him the love he cannot have from Mary, and i.n
killing it he has also strucl{ back at his wife; but he cannot admlt this, either to himself or to Mary.

T'nough he has

hated the white fowl enough to kill it, he lies to himself
when he thinks, "I didn't mean to kill it.
scare 1 t at·my,

11

I just wanted to

a.'1d he lies to Hary about successfully get-

tlng rid of the cat.

Like Elisa Allen, Henry's apparent

victory iS vanity; he collapses into final disillusion end
despair.

Hi.s action hs.s chenged nothing; 1vorse, he has

become the deceiver he knor,rs Mary has ah,rays been.
ends vri th his anguished

at~Jareness

·rhe story

of the fu.tili ty of his

action and of the·loveless alienation whlch he must continue
to endure:

"I'm lonely.

Oh, Lord., I'm so lonely!"
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Ironically, the violence Harry has done.to gain care,
companionship, and affection has only. succeeded in making
him lonelier and more miserable.

He has countenanced too

long a retreat and self-wi thdr.awal on the part of his wife
that is now entirely past recall.

It is his fate to love a

womar1 whom he subconsciously w·ishes to destroy, and it is
his predicament that, in. fearing to confront JYiary openly, his
hatred must seek its release indirectly, deviously, intangibly,
and mutely.

Steinbeck's representation of a loveless mar-

rie.ge suggests that though man may sometimes kill for love,
violence

witho~t

logic serves little end but self-frustra-

tion.
A logi6&1 necessity for the application of violence

is examined in "rrhe !1urder," a story in 111hich a California
cattle rancher, Jim !'loore, succeeds in restoring lov-e to a
blighted union.

Like the "I'Thi te quail which Harry Teller

felt compelled to destroy, that which Jim kills is aptly
symbolic of the love he has been denied, a love which, as
Harry's, has been one unknowingly shared Hith an unwelcome
intruder.

Jim shoots his wife's lover and beats Jelka

mercilessly with a bull whip.

"I wotddn' t beat Jelka,

11

he

had told her father 1•rhen on his wedding day the latter had
advised him that Jelka needed a beating from time to time
just to keep her good, or to prevent her from becoming bad.
Jim had thought this old world formula for marital bliss a
queer philosophy and rejected it •. But from the first,
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something was wrong with the marris.ge.

It 1-ras a comfortable

relatj_onsh.ip rather than a happy one, . end in time the
fort became dubious.

com~·

Like Harry Teller, Jim found himself

unaccountably lonely, shut out·rrom Jelka's mind. and he£Jrt,
if not :from her body.
She never talked.

11

There was no companionship in.her.

Her great eyes followed him, and when he

smiled., sometimes she smlled too, a distant and covered
smile."
Jelka's silence and .Passivity is a mystery which Jim
cannot eomprehend or overcome.

The dj_stance between them is

one that cannot be bridged even by physical

passion~

They

c..sn neither eommunicate nor respond to one another:
#o realized before long that he could not get in
touch with her::tn any way. If she had a life apart,
it was so remote as to be ·beyond his reach. ·rhe barrier
in her eyes ·Nas not one that could bJ:t removed, for it
was neither hostile nor intentional.
After one year of marriage, a frustrated Jim takes ·up
the habits of his bachelorhood, visiting once e.galn the
Three Star bar in Nonterey and laughing with the noisy but
frlendly gtrls there.

Though coarse and vulgar, they are at

le~st

able to provide Jlm the companlonship he lacks at home.

J~lka

has shut him out and Jim still does not

reso~t

violenee to compensate or correct that condition.
of fate changes his mind, however.

to

An accident

Coming back unexpectedly

early to the hous8 one night, he finds Jelka and her cousin

4John
' Steinbeck, "The Murder, 11 !be LC:.ll£

Y?.:.;ll~y,

P• 17 41 ~
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tn bed.
his

,Jim's reaction is simple and direct.

He retrieves

JO-JO carbine, shoots Jelks's lover squarely in the fore-

head, and races outside to vomit in the moonlit water-trough.
He

l~ides

o.ff, and returns the next clay with the sherlff and

the coroner of Monterey.

They take the body back to town

and assure Jim that no jury in the west will convict him4
In

parting~

they tell him to go easy on Jelka; but Jim has

seen where softness on his part has led him.

Cuckolded by

his decent gentleness, Jim decides to act indecently and
ungently.

He finds the horse-like Jelka in the hayloft

hiding and beats her, as he later explains to her, ,Ba:d as
I could without killing you."
the

sagEJ1:-;i ty

a Nif'e good.

Jelka's response confirms

of Papa Sepic' s advice on hov.r to make and keep
She makes Jirn a hearty bre£1.kfast, loo1{s

lovingly at hlm, and

e~en

converses with him.

She will not

be whipped any more for th:l.s offense, Jim explains, but
there may be other beatings, even without offenses.
tha.t is the way of

~'risdom

For

in marriage, the way in 't-rhich Jim

can keep Jelka a good wife despite herself.

This tale of

an unhappy marriage has an ironically happy ending.
An interesting feature of the story is the landscape
of its initial sett1ng.

The old ranch house of the Moores,

where the events of the tale take place, stands on the canyon floor far below a natural phenomenon which Steinbeck
apparently uses as· a symbol:
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.At the head of the canyon there stands a tremendous
stone castle, buttr0ssed and to:v-rered like those strongholds the Crusaders put up in the path of theJ.r conquests. Only a close visit to the castle shc.:rws it to be
a strange acciden.t of time and water and erosion Horking
on soft, stratified se...ndstone. In the distance the
ruined battlements, the gates, the towers, eve:J1 the arrow
slits; require little imagination to make out.5
The medievro1.l connotation of the castle may ·well suggest the j_deal of chivalry and gentle gallantry tm,rard the
fairer sex, an ethic ·which Jim initially and implicitly
espoused but, because of subsequ,ent necessity, emphatically
abandoned.

The ancient castle of stone on the height above

the canyon, symbolic. of the chiva.lric ideal, is strangely
contrasted by the deserted. and ramshackle old ranch house in
~·rhich

·the ideal was discarded to preserve a marriage m.arred

by the absence of discipline.

The medieval code of conduct,

paralleled by the exaggerated respect for the 't'Jeaker sex in
the code of the old '\'Test, here is scrapped in favor of an
ancient, inflexible, and efficacious realism.
beck's frontier landscape creates a
his tale.

~ymbolic

Hence Steinparadigm for

Like the sandstone castle, ch:lvalry is an attrac-

tive but eroded ethic.
weapons l•rhich won the

Jim l\1oore's carbine and bull
~·rest~

whip~

win for him the mysterious and

untamed ·Homan v-rhom he desires to love and demands to possess.
Though it is necessary to transgress civil and chivalric lai'T,
Jim does what he has to do and becomes the hero of
for his action:

11

He knows that '\'Then he goes to

r1Ionterey

to~m

v-ri th

lOJ
his plump and still pretty wife, people turn and look at
his retreating back I'T:i..th awe and. some admiration."
1

iThe Harness 11 and ''Shark 1tlicks" depict species· of

domestic fyranny arid human

trc~gedy.

In them; a husband and

a t<rife, respectively, though dominated and frustrated by an
odious mate, contribute out of the need for love to their
own unhappiness and perpetual bondage.
In "The Harness,

11

Peter Randall is discipl:i.ned and·

held in tight restraint by the domestic dictatorship of
·Emma, a.n ailing but authoritative little w·oman of iron will
who rocks on ·the front porch and sees that Peter performs
·all hfc-:: labors 1\'ell and faithfully.

He is a clevoted husband,

a model 11ason, and a respected farmer.

Yet it is thls con-

servative, prudent, and virtuous man l•rhom Steinbeck sa.tiJ>·
izes as the dupe of conformity and respectability, the victim of an unnatural restraint placed upon him by a waspish
E).nd peevish woman to whom he is servant in cheerless matrimony:
Peter and Emma ·t~rere married for tw-enty-one years.
They collected a houseful of goOd furniture, a number
of framed pictures, vases of all shapes, and books of a
sturdy · type. Emma had no children. The house 11ras
unscarred, uncarved, unchalked. On the front and back
porches footscrapers a.gd thick cocoa-fibel' mats kept
dirt out of the house.
.

At Emma's death, Peter becomes hysterical and even
violent, and his country friends presume it is in grief for

6
p. 113.

John Steinbech:, "The Harne.ss,
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a lost love.

'I'he truth is otherwise; ironically, Peter's

paroxysm had not been the anguish of loss but rather the
ecstasy of liberation.

Peter explains that for all the years

·of hls marriage he has been held. .in more than metaphorical
tether, for Emma has insisted that he wear "a web harness
that pulled his shoulders back,

11

as l'rell as a viTide elastic

belt to keep his protrudlng paunch flate

The physical

harness is symbolic of Peter's beast-like yoke and tame
docility at.the hands of a·proud, rigid, and stubborn mistress.

At Emma's death something snapped inside of hlm "like

a suspender strap."
TJWJ3

S'Udclenly free.

The prisoner of twenty-one long years
Peter's violent outburst and exhila,ra-

tion ·was due primal·ily to the fact that freedom had not been
one of hls great prerogatives in marriage.
he had been permitted to

~elieve

Once a year only

himself of his corseting

and his respectability by visiting San Francisco? for a week
and frequenting its saloons end sporting houses.

Though

Emma had let him go to get it out of his system, there was
al~ra.ys

the devll to pay after't<mrds ("God,_ hoY<r she worked

011

7 In· Steinbeck's short stories, the city of the Golden
Ge.te acquires the rather romantic and s5.nister reputation it
mi.ght have in the mind of a simple count:cy boy to v-rhom its
metropolis becomes the notorious citadel of big business and
forbidden pleasures. Rosa and Naria Lopez travel there to
become professional prostitutes, Junius and Robbie Maltby
must exchange thej.r pastoral Eden for its damp streets and
unhealthy fogs, Helen Vr.m. Deventer ·Keeps her mad daughter
prisoner in a gloomy Russian Hill mansion, a.nd Peter Randall,
permitt~d his seven days' debauch, hastens there to forget
Emma and taste the swe~t life.
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my eonsctence when I came back!") and Emma to be served
religiously for another fifty-one 8weeks.
Liberated by Emma's death, Peter plans to realize at
long last his cherished 1:)-gricultural ambition of growing an
immense forty·-fi ve· acre flat of Sli,Teet peas, a bold e.ncl daring
project the prudent Emma never approv-ed.

Fifty years old.,

Peter wants the life that u~tll now has only been "dribbled~
t6 him in meagre and stingy portion.
keen and his enthusiasm· for life vast.

His appetites are
He can do 1<rhat he

wants and he \'van ts to do everything forbidden him.

He talks-

of wanting '"forty acres of color and smell," of fat women

"w·i th breasts as big as pillow-s," of slouching and trac-king
dirt into Emma's clean

littl~

hOuse, of acquiring

"~

big

fat house1.{eeper from San Francisco," and of keeping a b:r·ancly
bottle in near proximity at all times.

The devoted husband,

the model Mason, the respected farmer turns out to be a
roaring lion in sheep's clothing.

Though he talks of fat

women and fine brandy, his whole energy, leisure, and liberty
is instead channelled into the planting and c.ul ti vat ton of
th,e s·Neet pea crop.
~rhich

The result is an astonlshing success

leaves Peter a weal thy man and the other farmers green

with envy.

Peter's 011m reaction suggests the almost sen-

suous intoxication of one whose success is doubly
both commercia.l triumph and moral victory.

s~<met,

Sitting in Emma's

rocking--chair on the porch, he gazes do"\-lm on the c.rop, "the
great squares of pinlc and blue, and on the mad squares of
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mixed colors.
deeply.

11

vlheu the afternoon breeze came up, he inhaled

This is the Si'reet smell of success.

Peter seems

to have emancipated himself from Emma and justifi.ed the
emancipation as well.

But 't'rhen his old

friend~

Ed Chappell,

comes upon him a.ccidentally in San Francisco, the truth· comes
out.

Peter has been worrying about E:nuna all along and his

"freedom" has been illusory.

Like Nolly Horgan and Pat

Humbert, Peter Randall cannot find reprieve·from the past.
Emma controls him stiJ.l and her influence continues in the
"afterlife" which Peter had feared might exist for his
departed wife.

It does exist, but it is his own weakness

and permissivm'less, born perhaps out of a subconscious need
for )1umt1i8.tion and subjugation, 1·rhich creates that afterm
life.
die.

:B'lnma controls his thoughts and his will:
She won't let me do things.

about those peas.

11

She didn't

She's worried me all year

I don't know how she does it."

Peter

protests that he will never again wear his old posture suspenders, but he has come to San Francisco to get a persistent

ghos~

out of his system, and it is clear that he is

slipping back into the old harness.

The habit of so many

ye·ars cannot, after all, be so easily dlspEmsed.

For all

his apparent victory, Peter Randall is a frustrated man.
Despite appearances, he has never been and can never be out
of bondage.

Emma has the final word and ultimate triumph.

Her will has proved too strong for this acquiescent and loveless husband who, out of some

stra~ge

inner need, courts and
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continues the harnessing from Nhich he had so exultantly
freed himself.
In "Shark lhcks, " a miser makes life miserable for
his dutiful wife and beautiful daughter.

Edward "Shark"

Hicks is the Pasture of Heaven's leading candldate for the
big money, its most scheming, indomitable, and tireless
pursuer of the .Ameri.can dream.

He has acquired the ironic

respect of his neighbors for his avarice and

gor~ed:

He tt~:s kno-vm as the tri c.l~J- est man in the valley. He
drove hard deals and 'tAras never so happy e.s when he could
force a· fe11r cents more out of his peaches than his
neighbors did. When he could, he cheated ethically in
horse trades, and because of hls acuteness he gained the
respect or the community s but s t::r.~angely became· no
ri che:r·. 8
Sharkrs wealth is all pretense, but he manages to
fool everyone, himself included, with his little game of
imaginary riches.

Since everyone believes him a wealthy man,

Shark does all he can do to further that impression.
Katherine Wicks is a

1-voma.n Shark regards without either the

tenderness of Harry Teller or the severity of Jim Moore.
"He governed her with the same gentle inflexibility he used
on horsr3S.

Cruelty would have seemed to hj.m as foolish -as

indulgence."

Their marriage lacks any vestige of romance,

and Katherine is an emotionally-starved woman.

Even Alice,

Shark's attractive but dumb daughter, is viewed by h1.m only
e.s a kind of chattel, to be
8

John

Steinbecl~,

[.1 e.:..@:Yf~'l , p • 21 •

11

O"t~med

rather than loved.

Shark Hicks'

Jl

.:J;h,~~ E.§.~t\l..f.£?..

"He

£[
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did not love her as a father

lov~s

a child.

Rather he

hoarded.her, and gloated over the possession of a fine?
unique thing.,"

Alice's chastity becomes the object of

Shar·k' s physical and materialistj_c concern:
11

purl tir 11 as a mise<r might covet gold.

he covets her

I.>Jhen he discovers

Alice has been kissed at a school danee by a boy he told he:c
partlcularly to avoid ( 11 I'l.l skin you alive if you even look
at him"), Shark sets out to shoot the you.'Ylg man responsi.ble
for the '1defilement 11 of his daughter.

Apprehended by the

la"t"r, he cannot explain. that he has had a change of heart ancl
the.t, for all his pride and greed, "he simply could not
shoot anybody."

Nor is he able to put forth the $10,000

bond. expected of hlm as a rtch man.

Instead, Shar1c has to

explaln the truth he dreads to tell:

he is a poor man.

His

insane jealous;y over Alj_ce has cost hlin his dignity and
reputation~

a broken man.

His pretensions punctured, Shark returns home
But there, moved by pity for her husband,

Katherine compassionately and persuasively peglns. to restore
his confidence and revive his spirits.
po~>.Ters

She gathers all her

to do this because 'it is, for her, an act of love.

Katherlne now has the opportunity, rare in her marriage, to
exercise her seldom-releasGd emotion for her husband:
Suddenly the genius in Katherine became power and the
:pm'l'er gushed :tn her body and flooded. her. In a moment
she knew what she Nas and what she cQuld do. She was
exultantly· happy and very beautiful. '7
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L:tke Peter Randall, however, Katherine's triumph is
ephemeral.

Ironically, she performs .her act of love only

too ·Nell.

That

11

power" which has moinentarily allowed the

normally complacent and even

~~rvile

wife to become "a

goddess, a singer of destiny," passes from her to her hus. be.nd.

Forgetting Kathertne' s kindness and need, tihark is

once again feverish with. dreams and schemes.
I'll go just as soon as I can sell the ranch.
in a fevr licks.
what T am."

I' 11 get my chance then.

"I 111 go soon.
Then I'll get

I' 11 show people

By this time, however, we have seen only too

well what. Shark is. , Katherine has used her gr·eat gift compassionately but not at all w'isely.

She and .Alice are fat;ed

yet once ngain to become the unloved chattels of a taadman
pursu:l.ng cash and clolle.r chime'ras.

Sharl';: has survived his

debacle; thanks to his wife he may rise and even conquer
elsewhere.

vlhat is questionable, how·ever, is not whether

success can be his in the world beyond Las Pasturas, but
whether in reviving her husband's egotism and mania,
Katherin~

has not resuscitated the very monster which has

bl.igh ted her marriage and usurped her happiness.
has created its

01m

Love here

Frankenstetn.

In "Richard i,lhi teside, " Steinbeck traces the rls e
and fall of an old California-family which could not survive
the inroads of latter-day commercialism, materialism, and
the characteristic modern indifference to\oJards the agrar:Lan.
tracUtion 'ilfhich united man and the soil.

The vJhitesides,
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father and son, had sought to preserve and

protec~

something

more lastirig and imperishable than Shark Wicks' visionary
gold.

Richard 11Jhi teside and his son,· John, hoped to estab-

lish a family dynasty in the Pastures of Heaven.

Richard

had come VJest to California. in 1850 not v.rith the vague and
romantic intention of finding gold in the foothills or canyons of California, but rather "·V<Ji th the definite intention
of founding a house for children not yet born and for their
children."

Surveying the valley .called the Pastures of

Heaven one e.vening, Richard had seen oak leaves blown in a
whirlwind and .. took t t as a favorable onen for colonization.
"I1any a fine c.i ty v.rc1.S founded because of a hint frnm the gods
no more brotlcl than that," he decides and resolves from that
moment to stay and put do1i'm roots in the valley.

He builds

a magnificent house and envisions himself as the patriarch
of a great dynasty, a long and unending line of Hhitesides
stretching out across the generations and history of a half
millennium:
My children and theirs "trill live in this house. There
will be a great many ltlhitesides born·here, and a great
many will die here. Properly cared for, the house will
last five hundred years • • • I'm building a family and
a family seat that will survive, not forever, but for
several centuries at least. It pleases me, when I build
this house, to kno1-.r that my descendants will 1i'Ta.llc on its
floors, that children whose great grandfathers aren't
conceived will be born in it. I'll build the germ of a
tradition into my house.lO
10 ..r·oh n st· e1noec
· '
k. ,
L.
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But the dynasty hangs by a very slender thread.
Richard's liJife can produce no more children after the bi.rth
of her single son, John, 'l'rhose l'il'ife, in turn, can provid.e
him with one son only.

Bill i\1hi teside, 11rho oe.res far less

for tradition the.n h:ls forefathers, marries and leaves the
·house of \·!hi teside for a dubious new life which includes
Munroe, a

ne~IJ

r~e

stucco house in 1'1onterey, a partnership in a

Ford agencys and the kind of careless, comfortable, conformi stic life 't'Thich Steinbeck has always deplored as the
negation of ·man's aspiration and identity.

'Ihough the

vJhi tes1.de line may endur.e, the fine old house, the land, and
the legacy of the past are without an heir.

.Anguished by

his son.'s intent, John Hhiteside vainly tries to explp.in to
him something of 'the tradition Bill has never :c·espected. or
Undersood:
"You can't go away for long. Some day you'll geta
homesickness you can't resist. This place is in your
blood. \>!hen you have children you'll know that they
can't groi'r up any place but here. You c~n go a-r.•ray for
a little while, but you can't stay away • .Ll
It is a losing game, hoNever,. and the problem of
whether Bill Hhi teside would have returned. is resolved when,
in the fall following his summer marriage, the great house of
Whiteside is destroyed accidentally by a fire.

The great

meerschaum pipe of Richard lt!hiteside, relic of the household
and symbol of the dynasty itself, is-lost in the fire, .end
John's chief regret is that he could not s.e.ve it, for 1:\..ke
. lJI.b'd
.
0 1
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th·e appeal of old ways, it had been something more than
merely an object of possession.

So the tre,di tlon for which

it stood had been savored and seasoned a very long tj_me.
11

And y·ou know·,

11

John tells Bert J.l1unroe, who can never

such things, "it had·a good taste, too$"

kno~r

Bert believes

..John is talking only of the pipe; but, in its loss, John
perceives the destruction of something greater, the loss of
the dream and hope

't'Ti

thout

~rhich

man is small 1ndeed.

"And

I thlnk I know how a soul ;feels when it sees its body buried
in the ground and lost," he hB.d. said, surveying the ruins of
the house.

For in its demise, something in John Hhiteside

has also di·ed.
dream and lost.

The agrarian dream has met the American
The house of m11teside is ash; the· tradition

conclv.ded; the dynasty extinct.

Through unproduc ttve ma..l'-

rlages, an unresponsive descendent, and a final all-consuming conflagration, Steinbeck movingly chronicles the frustration of the archetypal desire in all men for patriarchy
e.nd the perm:=>...nence of a family
respe-cts~

~.rhose

roots run deep.

In ma.'Yly

"m.chard Whiteside," like "Robbie !>Ial tby," is a

refiection of Steinbeck's serious belief that the best of
all possible ways of life is no longer possible in the
modern age.

The last bastion and cynosure of the 1'rest,

California is no longer the 1vestern paradise popularly supposed.

Ironically, Steinbeck himself deserted the land ahd

life he loved best for the mr)re cosmopolitan environment. of
New York and the new life of a big ci.ty novelist.

It is a
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measure of his backward-lookLng nostalgia arid yearning that
no urban novel has ever appeared from him.

Like Tom

Holfe~

Steinbeck could not go horne aga:ln; yet in the fi;:st decade
of his self-imposed exile home was never far from his mind
and Etrt.
]_~

When, after the obtrusive allegory of

anci the ill-executed

~.§!-.~!

9f

_g:£e:t!,

111.£

_1[f.\YJ:~:f.'.£

Steinbec1c d.ismissed

altogether his 'iJestern origin and heritage as a truly creative influence in his art, he suffered a notable decline
from which he has not yet recovered.

Without recourse to

that origin and·. that herl tage, recovery may itJ'ell be
11
impossible.
. Like his own Richard Hhiteside, Ste~nbeck has
at last allowed the past he admires and even reveres to die;
its death provided him a new literary llfe, but not one
i'.rhich hs.s sign5.fica.ntly enlarged his e.rtistic stature.,;
An unusual exerclse in religi.ous solemnity, Steinbec.k' s

1111 He is not a man, like Joyce Cary, for example, ·Nho
can satlsfe.otorily summon an emotionally charged remembr<.:"J11Ce
of things past. Like other scientists, he must move his
eye constantly back and forth between his specimen end h:i.s
sketc.h pad. \llhen his eye is too long off :its subject, his
reprod.uc tions lose fidelity. • • • It takes a long time, as
Vladim:i.r Nabokov demonstrates, to learn enough about a ne~<r
place El.nd _a nevJ people and their idiom to v-rri te about them
as effeoti vely as one w.cot_e about his old subjects in his
old tongue." Harren French, op. c:tt., p. 162. 'l'he failure
of stelnbeck 's major post..-..l·rar-n"oveTs of Ce.lifornia, The
Haywe,rd Bus ( l9Lr?) and East of Eden ( 19 52), can in large
iii'6"8~~i.ii;e 1:;-e--attri buted tOthe-·aJ.tth.or' s remove from his subjects, resulting in a pernicious tendency to create inchoate
or lifeless abstractions rather than lifelike people. As a
possible response to this defect, Steinbeck tried to revive
the wonderful characters of cS',nn.~rx B£~~ in .9:I,§et. !h.~:!fi§.§X
( 19 51Jr), but the magj_c had fled.;
the second vJOrk seems less
a return to the first than a parody of it.

u;rhe lVIirs.cle of 'l1epayac 11 is an unpretentious study of
spi:ci tua.l epiphany.

The beloved

~<rife

of

~ruan

Diego, a poor

and humble Nexican Indian, dies without children, and the
grief-strlcl~:e·n

peasant wanders aimlessly a:nd disconsolately

over the wasteland of a dark desert.
his soul but the dawn is imminent.

It is the midnight of
On the hill of Tepayac

Juan experiences an intense illumination \'ihich seems suddenly to arrest, if not assuage his sorrow:
In a moment his grief was gone, the fullness of
beauty was in him. The path up the hill i'ras lined with
mesquite and cactus and sharp 't'Ti th stones. He came half
running to . the broi'r. The music swelled and retired.
And he sav-r the Queen of Heaven standing in the rocl{y
path wl th the light around her, so. that the stones
gathered it and gl~ ttered like jeihrels and the dark mesquite was bright. ~
The Queen of Heaven commands a temple of worshi1) to
be built on the hill and bids Juan to go to the bishop and
inform him of her v-rish.

Though Juan does so, the bishop is

skeptical and supposes Juan the victim of some
haps insanity.

fervor~

per-·

He politely asks him to go, reflect, meditate,

and retu:cn ags.in when he is somevJhat calmer.

Juan returns to

Tepayac and the miracle occurs for the second time.

Mary

gives the same command and the poor Indian goes back again
to the doubting bishop.

T'il.e latter decides to call Juan's

bluff and asks for proof beyond the pes.sant' s oath.
are empty,

11

·".Words

he explains to the man for whom 1i10rds Bre ·.full

John Steinbeck, "The I'~Iiracle of ·Tepayac~" -.Collier's
....... ....--.-...........
Magazine,· 122:26 {December 25, 1948), 22.
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and sufficient since he is too simple and truthful to invest
them t<rith a. double meaning,
that are untrue.

11

snd men. sometimes see things

Ask for a. sign beyond words..

11hen we 11rill

knoN beyond doubt."
Curious about the peasant's game, the bishop· dis. patches tvm spies to follow him back to Tepayac ~ but a
strange· mist ::cises to envelop Juan and frustrat.e their
intention.

They return to the bishop s.nd report the loss of

their quarry, leaving their master troubled by the thought
of the peasant and the reputed miracle.

The dark mist 11rhich

had secreted Juan from the sight of man novJ becomes brilliant-ly lumj,nous v.1i th the vision of the Holy Nether.
gives Juan Roses of Castile

~s

She

a sign for the bishop, but

the true miT'acle lies elsewhere, for when the India.n unclasps
his rough cactus-fiber cloak to shovr his holy flow·ers, the
worldly bishop falls suddenly and reverently to his knees.
On the cloa.1c ~ s interior is the miraculous image of Mary, the
sign beyond vrords and cavil

~'rhich

the bishop had demanded.

The unassuming and even naive vehicle of the miracle becomes
the keeper of the subsequently erected chapel at Tepayac and
the unsuspecting father of a myth, "for it is possible that
he did not know that through his heart Our Lady of Gua.dalupe had become the Holy Mother of his people.

11

Steinbeck's moral earnestness, love of myth, and
abidlng fondness ·for the Indian peasa:nt and paj_scmo of the
nev-r 1'rorld has never been better d-emonstra.ted than in this
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tale of a grlevln(?; husband i'Tho, though childless, gives to
hls race the mother of all manki.nd.

Unlike Richard

~vhi te-

side, Juan Diego is the oracle of a dynasty that cannot die.
"The lUracle of Tepayac 11 possesses the. tH.'lmis talH":l.ble
simplicity and piety of a true folk my·th.
content

C£J.i:1

Its tone and

therefore be contrasted to the j_rreveren.t and

distinctly blasphemous "Saint Katy the Virgin," a satire in
which Steinbeck creates a medieval fabliau to lmpugn the
credulity, expediency, and idolatry of man both in and
beyond organized religton.

Even in "The Miracle of Tepayac,"

h61i>rever, Steinbeck neither salutes nor solemnizes the Church.
His princtpal interest is in the unvarnished peasant's
experience and with Juan's belief and defense of an event
\'l'hi ch the suspicious bishop finds impossi b1e to accept.

It

is not clear whether, in the bishop's demands for substantiation Stetnbeck means simply to depict the Church's natural
hesitation to embrace private accotmts of supernatural epiphanies, or whether his intent is to criticize the obtuseness
and venality of a spiritual Establishment which, paradoxically, asks for proof as the basis of faith.

In creating

the primitive peasant as the agent of a miracle, Steinbeck is
once again exalting the vision and integrity of the common
man; and such exaltation may li'Tell imply criticism of that
materie.ll.st.ic orthodoxy 1-rhich has divorced the bishop, as
well as most

model~n men~

from spirl tual union and fulfillment.

.CHAPTER V
SATIRES
11

includr~d.

Saint: Katy the Vil."gin" ls an unlikely work td be
in the anthology of western pieces

John .Steinbeck's 1.l~e 1£D.€~. Vill~Y.·

V~rhich

comprise

It is neither w·estern in

setting nor modern in time nor realistic i.n tone, and its
intent is chiefly satiric.

Its inclusion in Steinbeck's

last collection of short fiction may well be a sentimental
one, for the story

look~

back to the early Steinbeck and

"the mannered,· facetious style he abandoned 1-J'i th the coming
of the d.f'Yp:cess:i.on.

It is perhaps regretta.bli:; that he

doned this style, for he excels as a satirist. 111

aba.n·~

If Stein-

beck Gtbandoned. a style, he certainly did not forsak.e satireo
As late as 1957, for example, he produced a full-length
satiric novel, Tl1.£ Sl)o}:'~ B..~.tgn
which precedes
delightf~lly

E.h~

9..f El-..PJZin IV.

"Saint Katy',"

by a quarter of a century, is a

farcical thrust at the nature of conventional

thinking, conserva.ti ve belief, conformistic orthodoxy, shallo--;q
fa1 th, and expedient authori ts.rianism, sins ·Nhich Steinbeck,
in his. characteristic humanistic concern, has often indicted
a.Yld sometimes wrathfully denounced.

Here he represents

c

·these failures of the huma.n mi.nd and spirit in the form of
a medieval fablia.u.

"Salnt Katy' s" trreverent attac1c on

1 warren Frenc.h, ou. ~i~., p. 8?.
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chu:Cch and elergy is an indictment of a more universal
deflciency shared by men of all faiths, ran1·m, statlon:so.,
and persuasions.

Steinbeck's S8tire is one which chElllenges

the credulity and ldolatry of man.

Moreover, the myth and

mystic.ism of this very early tale 1<rere elements Steinbeck
was shortly to explore less irreverently, but not a great

deal more solenmly, in the ne11 ·Norld fertility rl,tes of

-a

__

...God

1.9.

T]nlcnol,m
........._.. and in the myth of the Arthurien fellOi-rship

----~

.

and holy quest, recreated through the bibulous and pugna"":'
c:'l.ous adventures of Danny and his Paisano l<::nights in the
mock-epic of Monterey, Tortilla Flat.
"""'"-JJ::.- .
-~ . . u.;c:.<'W'-

............

· "Saint· Ka.ty" is an interesting 1-rork in several other
respects as 't'Vell.

It is the oldest of all Steinbeck 1 s pub-·

lishecl short stories from the point of vieN of its composition.2

Set in medieval Pra.r..ce, it is the most removed

geographically and
fornia.

ch~onologlcally

from contemporary Cali,;,.

}1oreover, like "Tulareci to" and "Johnny Bear,"

Steinbeck's tale of a. damned snd demented pig who achieves
2As an undergraduate student at Stanford University,
s·teinbeck hs.d contributed ti'TO satiric tales to The Stanford
Suectator. ' 11 0ne story' called 'Fingers of Cloucl r~ ·x·-s8. tire
ort'coiTe::~·e Protervi ty' I is an account of a. subnormal girl ivho
ms.rries a mlgrant Filipino laborer but leaves him because
he insists on keepinghorse heads in the rain barrel. This
odd mixture of .the ·realistic and fantastic is even more
pronounced in the other story, 'Adventures in Arcademy; A
J·ourney into the Ridiculo1J.S,' an obscure and satirical sJ.legory of college life at Stanford. Various fruit trees seem
to symbolize courses of study, and penguins, pigeons,
buffaloes, and other animals seem to represent the faculty. 11
Peter Lisc:a, ,2]2• .21.~., p. 24.
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blessedness and n.nal sainthood may have something to say
about society's attitude to the artist who has let loose his
particular demon (pig).

In Roark, the proud and scornful

master of the perverse pig, the satirist himself seems to
emerge~

He is one who

11

and at the wrong people.,

laughed too much at the wrong times
11

Like the satirist e.lso, Roar1r

spares no one his critici-sm or his

p~J.rticular

vision of

truth, however unpleasant or painful, for "he called people
fools, whlch is unkind a11d unwls e even if they are.

11

Indeed,

the parable of the pig is a reflection of the artist whose
initial reputation is that of a monster, "depraved peyond
human ability to c.oncei ve v-rickedness," and. 't'rhose death
ironically cata.pults him to veneration as a creature of rare,
remarkB.ble, and d.ivineiy inspired pm·mrs.
Steinbeck's fable of an improbable saint begins with
a thoroughly ruthless and depraved pig who eats her rela-·
tions,

d~vours

barnyard animals, accounts for. a stray child

or two, and finally caps her evil career by giving birth to
a litter of piglets on v-rhom she feasts an.d. gorges.

Roe.rk

disposes of his nuisance to tw·o unsuspecting brothers of the
Church who come seeking their tributary tithes.
pig for you," he slyly informs them.

"I have a

Their joy turns to

terror v·Then the demontc swine chases them up a thorn
Their frenzied exorcisms ( "Apage Satana! ") are

t~r.ee.

completel~,r

ineffectual a.11d. the characteristic medieval fondness for
bestj.aries is mocked when the clerics decide that thou.gh the
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llon is a noble beast "built for parables," the pig is without doubt

11

the most headstrong and heretic of beasts.

11

Brothe:i'· Paul's solutton to the dilemma is the lo1irering
by a cord of his iron crucifix.

He becomes a symbolic

flsher, casting for the soul of .aberrated man

(pig)~

'I1he

supernatural pov.rers of the cross vrork a 1'10nderful trB.nsformation in Katy.

Steinbeck's account of' her salvation and

repentance mocks not only the glory of miracles but the
sanl ty of those 't'Jho would accept the fabulous as fact:
Then~ slo"t'rly, tHo great tears squeezed out of the
eyes of Katy, arid before you eould think, she was
stretched prost:ca te on the ground, making the sign of
the cross· with her rlght hoof and mooing softly in B. :n.gu:i.sh
at the real:i..zation of her crimes • • • • Brother Paul
-deJ.i·vered the Sermon on the Mount in beautiful Latin to
the grovel:U:l.g, · moaning .Katy· u:nclcr the tree. ~·lhen he
.ft:nished, there l'ras complete and holy silence e:p;oept
fo:r the sobs 'Etnd sniffles of the repentant pig~ J .

Just as Brother Paul's docile and baptized pig is
Steinbeck's slap at organized religion and sB.nctified myth,
so the lack of Katy's bacon and sausage is a severe .blow to
the practical Abbot of the Brotherhood who does not bless
Paul but calls him a fool because "There are plenty of
Christians.

This year there's a great shortage of pigs."

Steinbeck's ecclesiastical satire reaches its irreverent climB.X i'Then Ka ty, ·who has performed her duty to the

poor and the sufferlng as any good priest, goes to the altar
one morning and seraphically spins "like a top on the tip of

3John Steinbeclc,
y§1.lle~~' pp. 196-97.

11

Saint Katy the Virgin," 1h.~ ~~~Ih~
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her tail for one hour and three-quarters."

Her witnesses

are thrilled by the little porker's feat because "this was
a wonderful example of

~<rhat

a saintly life could accomplish.

11

In substituting the miracle of ·a whirling pig for the more
orthodox mira.cle of saintly chastity and martyrdom, Steinbeck
mocks the credulity of man in events more profound but per-·
haps no less fantastic than his cockeyed miracle.
'Hhen Saint Katy is nominated for sainthood some years
after her death, a lively debate on the issue of her essential virginity ensues.

Through it, Steinbeck satirizes the

kind of thin1d:og which twists facts to conform to l'rishes J
prevalences, or prejudices.

It is precisely by means of this

non-·scientific and expedient logic that

Kat~r

is declared a

virgin "by intentiori'' (if not by either act or fact) and so
made safe for the company of saints.
Steinbeck's irreligious farce goes beyond the pale of
the Church to indict states of mind which rely on expediencies as truths ar1d fables as facts.

His attack' is pre-

sented as humorously and subtly as any of Chaucer's, and by
meens of a characteristic medieval form he has skillfully
proceeded to mock some of the evils I'Thich exist :tn his time,
if not in all ages.

No defender of the faith, Steinbeck is

wholly devout only as iconoclast.

He has consj_stently

refused to subscribe to the idolatry of societyfs sacred cows;
or, for that

matt~r,

its sacred pigs.

In "Saint Katy the

Virgin,·~

Steinbeck

att~tcks

the
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bltnd admiration, illogical reverence, and expedient devotion -vrhich, by no means limited to the spiritual enclave,
exist in more temporal quarters than practical and reasonable men may be willing to admit.

Steinbeck's farcical fable

about a demonic swine who becomes a divine luminary seeks to
purge the decorous amenity and dolorous insensibility of
faiths which mislead men .•

In "Rosa and Maria Lopez," Steinbeck again flings his
satiric darts at two of his favorite targets:

orthodox

religion and middle-class morality.
Childl~ke

and jovial, the Lopez.sisters are as poor

as sln; in becomi:ng more affluent, sin becomes an il'lheren t
part :of their bus:-lness.

They are purveyors to the appetl te

of man, as their :sign proclaims:

"TOR'fiLLAS, ENCHILADAS,

'l'AMALES
AND SOlVIE OTHER SPANISH COOKINGS, R. & r1. LOPEZ."
,•
Because business is slow at first, the Lopez sisters decide::
to improve profits by granting their personal favors as a
kind of compensatory bonus to anyone who buys three or more
enchila.d.as.

When Rosa practices the first commercial

encouragement for her customers, Maria clutches at "a moral
~ravery" by advising her to "ask.forgiveness of the Mother

Virgin and of Sants, Rosa."

Thereafter, Maria decides tq

encourage business also, and it is not long before polite
society begins to regard them with its superior moral posture.
A 11hisper goes about Las Pasturas that the Lopezes are evil
women.

''Ladies of the valley spo},:e coldly to them when they
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passed.

11

Yet any wrongdoing 1·rhich attaches to thetr custom

is, in the minds of the Lopezes, purely coincidental.

The

practice is regarded merely as a business incentive _and
nothing more.

Just as in more nrespectable" society, more-

over, spirituality ifl used to eliminate moral taint or
ethical transgression from the conscience:
They remained persistentl;~r religious. \fuen either of
them had sinned she went directly to the littl.e porcelain
Virgin, now conveniently placed in the hall to be acces~
sible from both bedrooms, and prayed for forgiveness.
Sins were not allovred .to pile up. They confess-ed each
one as 1 t w·as committed. Under the Virgin there v-ras a
polished place on tge floor where they had knelt in
their nightdresses •.
Beyond. donating "some other Spanish cooking's" to
thei.r more generous customers, the Lopez girls are impecu•
cable end s;bove reproach.

In fact, their honest;>r, pride,

and d:l.gni ty puts to shame the moral hypocrisy of their community, much a.s does the humsne a.nd unselfish disreputability of Dora., the Madame of the famous
Restaurant" in

~;£1{.

Ro!I·

11

Bear Flag

Indeed, when on impious man

um-risely o.ttempts to acquire the house bonus

1<1i thout

the

necessary enchiladas, the proprietors of the establishment
.become highly indignant, cite General Vallejo as their
a.ncestor, and bid the offender depart forthi',Tl th from the
premises.
Although the Lopezes are not the stuff saints are

o

r

4 John Steinbeck, "Rosa and Naria r,,opez,
~~.£:-..~£.£.12 , p • 119 •

11

~£12.£ _!'2"::;0:::.!:1~
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macl.e of, their indulgence is a means of survival and is
pursued with the innocence of the unworldly, the passion of
the primitives they happen to be.
Plat paisanos and Cannery

Ro~T

rather be happy than moral:

Like Steinbeck's 'l'ortilla

loafers, Rosa and Maria would
"They

~rere

too fB.t and too

jelly to make I\lartyrs of themselves over an U:nreligious
matter ltke eating."

Though th€;3y outrage and scandalize

respectable society, like the Maltbys or Tularecito, these
prlrni ti.ve have-nets pursue the Si'·reet life in their

o~m

fashion and according to their own well-defined laws of
right and wrong o

If t t is in one sense. wrong for t.hem to

do what theY do, it is another more humanistic and liberal
sense rlght, and Steinbeck's ·satire seeks to condemn the
intol:er.ance of those champions of virtue 1•rho would make
their'self-righteous opinion the sole criterion of judgment.
Enchilada SB.les are brisk and the Lopezes enjoy a
busi.ness boom until Allen Huneker, the ugliest man in the
valley, accepts Maria's innocent offer of a ride _into
Monterey.

Bert

~1unroe

makes a sporting remark about it to

Mrs. Huneker, a jealous and neurotically suspicious woman
v-1ho has ahrays invented stories about Allen's "unfaithful-

ness" to enhance her own moral position.

J:ilrs. Huneker, who

is secretly ridiculed for her ridiculous jealousy by her
neighbors, proceeds as an enlightened citizen of the public
welfare to communicate

~rl th

the sheriff.

In Nrs. Huneker,

Steinbeck finds the subject of his critical ire.

Always

't'rilling to condemn othe:t·s in order to flatter herself, she
is that pa.ragon of respectability in whom Steinbeck often
finds more malice and reprehensibility than those they would
so gladly condemn.

Evil here masquerades as ethical e.ction

and accounts for the exile of the harmless and beneficent
Lopezes.
\vhen Maria returns from Monterey she i·s eager for
news of sales to their latest visitor:
came?

Now 1>1e are on the road.e

many enchl1adas, Rosa?'·'

"The sheriff, he

Now we will be r:tch.

How

But the sheriff does not like

Mexican food and the only road the Lopez sisters can take
is the. one which leads out of town.

The;y· decide that their

side-·trade will be practiced full time in San Francisco "for
a great deal: of money."

Without the rationale of "Spanish

cooking" to sustain them, however, they cannot support their
little "T;•lhi te lie of essential decency.

There is no longer

justlfication for the pride and digni_ty with which they conducted themselYes as the foremost Spanish cooks in Las
Pastura.s.

They can no longer pose as respeetable entre-

pre.neurs; they may prosper, but it will not be as decent
descendents-of the noble Vallejo.

Forced to choose between

virtue and martyrdom, the pious Maria feels betrayed by her
faith in saints:
"I have placed candles," she cried, "I have put flowers
every day. Holy Nother, what is the matter with us? vfuy
do you let this happen?" Then she dropped on her knees
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and prayed, fifty Hail Marys! She crossed herself and
rose to her feet. Her face 11-ras strained but determinedo.5
In their determination not to be martyrs of
Class morality, the Lopez sisters decide to become

middle~·

p~o

fessional women of disrepute, and the story ends l•rith them.
in one another 1 s arms, weeping hysterically for the loss of
innocence.

Although this sorrow may seem ironic, it is

c'lear that in going to the city of st. Francls to pursue
their unsaintly avocation of the world f s olclest profession,
the Lopezes have become the unhappy victims of a selfish and
superficial superiority on the part of their accusers.
Danny and his 'friends in 1£.rtill.§: Ji'J._j!.t, the
and Maria is satiric tragicomedy.

do~mfall

Like

of Rosa

Much llke the historyof

Tortilla's
palsanos, theirs is a tale which pokes fun at
......,, .....

,.....

~_.....

"*"'"""''~,..,..__,..-~.

religious attitudes and

satirize~

those ''proper" citizens

11-rho rega.rd them 1-.ri th dubiet;y· and hostility.

111e real

immorality, Steinbeck suggests, lies :not i.n the .naive faith
or simple pleasures of the paisano women so much as in the
passionate prejudice and poisonous intolerance of their
''repu tab1e 11 neighbors.

In

11

.

Rosa and :rtlaria Lopez," Steinbeck
.

exercises the kind of mo.ral critic ism i'rhich censures society's
professional moralists.

His social satire. is a consistent

characteristic of his liberal and humani tarj_an defense of
those

~~Tho

stand beyond the pale of social approval or
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acceptance.

At the same time, the Lopez sisters are them-

selves gently mocked for the:tr exotic commerc:talism and
expedient praye:cs.

By dispensing sex with food they add the

· "intangible asset" by ·t-rhich the small entrepreneur competes
and survives in the market; by pre. ying to the Virgin after
every business

"bonus~

11

they assure themselves tha.t, like

Saint Katy, they too have remained symbolic (if' not authentic)
virgins.

Nuch as ·the loungers of 1££.ti:;hb_@;

loafers of

C~J)nen B9~~'

J<..'l-,gl and· the

these hard-ilrorking caterers to the

appetites ofman are ne.ither condoned nor glamorized by
Steinbeck.

Rather, their quaint primi ·t;j_vism and sensual

good. .humor reflects

Gtn

innocence which others more "moral"

but .far less innocent are always willing, from motives of
malice or env;>r, to indict as an evil.
"Hm'r

Mr. Hogan Robbed. a Bank" is the last short story

John Steinbeck has written.

With it, a distinguished

career in short fiction seems to have come to an untimely
close.

It is highly unlikely that Steinbeck's area of

interest, should he once again take up his literary craft,
wo~ld

be the short story.

Yet in perhaps no other single

genre ha.s he achieved so much, for the tales reflect a

con~

sistent structural art and thematic integrity by which they
may be praised as classics of psychological realism in
twentieth-century fiction.
At the time of the story's appearance, in 1956,
Steinbeck 1-'ras enteri.ng the final phase of his ilrork a.s social
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satirist.

He had produced, hro years earlier, the unsuc•·

ces sful parody of

Qr:tnll~Jl

B.2.! which he called

.~l:L~~!

J..bYr..sdE;·Y.

The year after the publication of "How t'I::c. Hogan Robbed a
Bank," Steinbeck produced a facetious satirical novel,
..@_or~

.fu2lf?_!! 2J.

fiction,

-- -

1~1e

..

P:t_p_-pi~

JV.

Th.~

His last novel and final work of

\<Tinter of our --------·"""""''Discontent, again reflected

-...~..... _._....._... .....

~--

~-

.

Steinbeck's interest in.satire, this time of American morals
and morality.

The latter work, a dark indictment of the

American dream, has its direct origln in the short story,
though that unadorned and unpretentious tale is perhe. :ps more
effective as SE).tirical commentary and communication.than the
stylized and mythologized novel.
The story of John Hogai1 is the story of an ordinary
man of unremar1rab1e background and disposition who robs a
bank in a perfectly workmanlike way and comes baclt to his
average American home and family as if nothing much has
happened.

Indeed, the attitude of Hogan is one of profound

pleasure and pride in the achievement.

Herein lies Steinbeck's

satiric indictment and ethical criticlsm.

One of the pecul-

iar fascinations of the story lies in the fact that at its
conclusion nothing unusual seems to have happened.
this is a triumph of tone.

In part

Yet Steinbeck's satiric thrust

does not seek merely to burlesque "the average American,"
but rather to imply that the

unkno~;m

aspect of John Hogan,

trusted employee, faJ.thful husband, devoted father, and model
citizen, is a Hyde-·like phenomenon. that afflicts many good
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Americans of presumably· upright character and unblemished
reputation.

Ste:l.nbeck does not

.E2Ef.'L~~-f31~Y..

condemn either.

Hogan's irrational compulsion to acquire illegal gain or his
conscif.nlCeless joy in its successful aftermath; but what the
satir~st

does not achieve by explicit denunciation, he does

achieve by means of an objective, unemotional, strictly
factual, and practically clinical tone ·which damns the proc•
tagontst by shm<Ting that, in his own mind at least, he
believes he has done nothing vrrong.

Yet a wrong, and a very

serious -vn·ong at that, has been cormni tted.

The discrepancy

between act and
sensibility,
. attitude, bebreen sin and
.

betwe0n .J,:':i.ght and

-~~n·ong

is patent.

Hhat Steinbecl{ denounces

th:rough the e.miable and apparently respectable Hogan is
pireelsely that characteristic philosophy of
materialism which assumes that
you do not get caught doing it.

Q;.~L~

middle~-c.lass

is proper so long as

Mr. Hogan avoids c.aptu.re and

eludes disgrace, and in this respect he is a hero; but the
tenor of Steinbeck's satire would seem to judge him in an
altogether different i'lay.

vJhat seems to be heroic becomes,

Ol'J. c.loser inspection, anti-·heroic, and Steinbeck's attitude

towards Hogan is pejorative.
As common man, Hog.an reflects a distinctly uncommon
character 9 the creature of a perverse ethical code at the
root of the modern American money-ma.nia.

It ts this dupll-

city Nhi.ch the satlrist deplores, and it is by

m(~ans

representat:l ve American of m:lddle. age, means, income,

of a
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occupation, and ff~mily that he can expose the lEttent hypocrisy of a people who can publicly pra:l..se the American ·Nay
of honesty and integrity and privately practice the deceit
and theft so often necessary in the scheme of contemporary
success.

The discrepancy is one between the American dream

e.nd the older Amer:i.can ,ethic inherited from Purl tanical
morality.

Mr. Hogan's own actions reflect the war betweem

1.nnocence and integrity on the one hand, and ruthless expediency on the other.

As he.robs the bank he wears a Mickey

Mouse mask, a symbol of innocence end child-like simplicity
whic.h strongly_ contrasts with the thief's diabolical cunning
and the silver-colored Iver Johnson .J8 he holds in his right
ha:nd dur'ing the robbery.
the

theft~

Again, v.rhen Mr. Hogan returns from

he stashes his loot in the same case

~.rhich

c.on-

tains his Knight Templer's uniform, a costume or disguise
of piety a.nd purity which masks the same greed and plunder
charaeteristic of those medieval knights of the order who
sacked Jerusalem and murdered Christia.n and Infidel with
like indifference.

pj_nally, Hogan uses some of. the stolen

mopey to act as an ironic patron of virtue with his children
who have entered an "I Love America" contest.

His

endorse~

ment of the American way is an ironic comment on the values
to which most modern Americans of otherwise impeccable
character and credentials secretly and liTillingly subscrlbe.
Steinbeck's fine dispassionate tone transforms this
simule and genial account of a bank robbery into a symbolic
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ez:ploratlon of a sinister element in the national psyche.
As an exemplar of solid middle-class oplnions and values,
Mr. Hogan beriomes the concrete object of Steinbeck's satiric
thrust against those of his present-day countrymen who worship material and spiritual values at once, and who, like
Hogan, are therefore incapable of.practicing what they
preach.

Behind Hogan 9 s easygoing amicab:l.lt ty and purported

decency, lur1cs the hostile and unethical spectre of a
materlalism which knows no bounds or limits and which often
masquerades as virtue.

Steinbeck's satire seeks to condemn

that perverse ethical sensibility and sensitivity which, in
his op:lnion as private citizen and public artist, afflicts
.Ame:rica

~:m1

Americans in their most affluent age.

\•Jith the

J·ekyll-Hyd.e personality of John Hogan, Steinbeck has found
his humorous yet slnister figure for an allegorical indict--

.

ment of a clear and· present danger tn the present day.

6

6\lfarren French reads the story in an entirely differ-·
ent light. In his thesis, it is the bank l'Thich is monstrous
and r:i..diculous, and because of the danger in an unvarying
routine of which Hogan took advantage, "Steinbeck is again
satiriz:i.ng the dangers of getting lnto a rut. 11 In :t'lr. Hogan,
moreover, 11 Steinbe.ok shows the individual triumphing." .Q.J?..•
g..Lt~, pp. l.-70-71. Hr. Freneh does not pause to consid.er
whether Hogen's "triumph" is a hollow victory, or whether
Steinbeck's sati:t;'io intent is to expose and ridlcule any
exp.;~d.iency or hypocrisy on the part of the bank robber.
It
l'rould seem that insofar as he does this, Hogan is less a
socit=J.l hero than a villain symbolic of the modern American's
secret corruption and ethical fester. If Mr. French's argument embraces the victory of individualism over impersonal
forces (the bank),· Mr. Steinbeck's satiric :l.mplication suggests that HoganLs particular triumph is not only dubious,
but perha:ps Pyrrhic. For Americans 1·Jho rob one another and
deceive themselves can only impoverish America.
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The Purl tan

dream.

ethic~

is engaged. and defeated by the American

CHAPTER VI
UNI 1rY AND DIVERSITY
A colleetion of memorable fiction which bares the

secn·et desires, frustrations, and hypocrisies of California
rural life, John Steinbeck's short stories have thematic
aff:\.nities with thE: village epitaphs of Edgar Lee Masters'

§.P.£.9.n Bill.£
•

,b.~h_olo..~,

the village oddities of Sherwood Anderti·

son's Winesburg, Ohio, and with the village satire of Sinclair
........ _

Le1·ds'

_..,~----·~-

. . ."'».>" ... ~-

li~).l} §.1~~~.·

Stefnbeck's setting, ho•,rever, is neither

the villB,ge nor. the mid·" West, but the V.Jestern valley. and
ranch,

which. evoke the frontier of older days and, out-

sit~s

·wardly at least, suggest a kind of pastbral haven or sylvan
repose.

Behlnd thts serene semblance of the land, however,

Steinbeck deftly sketches the pathos of lives which cannot
endure the influxes of material uprogress," social convention
and conformism, or even sheer accidents of fate.
ma1te

decisive

~md

All of these

sometimes d.estructi ve incursions into the

psyehes of Steinbec1r' s Californians, sensitive if misguided
individuals for the most part, isolated from the main stream
of life by their 01m philosophies no less than by their
geography.

It is by means of the tragic but pervasive truth

that there is no such thing in the modern age as a pastoral
parad:tse, a frontier Eden where man can someh01'7 retreat from
the unpleasant reality of the modern

~rorld

or his omnipresent

self, that Steinbec1c is able to create a universal context for

J.JL:.
his

region1.::~l

tales.

Beyond the superficial beauty and let sure

of· rural lives, he detects the infi:ni 'te perplexi t~l and. pain
which

mal{e~1

vain the w:i..shes of humanity and deprives d:n·;amers

of c.hEr!..'i shed illusions.
mid.-~~res

Stelnbeck' s fi ctlon echoes the small

t hamlet studies of .Anderson, Lewis, and Hasters to

:r·ever:1-l, j_n his ow.n pastoral studies of the far Hest, the same
eplphanles and psychological realities often dj_splayed in the

work of these artlsts who embraced small tovm America as
their subject e

Although he. rarely strays into small to11.ms

and although his setting and idj_om are unique, it is quite
feasible Steinbeck owes the dimension of his short fiction to
these

maste~s.

Like Anderson especially, Steinbeck demon-

strates a hunger to see beneath the surfaces of lives.
exploration of subconsciousness creating form

~;md

His

filreotlon in

external life is a brilliant experiment in the literature of
the lrrationa.l-rational which at the same time

allo~rs

him the

opportunity to recreate for the purposes of his art the
personalJ. tj_es and scenes of a region he knew intimately by
virtue of his birth, youth, education, labor, and maturity
in.Californ:ta.
'lne ·geographlc ·unity of setting in Steinbeck's short
stories is matched by the oonsistency of

th~ir

ironic plots.

Steinbeck's irony is nei the:r flippant nor essentially humorous; rather it provides a realistic comment on the
ancy between the apparent peace of a sedate

countJ.~Y

discrep~·

folk in

a lovely countryslde and the actual dar1\: current of their
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own disappointed and disillusioned lives.

The well-knov·m

tonal simplicity of Steinbeck 1 s prose, like Sherwood Anderson's, is not a limitation so much as an art.

The perfect

fusi.on of form and content attest to the well-wrought
design and execution of a literary craftsma.n.

If it is

difficult, moreover, to dismiss these unadorned tales it may
be because they are less .specimens of local color than they
are visions of a world which, like Arnold's, seems often
"To l.ie before us like a land of dreams, I So various, so
bee.uti:ful, so

ne~<r,"

but which, examined objectively through

the experiences of its dreamers, "Hath really neither joy,
nor

love~

for pait:."

nor light,/ Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help
This is the ironic vision of· the Steinbeck

short stories and it is achieved in a form distinguished. by
its lucidity and precision.
Fashioned in a style which may reflect Steinbeck's
obligat:lon to HemingNay, 1 the majority of these tales are
accounts of the West V<rhich employ picturesque rural locales
to exar1ine non-picturesque truths s.bout man's universal
capacity for delusion and self-deception.
stories are no mere pastoral romances.

Thus Steinbeck's

On the contrary,

1 "'rhere can be no doubt that the greatest influence

on his prose was tha.t of Heming\'ray, of whom Steinbeck wrote
in 1938, 'I am convinced that in many ways he is the finest
writer of our time.'" Peter Lis ca., 11 John Steinbeck: A
Literary Biographj," Steinbeck and His Critics, op. cit.,

p•

5•
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they are exercises in the severest kind of realism.

In them,

a T"rid'3 variety of fj_ctlonal innocents discover that escape
from reality is no longer possible or permissible.
beck's plot creates theme, for the short

sto~ies

Stein-

are chiefly

characterized by·the histories of individuals whose evasion
or response to an ungu.essed truth about themselves posits
an engaging psychological realism.

Epiphany becomes theme.

Steinbeck's thematic revelations illumine and explode the
secret, often self··sustained delusions of those who inhabit
remote and sparsely settled valley communities.

Set pre-

dominantly in those areas of the state whose very seclusion
seems conducive to an undisturbed and intense scrutiny of
states of mind, Steinbeck's

tale~

of the West are a valuable

contrj.bution to the ·11 terature of hums.n understanding •. In
the alienation and estrangement of his fictional CalifornH:ms, Steinbeck suggests the classic agon betNeen ignorance
and a1-rareness, between passivity and sensitivity, betw·een
innocence and experience.
Since Steinbeck's essential presentation in the short
stqry is the confrontation of the individual with some ultimate but ungues sed truth of his ow-n condition, a1·rareness and
illumination become crucial in the experience of the protagonist.
theme~

A diversity of subjects reflect this unity of

Among the tales of youth, for example, Jody Tiflin

manfully emerges from ignorance and selfishness to an
informed awareness of fallibilities and vulnerabilities in

13'7

the lives around him.

He becomes wise end compassionate.

Pepe Torres, unprepared for his first contact with civilization, is compelled to run as long and as hard as ne can
before accepting the final consequence of his act of murder.
Both youths undergo a difficult but successful ini.tiation.
Not so Holly l-1organ and Pat Humbert:
their
the

Ollrtl

end~

they seek love on

terms and so never possess what they desire.

In

no initiation is possible for either because both

insist upon the cultivation of an erroneous dream and so
deceive themselves.

Tularecito and Hilda Van Deventer are

mental defectives who, while they can come to no positive
~risdorn

themselv:es, do effectively illumine the startling

irrationality of those vrho mlnister to them.

The Mal tbys

and the unnamed youth of "HiS Father," are initiated into
the

~Jerkings

of social prejudice and intolerance.

Only

J ody' s experience can lead to grov-rth; the others are doomed
to death, flight, imprisonment, or impotence.
Steinbeck's tales of violence also illustrate differing levels of avrareness and sensi ti vi ty to remarkable or
even forbidden

kno~rledge.

To the disgust of only one tradi-

tion--obsessed man, Johnny Bear lowers the boom on the town
paragons of virtue; the bar loungers in Lorna find secret
d.ellght in discoverlng

tha~

the "best" people of the to1im are,.

after all, only flesh and blood.

In "The Raid" and "'I'he

Vigilante,"

revel~ltions

initiates.

Root finds a joy in martyrdom, Mike a release in

serve to delineate the flaws of the
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murder; one is a mindless boy who cannot describe his
spir:l tual ecstasy through pa:ln, 'N'h:lle the other is a mediocre man of middle-age whose expression, misinterpreted by
a suspiclous ·wife as the sign of sexual consmnmation, indicates he can find a similar emotional fulfillment and purgation in the violent energy of a mob.
their

01i'ffi

irrationa.lt ties·.

Both are victims of

Other tales similarly suggest

that people deceive themselves in differE?nt ways.

Raymond

Banks finds an abstract pleasure in 't'ri tnessing legal executions; Dr.· Phillips believes science has the answer to
everything; Cyrus Trask seeks to perfect his sons b;y rigid
mili.ta:ry discipline and training.
however, these three come

fac~

Unlike Root and Mike,

to face with the proven

fallacies of their idee.ls or pleasures.

Bert Munroe

con·~

vinces Banks that there is nothing enjoyable about witnessing death; Dr. Phillips' mysterious visitor finds a pleasure
in the habi. ts of a serpent which frightens and frustrates
the once onmiscient scientist; and Cyrus Trask discovers he
has rat sed a murderer in Charles 1i·1ho has
of·Adam, the beloved son.

~lmost

deprived him

Only "Breakfast" provides an

epiphany whtch is natural as well as necessary.

Expecting

nothing and receiving everything at the hands of kind
strangers, the 1i1Tanderer :i.s filled with ineffable delight in
this infrequent miracle of man's love for his fellovr man.
In the tales of marriage, we again witness those
ep_iph8.nies in which characters dis·cover and disclose their
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natures in a moment of revelation.

Elisa Allen discovers

her flowers--tokens of her preferred love--discarded on the
roach-ray and slumps 1;1earlly in final frustration of a momentarily proud and sensuous splri t.

Harry 'l'eller undertakes

dec lsi ve actlon to destroy the '.'rhi te quail, a symbol of his
frustration in marriage; but the death of the bird 'brings
Harry neither peace nor reconciliation with his alienated
wife.

By contrast, JimMoore discovers that violence meted

to his errant wife csn rous.e her to respect and love.
frustrated wife of

"$har~'Hicks

J:lhe

1

inspires her beaten mate

to ne,,r cash an<;'!. dollar idealism and so wakens in him that
pursuit of the American dream. which again releg(,ltes her and
the beautiful Alice to the position of unloved chattels.
The liberty of

Petei~

Randall is sweet but short; he dis-

qovers that he can never be free of a tyrannical wife's
influence.

Losing hts wife, Juan Diego discovers the }1other

of Man in a mystical vision; his epiphany and simple faith
stand in marked opposition to a bishop i'rhose faith depends
upon demonstration rather than intuition.

The history 9f

Richard Hhtteside is Steinbeck's great fable of the rise and
fall of a Califo:r.·nia dynasty; a dream of uniting generstions
in a great house is consumed not merely by an accidental
conflagration but by an encroaching modern materialism whj_ch
threatens (and here actually proceeds) to oblj_terate the
positive values of an agrari.an tradition.
Steinbeck's moral criticism emerges engagingly in
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three satiric tales wherein the absence or prostitution of
epiphany su_pports the outre.ged indignation of the satirist.
In each., Steinbeck examines the decline and debasement of
true spirituality.

Sham idolatry a.nd spurious reverence

are his targets in the facetious "Saint Katy."
devotions of the

s~nsuous

While the

Lopezes are similarly mocked, the

sisters are interesting examples, along with Pepe Torres,
..Tue.n Di.ego, and 'lularecito, of a cultural primitivism at
· 't>lhich .a "civilized" gen till ty often tosses its stones o

Hosa

and Maria Lopez bec6me victims of a hypocritical middleclE;-SS morality.

By contrast, John Hogan is a champion of the

"new morality" of the middle class, a moralism which, while
purely Nachia.vellian in its cunning pursuit of material
gain, retains the pretense of respect for the values of a
,genuine, if lapsed ethic.

Hogan's feign of decency and

integrity conceals the fact of a criminal coup in which he
has been highly successful if only because he has mastered
the rules of deceive-thy-neighbor.

Hogan's pride, pleasure,

and complete lack of any sense of guilt for what he has done
become the source of revelation in the reader.
implj_cfd~ton

Steinbeck's

is that there are too many conseiousless Hogans

in the land, practicing like deceptions and accounting for
the spiritual bankruptcy of the world's wealthiest nation.
John Hogan is a rare bird among Steinbecl\: 1 s flock.
His story,

Steinb~ck's

last to date, illustrates a signifi-

cant depa:rtu:ce in setting and technique from the eB.rlier

llJ-1
tales.

For the most part, Steinbeck's California country

people are creatures of secret compulsions and obsessions
they half understand, if at all.

The nonconformlsts·and

misfits of Steinbeck's West look bac1c to those of Anderson
and Masters as·much as they anticipate those of such modern
day regionalists as Flannery O'Connor, the early Truman
Capote, Carson McCullers; and Eudora ltlelty.

Dark fables of

the modern American frontier, Steinbeck's stories illustrate
the struggle of souls to comprehend or flee the psychological terrors which become objective truths of the1r condition.
Seemingly distinct, the episodes in the lives of
Steinbeck's Californians illustra.te a pattern a...YJ.d a universal
vision.

In Steinbeek's cosmic irony, C8lifornia becomes a

mlcrocosm of the discrepancies inherent in the ideal
expectations--ease, wealth, love, fame, peace, pm1er--of each
of us.

The amusing, eccentric, and peculiar personalities

which inhabit Steinbeck's fictional world reflect in a real
sense our very own psychic lesions.

Lilc~

Sherwood ..A..nderson,

the genius of John Steinbeck lies in the creation of a
regional literature in which the seemingly. exotic experience
of "Grotesques," becomes less the history of strangers than
the chronicle of our own instincts and yearnings, the record
of the suppression or misdirectlon of our own vivid impulses,
and of the tragic impotence of our most ardent feelings.
A~ove

all, Steinbeck has vividly

~ortrayed

the eternal war

bet-~Jeen

a morality which is instinctual, "natural," and

good, and the often stifling conventional morality of
society which confines man in a prison of his own creatlon.
Even in the beauty and fertility of Steinbeck's

~vestern

frontier, there is a hint of the symbolic ba.dlands of the
moclern soul.

The cultural and spiritual steriltty which

Steinbeck identifies and accuses in the short stories becomes
the

sub~lect

9f .!:Ii_9.:2. £lJ1d
_Qan~.!:J.

R<?!!•

__ _

of his humanitarian castigation in Tortilla
Flat,
.....
... --""'':"--~'

ln

Du_l:>J.2JJ~~

m!-_lli,

The Gr.ill2,_~:.§. _of }l!:§Yt!" and

In this respect, the short storles may be

vie11ed as the _apprenti.ceship of a regionalist

whos~

psycho-

logical exploraticms among rural types demonstrates an

ethical concern with all humanity.
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